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Polls open 8 a.m. 
-their " 
forwarded to  
their poll, says local return- 
ing officer Elaine Johnson. 
But people Who registered 
under Section 80 must bring 
their certificate, to vote and 
they can vote only at their 
assigned station, she added. 
You can watch local 
coverage on CFTK beginning 
at 8:30 p.m.  
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TERRACE - -  All but 10 or 15 
kilometres of the final surface 
grade on a road going into the 
gold-rich Iskut Valley from Bob 
Quinn Lake on Hwy37 should 
be finished by early November. 
That's good news because 
more has been done then' was 
first planned when construction 
started this June, says Mac 
Gibbs of the International Cor- 
ona mining company. 
The road is being built by 
Prime Resources the comapny 
Last year, Prime estimated it
had reserves of two million ton- 
nes with a grade of i.4 ounces 
of gold a tonne and 54 ounces 
of silver. A feasibility study on 
the size of mine Prime wants is 
due soon. 
In making the loan announce. 
ment, Skeena MLA and nor- 
thern development minister 
Dave Parker said the first sec- 
tion is intended as a common 
carrier route for other resource 
companies with interests in the 
with a large potential gold mine lskut. 
at Eskay Creek,~ south of the "We had to help with the in- 
~- ]sku , t , . .Cor~'act ing  for frastructure to .get  things 
Prilne because It(Isihe:l~ge~- .../-8~in°g-~" h'e's~]~":i~ri• me ....... and ........ the. 
shareholder~iR,l~e comE ad.~; : "- government reached agreemen[ 
Gibbs said the rest of '~ffe in principle on the loan this past 
grade on the 40kin road wil[ be April , _ ,: ~ ......... ,.. 
done early next summer . . . .  , 
The news follows last week's 
announcement that the province 
has loaned Prime $7 million of 
the estimated $13.5 million cost 
of the road. 
Prime wants to follow that 
first section up next year with a 
24kin section heading south to 
its Eskay Creek property. 
The loan will be repaid from 
user fees charged to those other 
compan ies  ~ once 'annua l  
maintenance ,costs have been 
covered, said Parker, 
"As soon as there is another 
user, (payback) will start," he 
added. 
Gibbs estimated the southern 
road leading to Eskay could 
cost in the neighbourhood of 
$10 million. 
First figures were much 
higher but the company now 
' has a better idea of construction 
costs from work done on the 
first section, he said. 
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Marina 
getting 
power 
TERRACE - -  Boaters with 
craft moored at Kitimat's MK 
Bay Marina are about to get an 
• ~ . : early Christmas present - -  full 
mvestzgat ton,  ca l led  an  M;s'lLi 
must~ibe  .held ibY  an  in '  :to. .W~ 
[entph i - t~R~binson  con ,  ' Sk in  
electrical service. 
=----. N~I., materials,, he anticipated the 
Rod Rob insor l  ~: ' work would be finished before 
the worst of winter hit. 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district has awarded the con- 
tract to Terrace Electric and 
Heating Ltd., whose bid of 
$162,160 was the lower of the 
two accepted by the district. 
The contract calls for power 
and lighting to be run out to the 
basin floats as well as ins,alia. 
lion of parking lot and naviga. 
lion lights, 
District administrator Bob 
Marcellin said the contractor 
was expected to begin work ira- 
.mediately• Although comple- 
tion was dependent in part on 
the weather and supply of 
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TERRACE "About "40 "anti- 
abortion protesters gave NDP 
l eader  Mike Harcourt  a 
welcome he didn't expect during 
his 'visit o the party's local cam- 
. .p~n:Office ~ Saiurday. 
=?~fl.:oeai: pro-life nurse Isobel 
Brophy led the demonstration, 
demanding to know why Myrna 
George .  a local native woman 
who died here from •abortion 
complications last month --  
wasn't given more information 
• about the procedure. 
: NDP supporters jostled for 
position amid a forest of signs 
while demonstrators chanted: 
"Pro-choice is a lie, Myrna did 
not choose to die." 
"We have the family here of 
a girl who died here on Sept. 14 
t'rom an abortion," Bt'ophy told 
Harcourt. "She did not know 
the risks :of abortionbefore she 
got up on the table. 
' "We want it mandated by 
• legislation that women have the 
right to be informed about 
ab6rtion," Brophy said. "She's 
the one 'who lives with the con- 
sequences of her decision for all 
the rest of the days of her life 
and God help her that she 
doesn't have to offer up her.life 
for that decision as Myrna 
George has," 
Harcourt said that "difficult 
choice shouldn't be made hy 
politicians" but rather by the 
woman in full consultation with 
doctm's and counsellors. 
"Yo6 and I agree to 
d isagree,"  Harcourt  told 
Brophy, "Whatever our per- 
sonal positions on abortion, 
New Democrats believe that's a 
woman's choice." 
He said he would as premier 
ensure hospital boards are never 
again allowed to restrict abor- 
tion in B.C. 
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>:/ re-INfers reel Mike 
An NDP supporter pointed 
out , Brophy  had been 
reprimanded last year by the 
registered nurses' association 
for Counselling women at Mills 
Memorial Hospital notto have 
abortions. 
Inside Helmut Giesbrecht's 
campaign office, Harcourt was 
questioned on the Liberal Par- 
ty's apparent sudden surge in 
popularity. 
The narrowing of his party's 
margin in recent polls doesn't 
make him nervous, Harcourt 
said. 
He was responding to the 
latest Angus Reid poll which 
showed the NDP still leading 
with 38 per cent, the Liberals at 
3.0 peLcent and the ,Socr~d~ 
trailing at 29 per cent. 
Dismissing the opinion poll as 
unimportant, Harcourt added, 
"The only poll I'm interested in
is next Thursday, Oct. 17." 
He also disagreed, the claimed 
swing to the Liberals was in fact 
happening at all. He said the 
message he was getting going 
round the province was British 
Columbians wanted to see a 
change "and the only guarantee 
of that is with a vote for'the 
New Democrats." 
"People are realizing they 
just can't carry out what they 
say they are going to do. You 
can't cut taxes and increase 
spending and give up on the 
deficit," Harcourt said of 
Liberal policy. 
Asked whether h'e would 
strike a deal with the Liberals in 
the event the New Democrats 
f6und themselves in a minority 
position, Harcourt replied, " I  
haven't even thought about 
that. The only way I think is 
win." 
• . . ~ .  
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Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m, on 9.90 AM Radio In 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley • 
J MULTIPLEGAME FORMAT-'TICKETS ONLY $1.00 ':"i 
2gamoafor' : ' : .  4gameefor$i;oc3: I
$1,000 each week every other Weeki/i. :] 
" r . Tickets Available At: - :~>. :: ~ . 
House of Slmolohets, Benson Optical, Norlhem Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocely, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
Seymour, KItselas; Gloda Matron, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhtll; GItlakdamlx Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh; Ran Sampare, Greenville; Wayl)e 
Tall, Greeliville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
Jack Kempf also favoured 
PRO-LIFE ADVOCATE Isabel Brophy, in the background, makes a 
point to NDP leader Mike Harcourt, foreground, during his stop 
here Saturday. Harcourt was met with pro-life and NDP signs as he 
got off a bus for a campaign workers' pep talk. 
Poll gives NDP tile edge 
one per cent said they wanted to 
vote for another party. Six per 
cent of those contacted were 
undecided. 
In the Bulkley Vailey-Stikine 
I r  -i,Tdtn~, formal ~'ff~gd ~ahdiifli~'te 
:,lack~empf, n'ff~un,ing aVan 
',independenf, had'~O per- cent ~ df 
the decided vote. " " 
NDP candidate Jackie Pe- 
ment is two points behind with 
38 per cent of the vote while 
Liberal  candidate Alice 
Miller leads Socred Linda Mar- 
.shall Lutz by a 45 to 30 per cent 
margin. 
Educomp says Liberal sup- 
port grew during this;:polling 
-p~iodlb]it h~ttit 1~ inl[~l~.le 
.to. 4rift if;,; t'..will, ~;~y; ~lth;~tha~t 
,party,.'~h¢,numher Of ~ndecid- 
ed,.voters!fell: . . . . . . .  :, ~ .... 
Educomp contaded between 
150 and 170 in each constituen- 
cy., That, it says, gives a max- 
imum error capacity of plus or 
minus eight per cent,, 19 times 
TERRACE- -NDP candidate 
Helmut Giesbrecht should win 
the Skeena riding in tomorrow's 
election, suggests a poll taken 
for The Terrace Standard.. 
4~i"per ~ent, oP deeided < voters 
compared to 38 per cent for 
Sacredincumbent Dave Parker. 
The poll was taken Oct. 9-11, 
after the televised party leaders' 
debate, by Educomp, a lower 
niainland opinion survey firm. 
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Haven't You Heard?: 
SKEENA 
MALL  IS 
OPEN 
, SUNDAY 
' I 
--- 12 - ,.: 
• t:~:'"" - 
Yes- every store in the mall is open 1 2 -5  
Sunday, beg!nning November 1 !, :. 
-..  4741 Lakelse, Terrace 
Terrace 
Badminton Club 
HAS NOW BEGUN! 
"F 
THORNHIEL:JLINIOR:,.= 
HIGH SCHOt:)L >~ ..... ~' 
Sunday  ........................ 7 :30 .9 :30  p.m. 
Tuesday ............ . ........ 8:00 -10 :00  p.m~ 
Thursday .................. ,8:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
port Five per cent o f  those con- _ ,- " - .. ~ $55  per  year  or lost voters to Liberal. Juanita ". . . . .  Across me north, the pou 
Hatton when these new figures tacted in that namg were . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I me " f:n • snows me i~Lm ,eauzng in rive r in  e undectded ', are compared to earlier polls. • seats and the Socreds in four . . . . .  .,• 
Hatton had the support of 16 And in the North Coast with Kempf leading in Bulkley ~For  re  informati call 
per cent of decided voters and riding, NDP candidate Dan Valley-Stikine : " ~  Paul G ipps 635.4552 
CFTK wasn't improper 
TERRACE-- CFTK wasn't ac- ask its affiliates to clear time for that coverage is judged over the 
ting improperly when it didn't Johnston's peech, course of a campaign instead of 
carry NDP opposition leader "We picked it up on our own just on one episode," Edwards 
Mike Harcourt's speech the initiative. All we were told that continued. 
night the election was called, it was an address from the He said CBC affiliates in 
says the federal body which premier.  Only Premier  Prince George and in Kelowna / 
regfilates broadcast.outlets. Johnston knew what she was-: also went back to regular pro- 
The Canadian Radio- going to say. There is no elec- •gramming after Johnston 
television and Telecommunica- teen until the writ is dropped," spoke. The CBC affiliate in 
teens Commission (CRTC) 
made the ruling following a 
complaint filed by Skeena NDP 
MP Jim Fulton. 
CFTK carried Premier Rita 
Johnston's Sept. 19 election an- 
nouncement beginning at 6 p.m. 
and went back to regular pro- 
gramming, at its conclusion. 
Harcourt spoke about 13 
ininutes later. 
But the CRTC found CFTK 
had no knowledge that Har- 
court was to speak after 
Johnston. 
: "There does not seem to have 
been a deliberate intention on 
(CFTK's) part to "silence" the 
Opposition Leader," said a let- 
ter from a CRTC official. 
: "We therefore find that to 
date the licensee has not acted 
improperly and,  therefore, 
t her¢~iS noact ion for the com- 
mission to~ take at this time." 
the letter said. 
Fulton's complaint letter call- 
ed the failure to to carr~ Har- 
court's speech "broadcast 
manipulation." 
=: CFTK:Spokesman Bryan Ed- 
wards said that while there was 
Speculation about what 
Johnston~ndSht say, there was 
ao ' kn0wl~ge 0 f  the Content of 
Johnst()n's speech before She 
wenton the air. 
~ He said the ~CBC-TV station 
in ; Vancouver, from Which it 
draws':~ogrammlng as part  of 
being a'CBC affiliate, did:n0t 
schedule"a formal news s~all 
tlie nlghtof Sept, 19 nor/did !t 
added Edwards. Kamloops did not carry her an- NJVERSARY 
And he said CFTK would nouncement a all. 
have carried Harcour t ' s  
remarks if it knew he was going 
to speak• 
"Fulton's accusing us of par- 
tisan politics when the election 
was only 15 minutes old. The 
rules by which we operate are 
THE WORLO 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW TIE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.. 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the righf'person le 
help you' lind e place in your new 
community, 
Karen,638-o?o7 
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NEW PLAYMOBIL 
1-2-3 
i , . , v . , , ,  Allen Banner i ~ I I CARPET CLEANINGI . . _  ~ _... ~ :~"=~': From $8.99.$90.09 
I ~ "Free I l ~VMOql~. . .,.~--~------"-- A I
Pdces I 
i Efficient i 
I I ! ~  Rotary il 4~ m 
~ ,  little tikes Laundry Centre ..... $09.99 l i  
~ l  .Rocking Chair ..... $139.99. Alqdane Teeter,Totter ...... ~[~,  i.,, . ........... _
o,n=,T. =x......,,.- c,m ........... s-.- I!Li][i  
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q j~"  SKEENAMALL ,, : : .... : :~ /635-5236 
_ . . .m 
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TERRACE - -  The price tag for regulatory authorities get in 
building a daycare centre for there and each have their kick at 
teen mothers in high school here it, you've got to build a facility 
has ballooned to more than 10 that meets certain standards - -
times the originally projected and that's not cheap." 
cost. That kind o f  money doesn't 
School district officials say exist in the school district's 
they underestimated demand budget, Piersdorff said, so 
for the Young Moms' Program, school trustees are looking for 
which has been swamped by the other ways to finance the plan. 
number of young mothers who It was originally expected 
want to join the program, most of the project's capital 
Estimates prepared by ar- costs would be paid for through 
chitect Royce Condie for con- the increased enrolment it  
struction of a 4,500-square-foot would generate, and by grants 
building came in last week at from the federal government's 
$782,000. An original $65,000 Stay-in-School initiative.• 
plan to use tw~.modified por - . . . ,  Once built, the daycare centre 
table classrooms was discarded would be administered by the 
because of increased demand Terrace and District Communi- 
and because the city insisted the ty Services Society and 
portables meet building code operating costs paid by the 
standards, ministry of social services and 
"The scope of the project has housing. 
changed since the original Both the ministry and the 
discussions," said secretary-: s:ociety say they will expand 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff. "It their commitments to handle 
means doubling the amount of the larger facility. The school 
space. And we found using por- board just has to find a way to 
table buildings wasn't  get it built. 
practical." Special education director 
"By .  the time all the Andrew Scruton said he 
originally anticipated only 12 to 
15 teen mothers participating in
the program. Twe/~ty students 
are now enrolled in the program 
-- which currently involves 
speciafized instruction but no 
daycare - -  and five are on a 
waiting list. Six more full.time 
students at Caledonia have 
babies and would also be using 
the daycare. .. 
"We're somewhat of a victim 
of our own success on this," 
Scruton says. "We knew there 
were a lot of young women oat 
there who weren't attending 
school. But those numbers are 
far" higher thanwe ever ex- 
pected." 
The daycare centre would 
allow teen mothers to take 
courses in an environment 
separate from the rest of the 
school, and close to their 
babies. Statistics show teen 
mothers usually drop out of 
school because of the social 
stigma, and don't come back. 
The centre would help keep 
those students from dropping 
out, Scruton says, and bring 
back some of the teen morns 
this many young women.;:~ h e 
said. "But I'm saddenea by me 
fact we need to do that;TId~; is
r S .omething: that• our society has 
not come,/fO terms with. The 
kind of support system that is 
neededdoes not exist." , : 
• No daycare centres in towti 
take individual infants and tod- 
dlers. : ' . - : /  
Scruton expects the estimate 
drawn up by Condie - -  based 
upon a similar daycarecentre in 
Abbottsford-- could bescaled 
down by •at least $100,000. • 
He said the school district is 
looking for other ways to pay 
for the project ~ possibly lot 2 
tery grants, grants from federal 
women's programs, ,more 
money from the federal Stay-in- 
School initiative, and perhaps 
more money from the ministry 
of social services and housing.:; 
If the financing can be ar-: 
ranged, Scrutonhopes to see the 
daycare centre open sometime 
next year. The centre had 
originally been slated to open in 
February. - 
Waterways 
TORRENTIAL RAINS last week created havoc of the regions 
highways and, once again, the culverts under Hwy 37 south 
at Blackwater Creek proved unequal to the task of I~andling 
the raging water. With water pouring across the road and tak- 
ing with i t  the Rravel shouLders,.the H ighwa~/~~ 
also resulted in toe closure of the road to the Nasa V~l~'~tan~ ~y
rising waters for a'time threatehed to flood homes at Lakelse 
Lake. 
 ashroom issue still unresolved 
TERRACE - -  The propose d 
washroom/changing building 
may be for soccer players, but 
the city's dealing with the re- 
quest is beginning to look more 
like a tennis match. 
Terrace Youth Soccer wants 
to put up the facility at its 
Christy Park fields and has said 
it will pay for construction if the 
city agrees to maintain it. 
The original request was 
referred to the planning and 
public works department which 
recommended locating the 
building near Parkside Elemen- 
tary school. 
In doing so, it had decided 
against the public works depart- 
ment's preferred site near the 
adjacent residential area of Mc- 
Connell Ave. 
However, neighbourhood 
,.residents:who turned out in 
~k~:~.~ subsequent :/council 
~,~'mt~l OUf ~ ~ree alternative 
sit~s~b-ad originally been under 
consideration. " ' 
Confirming that was correct, 
Richm( d 
cal"pc13 
. . . . . . . . . .  ,z,:: ... 
Now:s your.chance to take advantage of spectacular savings on quality RiChmond Carpetl 
Every, R!chmond Carpet features: 
• The Consumer Protection Guarantee • Stain & Soil Protection 
• A written Wear Guarantee and • Professional Installation. 
Here are just some of the great values we are featuring: 
• Noble Choice 
• Chiltern Royale 
• ROyal Sovere!gn 
o,Promises 
i:*. Terrace Park 
!,o Runnymede ' 
!. 
i, 
~'! ; : ' : i  FoR ONE LOW 
~!,pRIcE, YOU GET , 
~RPET,  UNDERLAY 
AND INSTALLATION: 
'i~s'K'oUR REPREsENTATIVE~ 
'~ ' FOR PRICES 
a i ' l l  i~ i "n  _ . 
CONSUMER 
PROTECTION 
GUARANTEE 
If, {o, any reason wi th in  15 
days ar iel  insta l lat ion o! 
any R*chmond Carpet ,  
you am not  complete ly  
saUsl iad w i th  ~our R~ch, 
mend Carpel  purchase,  
R ichmond Cacget  w i l l  
authol lZO' l ls  feplacemenl  
by  Ihe dealer from whom 
you purchased the carpel  
a t  no  charge  for the  
replacement carpel ,  Ask 
your pat' l lCtpl lt lng dealer 
for detai ls:  ,: . " 
• Ultra Decor II 
• Sensuous 
• Serene 
• Shiraz 
• Monique 
• Indulgence 
YOUR DECOR 
~. :~ i i Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W. 
-:'~ TERRACE 
w-,. .. 635-2976 ~ ,~ ~ : ~- ~:, ~. 
recreation director Steve Scott quate" to service the home that . engineering costs for the sites 
told aldermen the third site had is there now. 
been at the north-eastern corner Therefore only the other two 
of the soccer fields, at the op- had been put before the com- 
posite end from the school and mittee. 
also some distance away from 
residences on McConnell Ave. Council decided to return the 
However, while agreeing the matter to the planning and 
third site might be the "most public works (PPW)committee 
desirable" for neighbourh0od on tire understanding the 
residents, Scott explained the engineering department would 
engineering department had rul- provide a report on site three at 
ed it out because the existing that meeting. 
sewer line was "barely ade- The PPW meeting learned 
were $1,320 for the residefitial 
area, $6,187 for the school site 
and $11,030 for site three. 
It then recommended shun- 
ting the issue to the community 
and recreation services commitl 
tee which would arrange a 
meeting between all interested 
parties in an attempt to come up 
with a solution. 
Scott said that meeting is ten- 
tatively scheduled for the even- 
ing of Wednesday, Oct. 23. 
• Reporter claims award 
TERRACE - -  A Terrace Stun- Newspaper Association's Better Kemano. The story was Picked 
dard reporter is thewinner of a Newspaper Competition. UP by Vancouver newspapers 
provincial award for excellence several months later. 
in environmentaljournalism. The honour is for the 
Jeff Nngel received the first newspaper's Sept. 12, 1990, It was one of 22 awards t0 
place award in the hard news full-page feature ~ entitled The newspapers owned by Cariboo 
category~ o f  B.C: .TeUs~, En- #.e~_i'~: qarm~o~,?~P~,~) -  P rq~e,~.og~. t~A~q/~ns  
vironmentai Awards in. the B.C. troversial,,,,plans~ to., lo~.f lze th~ ,,,Stqndard~.~ and 9~heE 
and  Yukon Community Kitlope Riyer valley south of newspapers in B.C.'s interior. 
LOOMIS 
Cour ier  Service 
e, 
"VALUE ADDED" SERVICES 
DEPOT TO DEPOT 
DROP OFF" & PICK UP 
YOUR SHIPMENT AT ANY OF THE 54 B.C. 
LOOMIS COURIER SERVICE DEPOTS 
AND RECEIVE A DISCOUNT OF 
3O% 
DEPOT TO DOOR 
DROP OFF 
YOUR SHIPMENT FOR DELIVERY AT IT'S 
DESTINATION, AND RECEIVE A DISCOUNT OF 
15% 
FOR: FURTHER INFORMATIONI i//:~, 
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 
LOOMIS COURIER SERVICE DEPOT 
k" " 
5011 KEITH AVENUE, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-6118 
. ~ ~. =2  ¸ * ~*  
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Land c la ims  
• ....,The biggest disappointment ,o£ this 
provincial election has been the lack of 
discussion about land claims, 
During her election visit here last 
month, Premier Rita Johnston said land 
claims weren't a specific part of her cam- 
paign because a process is in place and it 
is working. But there's been no action 
from the government for the past five 
months despite receiving a report com- 
missioned by it, the fed, era, governments 
and natives which laid'out a specific 
series of steps for negotiati~ds. 
The premier did say she'll start at 
"square one", described as entering 
negotiations with no pre-conceived no- 
tions. Yet there is one pre-conceived no- 
tion the Socreds do have. They don't 
recognize the idea of native title. 
In contrast, the NDP says it will 
recognize native title. Detractors of this 
position call it giving away the store, but 
the NDP say land is an inherent part of 
native self-government and that you 
can't have one without the other. 
And that leads to the major difference 
between the two parties. The Socreds 
will want to negotiate sufficient 
econ(3mic and social benefits and oppor- 
tunities for natives within the existing 
structure of government, land tenure 
and ownership: 
T[ae ,b~Dp osition of native title fits i fi 
with its social justice philosophy. But it 
also recognizes that natives, given the 
proper esources, must take responsibili- 
ty for themselves. A big question here is 
how much land might be involved. 
On balance there is nothing terribly 
wrong with either party's viewpoint 
because native groups will want to 
negotiate settlements specific to 
themselves. 
The majority of B.C. residents, accor- 
ding to government polls, don't oppose 
giving natives title to some land. B.C. in- 
dustries have also said they only wish to 
know who their landlords will be. 
One area of agreement between the 
Socreds and the NDP concerns who will 
pay for settlement costs. The Socreds 
have already rejected a federal proposal 
for a 70 per cent federal and 30 per cent 
provincial cash split. They say B.C.'s 
share willactually be higher because land 
is vested with the provincial government. 
Expect nothing less from the NDP. After 
all, self preservation is the guiding in- 
stinct of everybody and every organiza- 
tion. 
This leaves voters having to choose a 
party they think will be a tough 
negotiator. But it'll also have to be a par- 
ty they think can strike a deal agreeable 
to all of us who live here. 
dust: : say . , -  - no  ! 
Almost forgotten in tomorrow's elec- 
tion are the two referendum votes. One 
asks voters if  they want the opportuni ty  
to tur f  MLAs  between elections. The 
other wants to know i f  voters want the 
right to have referenda on specific ques- 
t ions. 
The first question deserves to be 
forgotten because it is stupid. I t 's  like 
chocolate cake. The easier it is to get a 
hold of, the more temptat ion there will 
be. 
What  a recall provision will do is 
!fl'.~:.~l !U ~l;)t;~iGI 
,.; . . . . . . .  .', .'; ¢',;3 
I . .  
remove the already shaky proposition, 
that voters should pay attention during 
elections. We get the kind of government 
we deserve. If we don't concentrate he 
first time around, why should we be able 
to bail out later on. 
The second question, that of a referen- 
dum on a specific issue is more intrigu- 
ing. But it's doubtful if any issue can be 
boiled down to a single question. Better 
to have more free votes in the legislature. 
That'll allow interested people to work 
over their MLAs to bring them to their 
way of thinking. 
Right writing 
Here we are, worrying about 
the life expectancy of Medicare, 
fretting over closed hospital 
beds, upset by queues awaiting 
treatment, dreading user fees, 
yet all the time we're at the mer- 
cy of doctors' indecipherable 
handwriting. 
How indecipherable is their 
'writing? Once, a New York 
urologist dropped his wallet 
somewhere between the 106th 
Street parking lot and the eighth 
floor operating room of Flower 
Fifth Avenue Hospital. He 
listed his wallet's contents for 
insurance purposes but later 
was unable to decipher his own 
:n0tes~.He sought help from two 
records room clerks, both of 
/.whom had years of experience 
.:de.coding doctors' crabbed 
hieroglyphics. 
One Clerk earned her salary 
:typing.diagnostic reports and 
physician's penned entries from 
• patient charts subpoenaed to 
Through 
Bifocals ! t1- . 1 1 
by C l o u d e d ,  
a verbatim shorthand writer. 
Learning to write and transcribe 
Pitman squiggles was a romp by 
comparison. 
Poor handwriting is a cinch 
to acquire. Haste. Carelessness. 
Either one will do it. Combine 
the two and illegibility is 
assured. By grade eleven l had 
mastered it. Only a compulsory 
penmanship class in secretarial 
school forced me to shape up. 
Good handwriting is vital 
even in day to day domestic af- 
fairs. In our house, my husband 
brings home the groceries. If i 
send him shopping with a 
grocery list he can't read, I can 
finally, like graffiti, the writing 
is on the wall. 
Saskatchewan doctors have 
been ordered to imwove their 
penmanship. It seems when pa- 
tient charts go to court, 
everyone has trouble reading 
handwritten medical notes...in- 
eluding the doctors who wrote 
them. This makes for much 
consternation among lawyers, 
and ruffled robes among 
judges. 
Still, poor handwriting 
~;hould remain in medicine 
where we're used to finding it. 
if scribblers became architects, 
their buildings might be as 
i 
,' :, Jeff I~le',:. Sp~:~Ot= ~l te r .  'Me~0{Adene Waits ~ Typesetter, ':" 
" . ". •*, : : , / : ' />~.  ~.Cr i~ur  g C0ml~ n~q~ •' '~ *;' ."' 
• ' ~ " ° T- 
.•,,. 
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and so Wi l l  NI3, , :,i 
Oopito i  I 4"  
VICTORIA --The joke was on 
the Socreds, and the laughter 
could be heard clear across the 
province. Wolfman Jack had 
done it again. 
For more than a year, the ci- 
ty slickers at Socred head- 
quarters had been trying their 
best to get rid of Jack Kempf, 
the maverick MLA for what 
was the riding of Omineca, but 
it wasn't good enough. Not by .... [it tlegan~s-of-imern~ ........... 
~the~m,eV~ty ti~e. "- .... ~ : )!~:( ~,c.i ~,Kin^s-ell~a~d-'ldss'KetchumS ",' 
Nominated twice before to 
carry the Socred banner into 
the election campaign in the 
new riding of Bulkley Valley- 
Stikine, party headquarters 
took one last run at Kempf 
and got its nose bloodied more 
severely than on the previous 
occasions. 
When Kempf was charged 
recently with breach of trust, 
the Socred party board strip- 
ped him of his membership, 
blocking his way to get the 
Socred nomination for the 
third time. 
But if they thought hey had 
Kempf by the shorts, they were 
in for a rude awakening, a 
very rude one. Rather than 
beating a retreat, Kempf 
shifted into high gear. 
Kempf supporters descended 
on Smithers to attend the 
nominating meeting that was 
to select a new candidate for 
the riding, but instead of mere- 
ly trying to interrupt he pro- 
decures, they managed to 
throw their weight behind a 
very special candidate - -  
Kempf's campaign manager, 
Ciarian Rodgers. 
Next day, Kempf'ffled 
nomination papers as an in- 
dependent candidate, but 
Rodgers didn't show up to file 
as the Socred candidate. The 
result: Kempf is in the race; 
the Socreds aren't. 
How will Kempf do Oct. 177 
My guess is he will win, and he 
may well be one of the very 
few right-wing candidates from 
the central intereior to beat he 
NDP. 
The entire Kempf episode 
shows how much out of touch 
the Socreds are with anything 
on whom the Socreds rely for 
advice, have never understood 
what makes northern British 
Columbia tick. 
Kempf's remark that "that' l l  
be the day when someone from 
the Lower Mainland can come 
up here and tell us what to 
do,"  was not just political 
rhetoric. It was a statement of 
fact. 
Kempf's coup was just one 
more nail in the Socred coffin. 
They didn't do much better in 
the rest of the province. While 
Mike Harcourt has been runn- 
inga picture-book campaign, 
the Socreds have been stumbl- 
ing from one disaster to 
another. 
First they tried to use the 
Ontario budget o scare the 
hell out of British Columbia 
voters. It didn't work. British 
Columbians were more in- 
terested in ethics and honest 
government. Unfortunately, 
the Socreds are on slippery 
grounds when it comes to 
ethics. 
When the Ontario budget 
failed to ignite as an issue, 
finance minister John Jansen 
proceeded to make a bit Of a 
fool of himself trying to prove 
that NDP promises would land 
us in a $15 billion deficit at the 
end of a five-yegr cycle. 
Surround by charts and 
figures, Jansen t01d reporters 
that he had taken off his 
finance minister's hat and put 
on his accountant,s' hat. The 
doomsday scenario n the 
charts, he said, was the result. 
The result of what? His best 
guess, he admitted. 
Asked what specific pro- 
mises he used to extrapolate 
t ' .  
! 
any examples, he said. ¢. 
• !o.M.~hil¢,, Har¢~art llil~d ' 
jumping the hurdles thrown in 
his way by the Socreds. Night- 
ly television broadcasts showed 
powerful images. 
Here was Harcourt in a boat 
chugging past the Expo lands, 
talking about the Socreds', real 
estate blunder of the' Century; 
there was Harcourt.talking~ 
about the public's demand for 
honesty and ethicsin govern- 
ment, while the blind-folded 
lady of justice looked on in the 
background.- - 
The fire and ,excitement 
hasn't gone out of the Socred 
campaign; it was never in it. 
From •the start, Rita Johnston 
avoided crowds. No main- 
steering, no pressing the flesh 
at shopping centres. 
Instead of wading into 
crowds to convert he undecid- 
ed, She would more often than 
not confine her whistle.stops 
to visiting campaign head. '
quarters of Iocal'candidat~g or 
speaking to friendl~y'audiences 
such as chambers of com; :~" 
.A merce. 
Not surprising!} ~ttbn,' th~ 
polls reflected t~]~credS , '~  
lacklustre per f0r~a~nce '. Half- 
way through the ca~paign~,the 
NDP led .the Socr'ed'S by .15,' , 
percentage points overall. On 
Vancouver Island, the spread, 
was 28 points, in the Lower 
Mainland 22 points.ci 
An NDP win appears a,,: i,, 
foregone conclusion. The ques- 
tion is, how badly the.Socreds 
will be mauled. All:indications 
are that it will be a rout;. X ) "~ 
' -And dependini on the extent 
of the defeat; ~ecglil~l•'~v%~l°b'~ 
witnessing the end of the, :! 
Social Credit party,,,Ah~ 'I i 
regrouping undera free- i > 
enterprbe banner will then be ii court. The other clerk assigned 
'Dewey decimal-style numbers to 
cancer diagnoses for statistical 
and research purposes. 
My first secretarial confron- 
tation with incomprehensible 
calligraphy came early in :my 
Career. ,Part of my job in Saska- 
, tooff~Clty Hospital's laboratory 
;~ was tO type the tissue dissection 
notes of a pathologist from 
expect to eat some mighty ex- 
perimental meals while doing 
without my favourites. 
Who can say what setbacks 
patients might have suffered 
because their doctors' written 
orders were incomprehensible 
to nurses or pharmacists? 
Perhaps handwriting led to 
healthy limbs being mistakenly 
amputated, or children crippled 
Edinburgh. His longhand, by cerebral palsy having sound 
: resembled Bambi's tracks on ice '~ i ankle muscles lengthened while 
o ~/!-- windmills Of short strokes their spastic tendons remained 
connected by long glides. ?io0 short. 
,ith, readab le  
about as plen- 
steelhead,.But 
unstable as Yugoslav that goes on north of Hope. his fanciful figures, Jansen was 
ceasefires... Too occupied with their silly stumped. He didfiit really have left to another part:' 
,, IMPS- .lOtd~i IO,q$ ¢': ' '~ ' ; , ' , .  . . . . . . . . . .   '"" 
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F,ve key issues 
ABOUT THE ISSUES 
We Chose the five we felt 
.to be the most important 
land askedSocial Credit 
:candidate' Dave Parker, 
~NDP candidate Helmut 
Gisebrecht and :Liberal 
candidate Juan~a Hatton 
for their respoiises. 
What we wanted were 
responses of varied areas 
DAVE PARKER 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
NDP candidate Helmut 
Giesbrecht is in a conflict-of- 
interest over: Bill 82, accuses 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker. 
The Compensation Fairness 
Act requires public sector aises 
not, exceed those of the private 
seetor, and the act is currently 
blbcking:pay hikes negotiated 
last, spring r for. local teachers. 
Giesbrecht" who wants Bill 
82 repea led-  is a teacher and 
former president of the local 
teachers' union, Parker notes. 
"He's got  a conflict-of- 
interest. He wants Bill 82 trash- 
ed so he~l.p get more pay. 
That's c6~ct-0f-interest,,. ,,- - -
pure and ~in~le," 
Parker say~!theact" shouldn't 
be dismantled. "Bill 82 is good 
meaningful legislation," he 
says. "Instead zero increments 
or substantial ayoffs - -  as 
~ther provinces have done - -  
we've said leVs try to live within 
I our means. That's all we've 
said." 
"And some 230 public sector 
grqups have been able to do 
that. But the teachers don't 
want to do that. The teachers' 
union are opposed. They want 
more pay. Helmut wants more 
[~ay . , ,  ~ . . ~ . ,  t , / . '  ; : I t ,  
of-interest for me.'" . . . . . .  
to give readers an idea of require public monies, 
how the candidates think land claims, the plan by 
and what might be ex- Orenda Forest Products to 
peered :i f  their respective build a pulp and paper mill 
parties come out on top southof Lakelse Lake and 
tomorrow. Bill 82, the act that 
The  five issues are the regulates public sector 
State of the forest industry ~ wages. 
and its prospect for the The responses begin on 
future, the planned public this page and continue on 
port at Kitimat which will Page A6. 
II 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
, ' JUANITA HATTON 
LIBERAL 
: Ability to pay is important in 
determining wage levels for 
public sector workers, says 
Juanita Hatton. 
But she also says job perfor- 
mance, particularly with 
teachers, should be a factor in 
setting wage settlements. 
"They should be paid decor- 
JUANITA HATTON 
: LIBERAL 
Even if plans go ahead for 
two piers at Kitimat, it'll still be 
a small port, says Juanita Hat- 
ton. 
"Those kind of facilities at 
Rupert are already there and the 
rail. line is in," she said of the 
federal port corporat ion 
development a Prince Rupert. 
"There 's  room for lots of 
ships in Rupert and it has 
facilities for. lumber, coal and 
grain." . . . . . .  i , )  / ' 
" I 'm sure Kitimat will like it 
but ! 'm n?t r~..~ly sure we really 
have to s~..e~ all that money 
and budd a new one," said Hat- 
Sh~"hdd~ that development 
of the p0rt ht~Prince Rupert was 
sphrred On by the Second World 
w~. 
HELMUT OIESBRECHT 
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
• : Giesbrecht..said 'he supports 
the,Kitimat port proposal sub-, 
jeer.to thefindings of the major 
projects review process on its 
Bill 82 
teachers out of their, class:oor~s for half a day and to:a rally.in,April. 
ding to the product they put 
out. If the product hey put out 
is superior, then they should be 
paid accordingly," says Hatton. 
And she also advocates 
regular testing of teachers to 
determine their competency and 
capabilities. 
That comes from Hatton's 
belief that Students graduating 
from high schools are often not 
prepared to deal with the out- 
side world. 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
It may be called the Compen- 
sation Fairness Act, but 
Giesbrecht says Bill 82 is 
anything but fair. 
Describing it as "politically 
motivated legislation", he said 
it was based on the idea the pro- 
vincial government knew better 
than local negotiators what a 
fair pay settlement was. 
Therefore, an NDP govern- 
merit would move quickly to 
amend the "most offensive 
parts" of Bill 82 which affected 
more than 100,000 public sector 
employees. 
The same applied to Bill 19, a 
piece of legislation he said had 
tipped the balance of labour 
relations in favour of the 
employer. 
That done, the NDP would 
then begin the process of draw- 
ing up "fair labour legislation" 
based on the results of consulta- 
tion with both unions and 
business. 
The new legislation would see 
an end to the "sweeping dic- 
tatorial powers" currently held 
by the compensation fairness 
and industrial relations council 
commissioners. 
By placing the emphasis on 
negotiation and adjudication, 
the responsibility for harmony 
in the workplace would fall on 
business and labour, he added. 
As for critics' claims NDP 
legislation would tip the balance 
in favour of unions, Giesbrecht 
said if unions and business were 
able to agree on what was fair, 
"I  frankly don't care what op-~ 
ponents ay." / 
He also dismissed Socred 
claims the relative industrial 
peace of recent ~ars~sh~w~l 
Bill 19 was workin'~,.~h~se 5~f
us who have worked with it 
'kn0~v that's not the case," said 
the ex-president, of the local 
teachers union. 
Maintaining it was necessary 
to look below the surface to 
find out what had really been 
happening, Giesbrecht sa id 
labour and management had 
been trying to avoid sections of 
the legislation so they could 
"function in relative harmony 
in spite of Bill 19 rather than 
because of it." 
Kit imat Port 
environmental and economic 
impacts. 
Asked if North Coast MLA 
- -  and fellow New Democrat - -  
Dan Miller's public opposition 
to the Kitimat port did not pre- 
sent him with a problem, 
Giesbrecht replied, "No more 
of a problem than Dave 
Parker's had," 
He pointed out the Social 
Credit candidate in that riding, 
Linda MarshalI-Kutz, also op- 
posed the Kitimat proposal. 
Giesbrecht noted NDP leader 
Mike.Harcou~:t had suggested it
was "very likely" more port 
facilities would be needed in 
Kitimat as a result of incresaed 
exports of I~tro-chemical nd 
wood products as well as the 
possible construction Of a cop- 
per smelter in that city. 
However, he added, Har- 
court had said he did not favour 
"simply transferring jobs from 
Rupert to Kitimat." 
"It 's stupid for communities 
in the northwest to be fighting 
over projects and trying to take 
a project from one community 
to another. We ought to be 
working together to create jobs 
for the northwest," said 
Giesbrecht. 
That could perhaps be done 
by "siphoning off" some of the 
port activity from Vancouver, 
he said. 
DAVE PARKER 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
Dave Parker remains com- 
mitted to the construction of a 
public port in Kitimat. 
Neither opposition from 
Prince Rupert city officials nor 
the initial rebuff the proposal 
received from the federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans have deterred the 
Skeena MLA. 
He says the additional en- 
vironmental studies now re- 
quired for the port proposal 
mean federal fisheries officials 
will have to explain their ac- 
tions. 
Parker assembled the society 
made up of Terrace and Kitimat 
government leaders that is now 
the official sponsor of the pro- 
ject. 
Parker says the plan fits his 
vision for a total transportation 
network for improved roads, air 
travel and rail lines in the nor- 
thwest. 
He wants the port develop- 
ment to be the first major one 
coming under planned provin- 
cial legislation to create local 
port authorities. 
Part of the local authority's 
responsibility would be taking 
over the Terrace-Kitimat air- 
port. 
Putting the port and airport 
under one authority would be 
combined with developing lands 
adjacent to each for greater ira. 
port and export opportunities, 
says Parker. 
' Vote!!  
The lady in the photo is 
Elaine Johnson, 
She is in charge of the 
voting places tomorrow. 
.They are called polhng 
,~,Thei pglis' open at 8 
a:.miThe~'close'at, p.m. 
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Juanita Hatton Dave Parker 
State o f  
forests 
JUANITA HATTON 
LIBERAL 
The forest service used to 
be much stricter in its control 
of logging practices, says 
Juanita Hatton. 
"Back then you couldn't 
cut four or five smaller trees 
just to get at a larger one," 
she says. 
And Hatton feels there 
should be more forest service 
employees to check up on 
what forest companies are 
doing in the bush. 
But what worries her the 
most is what might happen if 
the wood supply shrinks. 
"It 's already starting to af- 
fect people, what will our 
young people do in the next 
few years," said Hatton. 
She also wonders what is 
going to happen to long term 
forest industry workers if 
more mills and logging 
~.~pera~..onsw, ~ ~ 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
Foresffy practices have im- 
proved enormously, says 
,Dave Parker, a registered 
professional forester and 
past forests minister. 
That combined with 
careful monitoring should 
ensure a sustainable harvest 
for the foreseeable future, he 
said. 
"The backlog in the area 
has been reduced substantial. 
ly," he said. "Backlog 
reforestation includes areas 
that have been denuded by 
fire as well as by harvest." 
"S ince  1987 major  
licensees have been responsi- 
ble for forest replacement," 
he added. "We're not going 
tO run out of trees." 
One large threat to the 
forest industry and local 
jobs, however, remains that 
of preservation, he said. 
"1 f you reduce the produc- 
tive working forest land 
base, the impact will be a 
reduced cut -- no question 
about it." 
"The working forest con- 
stitutes about 26 per cent of 
the land base," he said. "It 
doesn't make a whole lot of 
sense to attack the working 
forest for preservation pur- 
poses. Especially when you 
consider that every time you 
fly from here to Vancouver, 
you fly over miles and miles 
and miles of non-commercial 
forest." 
Preservationists, Parker 
said, aim to set aside remote 
inaccessible areas that only 
the rich can travel to. 
"Helicopters cost you $8 a 
minute, $9 a minute to go 
somewhere," he noted. 
"Most people like to jump in 
their car, go on out and 
recreate. And they just love 
logging roads. I would say. a 
good part of my own per- 
sonal recreation over the 
years has been courtesy of 
logging roads." 
• HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
NEW DEMOCRATIC 
PARTY 
Helmut Giesbrecht says 
there's general agreement in
the riding that "forestry is in 
crisis." ~, 
What's needed are pofi.cies 
to provide an accurate'and 
up-to-date inventoi'y of 
forests, the creation of more 
silviculture jobs, reduction 
of waste in the woods and 
more value added products. 
~. i~brecht wants a ban on 
, I~ .  exports and those 
"~o~c~nts, logs that have been 
simply squared off. 
The objective should be to 
create as many jobs as possi- 
ble from the province's trees, 
by government intervention 
if necessary,,he said.. 
Pointing out the Swedish 
forest industry employed 
nearly triple the number of 
people B.C. did on a land 
mass only two-thirds the size 
of the province, he said B.C. 
should be able to improve on 
its 85,000 figure. 
Although he couldn't say 
how many of the new jobs 
would be in the forest ser- 
vice, Giesbrecht suggested 
some would be created in the 
private sector if people work- 
ing in the silvicultural field 
could be assured "a good 
livelihood". 
As for critics' claims that 
banning log exports and pay- 
ing higher wages would drive 
up the cost of lumber and 
make B.C. products less 
competi t ive in world 
markets, he admitted, "We 
don't know how that's going 
to shake down;" 
However, he suggested, 
having more people making a 
steady living and good wages 
would lead to improved stan- 
dards of living and therefore 
spin-off economic benefits. 
Giesbrecht also wants to 
see an assured wood supply 
for smaller mills. 
"Government has always 
favoured the larger corpora- 
t ions in most of its 
dealings,'" he charged. 
Day care 
The school district 
wants day care. 
It wants day care for 
young morns. 
That will help young 
morns stay in school. 
But day care is expen- 
sive. 
The school district says 
day care will cost 
$782,000. 
The money will pay for 
a new building. 
The building will be big 
enough to hold 24 young 
moms. 
The school district says 
day care should not cost 
that much.  
It will f ind a way  to  
reduce the cost . / :  . ;  ~. 
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JUANITA HATTON 
LXB~RAL 
Liberals Would first give 
natives title to reserve land and 
other parcels not under dispute 
as a sign of the commitment to
settling land claims, says 
Juanita Hatton. 
The province must join with 
the federal government and 
naiives for fair and equitable 
settlements. 
And, talks toward self- 
government would be ac- 
celerated. 
"We came in here and ex- 
ploited the Indians," says Hat- 
ton. "We gave them smallpox 
and TB and took their kids to 
boarding schools. We have a lot 
tO  answer  tO . "  
Hatton has no objection to 
giving title to lands as part of 
claims settlement, adding that 
there should be cash or other 
lands given as compensation if 
other parties are affected. 
"Natives are entitled to more 
than they've gotten so far as I 'm 
concerned," she said. 
DAVE PARKER 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
A Social Credit government 
will work towards what Dave 
Parker calls a "responsible set- 
tlement" of native land claims. 
He says his government will 
finally get a settlement of land 
claims, adding much progress 
has been made towards settling 
the issue in the last five years. 
Parker noted the province set 
up a land claims registry to 
record the various claimant 
groups. 
And, he said, Bill Vander 
Zalm was the first B.C. premier 
to meet with the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. "The NDP never did 
that," he said. 
He says the government's 
careful policy will be a better 
one for the B.C. taxpayer than 
the New Democrats'. 
"We haven't conceded the 
points - -  title amongst other 
things - -  that they have," he 
said. "The NDP basically are 
saying the only negotiation 
'nd L a F - ~ o ~ + . , r ~ = l = . . . .  :.. - : ~ I 
, ' ,oA u OnYourGarbage.- ----[ 
I 
they're going to do is how much 
- -  instead of asking should we, 
to what extend and how much." 
He pointed to the NDP 
government's response when 
the B.C. Government  
Employees' Union - -  seeking its 
first contract - -  issued a initial 
stack of demands. 
"They signed the deal," he 
said. "They didn't negotiate on 
the part of British Columbia.. 
They just gave it all away. And 
they'll do the same bloody thing 
with land claims and anything 
else they get involved in." 
The NDP, Parker warns, 
would give away the store and 
be forced to raise taxes.to ~ay.,, 
for if."~ "" " 
" I f  the people of British Col- 
Umbia have an NDP govern- 
ment after Oct. 17, then prepare 
to dig deep in your pockets and 
kiss goodbye to your savings ac- 
count." 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
Although he cannot predict 
what form land claim set- 
tlements will take, Giesbrecht 
said one thing is clear - -  the 
process must be accelerated. 
Land claims are also only one 
part of a larger issue, that of 
making natives economic as 
well as human equals, he added. 
Giesbrecht said the money 
spent to date on court battles 
and the federal Indian Affairs 
depar tment  bureaucracy 
"seems designed to preserve the 
status quo of keeping native 
peoples out of the economic 
main stream." 
An NDP government would 
set out to change that, "to 
change welfare rolls to 
payrolls." Because of natives' 
traditional ties to the land, set- 
tlement of claims had to be a 
part of the process, he explain- 
ed. 
As for who ended up owning 
what, Giesbrecht emphasized 
privately owned land would not 
be on the table. In the case of 
Crown land, settlements could 
involve transferring outright 
ownership of some to native 
bands. 
Another possibility was some 
some form of  jo int -  
management of given parcels. 
However, he added, until 
negotiations took place, "we 
don't know what form that 
would take, how much would 
he involved." 
Similarly, whether set- 
tlements would involve cash 
payments or the transfer of 
forestry and mining resources to 
native groups would also have 
to await the outcome of 
negotiations. 
In the  case of natural 
resources, Giesbrecht said he 
had no problem with the con- 
cept of native ownership. He 
pointed out it would be no dif- 
ferent from the current practice 
where, for example, private 
land owners were entitled to log 
off their property. 
Noting natives viewed the 
forests as something more than 
just a source of timber, he add- 
ed, "There's a lot of culture tied 
to land management and I think 
they would be fairly careful 
about how they logged." 
Turning to the cost of land 
claim settlements to the pro- 
vince, Giesbrecht said NDP 
leader Mike Harcourt had 
already indicated his govern- 
ment would be prepared to pay 
25 per cent of the cost. 
However, it hadn't yet been 
settled whether that percentage 
would be based on the value of 
Crown lands ceded or cash or a 
combination of the two. 
Giesbrecht also pointed out 
expert opinion held the cost of 
maintaining the status quo 
would be just as high as that of 
settlement. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE 
JUANITA HATTON 
LIBERAL 
Juanita Hatton's worried that 
steam emissions from Orenda 
Forest Products' planned mill 
sout[ of ~¢1~ ~e will 
ha,m, l~er f l igl~s'hl~tt~tirpor t. 
Just look at What happens 
already when there's smoke in 
the air," she said. 
"Before Orenda goes ahead, 
there should be a radar beacon 
at the airport. That's an ab- 
solute necessity." 
Hatton also wants more in- 
formation on what pollution 
levels will come from the mill. 
"They always tell you there'll 
be less, you know, but there will 
always be waste," she said. 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT 
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
Giesbrecht is in favour of the 
pulp mill going in south of 
Lakelse Lake if environmental 
issues can be dispelled. 
The Orenda project offers 
potential for job creation, par- 
ticularly in Kitimat where there 
is a need I'or new jobs, he says. 
The environment concerns 
that needed addressing were the 
planned landfill at the site, in- 
cineration of sludge produced 
by the process and transporta- 
tion of toxic chemicals to the 
mill. 
Giesbrecht said he's unhappy 
with the way the steering com- 
i Orenda rn I.I 
mittee was.selected,to oversee':~. ;climate.-for investment, l'arl~er= 
the major projects revmw pro- say,,Swe already see major in~. 
tess .  
In particular, hewould prefer vestors divesting themselves of 
it had a balance of outside ~ex- '+ assets in British Columbia, 
primarily because of the con- perts and local people. 
DAVE PARKER 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
A lucrative and environmen- 
tally sound development could 
soon be lost if residents don't 
support the Orenda mill pro- 
posal, Dave Parker says. 
The Skeena MLA has always 
been solidly behind the propos- 
ed $365 million pulp and paper 
mill. He is convinced provincial 
and federal review agencies will 
ensure the proposal meets en- 
vironmental standards. 
"We can lose this opportuni- 
ty in a heartbeat if the investor 
is made to feel unwelcome," he 
says. " I f  the investor is made to 
feel welcome --  under the 
understanding he's going to 
operate responsibily - -  then 
we'll gain." 
Further development in the 
northwest - -  and the 
maintenance of jobs, services 
and our standard of living - -  
depends on creating a friendly 
certed approach taken by single- 
interest preservationist groups. 
That kind of attitude means 
that capital isn't going to come 
here - -  that's all." 
He predicted opponents of 
Orenda will try to delay or 
block the project with the 
federal government's En- 
vironmental Assessment and 
Review Process. 
Using such reviews to delay 
projects is a standard tactic of 
the green movement, he said, 
because the longer capital sits 
around the more likely it'll be 
forced to move elsewhere. 
That's what has happened to 
the now-frozen Kemano Com- 
pletion Project, he said. "The 
five to six hundred million 
dollars being spent on Kemano 
is now being spent elsewhere 
in places where it's welcome." 
On economic development, 
he explained, the NDP has "no 
vision" and is "facing the 
future by looking backward." 
+, 
FUTURE OF CANADA? 
For more ~ormafion about the federal government's proposals 
for constitutional reform, calltoll-~ee: . ~ ii: 
1 800 561-1188 " +  
~ Deaf or hearing impaired call: 1-800-567-1992 (TTY/TDD) "." 
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featur ing  our  
g reat  new l ine  up  
for  the  '92  season!  
* K2 sk ies  + :'~+ :+++++~:+?~:i++++:+,+ 
:+ +,:/~/:+,~ ,i: ~++i:~;++ 
* "l~rolia Sk is  and b ind ings  : .  +,:+~+~:::+:;:+::: 
* Deseente  Cloth ing • :!:'~'/+':~:~:i 
* Ess  B ind ings  ' ::.:: ': ~-:~- 
+;  ! 
P lus  al l  the  great  l ines  :: ~!+:,! : :,.i:' 
we've  a lways  carr ied,  i • 
DOOR CRASHER ~: 
SPECIALS  ;~:)?!i 
8:30a.m.  Saturday  Morn ing Only • 
+ + Whi le  Supp l ies  Last • 
1 I tem Per Customer  " + ~ +)il 
Pro Set Hockey Cards ~g $1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . .   49+ 
Turtle Neck Shirts Reg to$27.95 ..................... 9 00 
Assorted Gloves Reg. to$65.00 ..................... 1 5 00 
Assorted Ball Caps R~g to $18.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 O0 
As r oo so ted Fanny Packs Reg. to  $25 .00  . . . . . . . . . .  4 
t.;O ~,~r~l. J Vlt~ I~UAIUIIL~ILD Reg. $159.00....~. ~ , , J  • 
Addidas Sequoia 
3900 Lite Hikers Reg. $100.00 ..................................... 2000 
Rossignol Silver 44 Skis ~g. $2~5oo 
i 
BOOTS I 
Salmon sX 41 ~ ""'~o,, 
Reg. $195.00 ................. ' . , , ,".. , . . i  1 3 
Raichle 470 ~ ,7 noo 
Reg. $395.00 ..... , ................ ' ..., .... JL I V 
Raichle RE 277 Ladies ---*,o0 
Reg. $390.00 ................................. JL 9~:~ 
Rossignol R05 J r . . - -oo  
Reg. $ I00.00 .............................. (. .... 4 
Salomon sx12 Mini oo 
Reg. $135.00 .................................... 8 9 
Raichle Flexon 
Reg. $575.00 ................................. 37 9 00 
R~chle Jr. Champ or Pro 59o  0 
Reg.  ,$100.00 .... 
salomon SX 92 
Reg, +5~o.oo ............................. , !134900 
i I Adu l t  Sun  Ice 
i D isc ip l ine  Jackets  ..... ........... ! . i .30% off 
:. AU. Jupa  Jackets  & Su i ts : . i l , / .30% off 
Assor ted  D iscount  : ~~• 
Sk i  Jackets  . . . .  _ 
and Pants........ ..... . ..... 39  to99 @ 
SKIS  
Kastle Batman Skis ~ A noo 
Reg. $280.00 ................................. J. ~1/  
Rossignol 650 onoo 
Reg. $110.00 .................................... O~ 
K2 KVS Slalom octnoo 
Reg. $550.00 ................................. 0 ~  
Fischer 8C4 Ceramic - - - -oo  
Reg. $375.00 ................................. ~. ~ 
Rossignol Quantum - - - -oo  
Reg. $480.00 ................................. ~. ~ 
Kastle RXR Performance ¢~,7noo 
Reg. $540.00 ................................. ~ 113  
Rossignol 7S Kevlar 
Reg. $625.00 .......... ...................... 24000 
Rossignol 4G 9o 0 
~g +595 oo ................................. 221  
Kneissel Integra 99o0 
Reg. $320.00 .................................... 
• X-COUNTRY PKGS. " 
Complete  Packages  S tar t ing  ... 12995 
Profile Package,  Skis,  
boots ,  poles,  b indings,  oo 
STARTING .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  249  
Ross igno l  LTS 
X -Count ry  Sk is  
Reg. $149.00  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .69~ 
• i :  i III ~ i ' 
20900 
. Intermediate ski 
package. Bl "izzard VI0  j :  
or Fischer SC4 skis. 
Salomon 447 .... ~ 
bindings. Ski Expert ~ 
,o,es ,ns++on 279oo 
Reg. $493.00 
SHOP SPECIAL ~ 
Hot Wax Spec ia l  
:Reg. $7 .00  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Now 3 ~ 
Sk i  Tune  Up * o ,-,99 
Reg. $32 .00  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Now JL 
includes base grinding, edge sharpening. 
L pre tune. hot wax & binding lube. 
" ,  j 
• ! ,~  : i  '~ :  ! ! ~ • • _ • • ' 
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Orenda mill plan :backed 
paper mill there will not be 
the characteristic "paper 
mill' odour. Also, since it is a 
closed loop system, there will 
be no l iquid e f f luent  
discharged from the mill site 
into any waterway. 
In the case of any major 
upset, the mill has a system 
of containment berms, the 
capacity of which exceeds the 
total liquid volume of the 
mill. 
Should the mill suffer a 
catastrophic spill due to any 
cause there cannot beany  
discharge into the surroun. 
ding waterways. The con- 
tainment system is designed 
to control seepage into the 
ground. The as burial system 
is also designed to contain 
any contaminates ' f rom 
leaching into the ground. 
Therefore the ground 
water is protected from 
chemical contamination. The 
Lakelse water system is pro- 
t~td and the fishery is safe. 
The mill stack is linked to 
an electrostatic precipitaor to 
remove par t ic le  con-  
taminants. However, there 
will be some sulfur dioxide 
and nitrous oxides emitted. 
The level of. these gases has 
been determined to  be suffi- 
ciently low so as to con- 
tribute insignificantly to the 
Dear.Sir: 
I am a professional 
chemist with industrial ex- 
perience in various industries 
and Career activities. I would 
.like to address some of  the 
concerns about the Orenda 
Forest Products proposal as I 
think it will be most 
beneficial to our community 
and should be welcomed. 
Orenda Forest Products 
Ltd. is proposing to build a 
fine paper mill on the 
Dubose site. The mill is a 
closed loop plant using a 
chemi-mechanical process to 
produce fine paper. 
Since the process is dif- 
ferent chemically that a kraft 
More information needed 
was not in favour of giving 
information about abortion 
to women because it might 
make them feel guilty. 
Any neglect to inform 
women about the physical 
and psychological risks of  
abort ion is demeaning, 
paternalistic and ultimately 
dangerous. 
It's time the B.C. govern- 
ment compelled the medical 
community to act respon- 
sibly in this area by designing 
Dear Sir: 
The  recent death of a 
19-year-old woman follow- 
ing an abortion in the Ter- 
race hospital emphasizes the 
n~d and right of women to 
be giyen complete informa- 
tion about all aspects of 
abor t ion ,  including its 
dangers. 
In speaking to a.meeting at 
• the Happy Gang Centre in 
Terrace a few years ago, 
Mike Harcourt indicated he 
Don't cloud the" issue 
divert fibre from a smoke 
belching, effluent disharging 
first generation pulp mill, to 
a clean efficient second • 
generation mill the whole 
province will benefit. 
Orenda seems willing to 
address the concerns of local 
residents, so let's use our : 
energy to make sure that the 
major project review boards, 
and Orenda deal with our 
Dear Sir: 
In response to Rob 
Brown's Skeena Angler ar- 
ticles: 
1 would like to note to 
readers that is is far easier to 
take a biased point of view 
rather than an objective one. 
.The Oct. 2 column stated 
that "70 percent of all pulp 
,• and paper mills in this coun- 
try release an acutely lethal 
[::effluent." doubts rather than use it to 
"r'-Thi~s~fa-f~fiienflSfhesingl¢ " cloud die issue:. . ... 
• most important argument for ~ Ken Houlden; 
the proposed mill. If we can Terrace, B.C. 
Lord's Prayer 
rooms. 
l cannot see where this 
reading and the Lord's 
Prayer hurt anyone. 
In fact I think it had many 
benefits, after all these stan- 
dards are what our great 
country is based on. In  case 
you didn't know our native 
people have really come out 
ahead since Dave Parker 
became MLA. 
Don Krause, 
Terrace, B.C. 
uniform standards for pre- 
abortion counselling. 
This compulsory counsell- 
ing would include informa- 
tion on all aspects of abor- 
tion, including facts on fetal 
development, physical and 
psychological risks of  abor- 
tion and lastly, options and 
support services available to 
women in crisis pregnancies. 
Women should not be ex- 
pected to sign an abortion 
consent form before being 
given all the information 
necessary to make the ir- 
revocable decision, a deci- 
sion that will end the life of 
her unborn baby and put her 
at increased risk for future 
miscarriages, pelvic infec- 
tion, infertility, life long feel- 
ings of guilt and regret and 
the rare but everpresent risk 
of the loss of her own life. 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to thank MLA 
Dave Parker for his part in 
: having the premier of our 
• :province personally come to 
our area to help get the land 
• claim question moving. 
Most of our elders come 
from Christian backgrounds. 
So I would like to express my 
i feelings concerning Dave 
Barfer's NDP government, 
when he took the Lord's 
i Piayer and reading of the Bi- 
ble out of our school class 
l~'¢'e Name: Kayla Marjoris 
':~"' ' Ilalo I Time of e~h: August 30, 1991 at 2:11 pm 
Wli~M: 7 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
IhnMl: Jim & Anita McCol 
Dddly'l glm¢ Kalhenna Elizabeth 
Data) & Tim If Dklh: August 30, 1991 al 12:15 pm 
We~IM: 8 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Female 
" - Prom: Lawrence & Debbie Scarborough 
. . . .  And brethers Christen, r Michael, Jamle 
' :  :ii':.:i :: " BIWI Name Miclmal Alfred Richard Morgan Jr. i I . . . .  , , , ,  T I~ M ~ ,~pt. 3 1991 st 8:53 
• .t4:.:~ ,~ ~:  7,:  WIIIR 10 Ibs. 1Vzoz, Sex:Male 
! : l [  ~ , !7~; i~- .  . . . .  Pm~z: Mlcheal Morgan & Elsie M0~rlson 
. , ' "~- , "  : '  .... : p, pro( thers) 
, ,, ::::~., w.~,=eoz~,~s  s0z Sea:Maes 
• . , .- .... Pam)p~l: Oanln Muir & Jennifer Daumont 
, ~l)y'a Name: Robert Wayne Jr. 
: !!!:'9-~.;.:!i.. =,,~ ~',,'~S,p,emharr, 1991 
Weight: 11 Ibs. 6 oz Sex: Male 
Panlnhl: Robarl & Sandy Goenther 
2rid ANNIVERSARY SALE! 
See our ad 
on page A2 
for great savlngsl ° 
.!S;.636-5236 
carrying capacity of  the 
Terrace-Kit[mat air system. 
The  mill should not con- 
tribute in meaningful terms 
to the local acid rain. 
The chemicals shipped into 
the plant are controlled by 
the Transpor ta t ion  o f  
Dangerous Goods Act. This 
act controls the movement of 
' C h'i~iiil'¢ al~ ' '~ throughout  
Canada and requires that ap- 
prOpriate measures be ready 
to' react to  any accident in= 
relying the tiansportation o f
Chemicals. 
The chemical industry is 
cooperat ing  with the  
t ransport  industry and 
governments in order to en r
sure that  chemicals are 
transported safely. The 
public i s  given reasonable 
protection. 
Orenda intends to draw its 
water requirements by means 
of  wells. The demand volume 
is calculated to be less than 
five per cent of the water 
table situated under the plant 
site. This draw will not affect 
the water level of the plateau 
and will not affect the level 
of  the nearby streams. The 
fish are safe, 
T~hnically the mill is 
sound as to the environment. 
There is concern that the 
ambiance of Lakelse Lake 
will be affected dramatically 
by a paper mill located a few 
miles south. This is a social 
perspective loaded with emo- 
tion. If the mill is located 
where proposed, the perceiv- 
ed and anticipated social 
degradation of the lake's am- 
biance would most probably 
not come to pass. 
lsobei Brophy, Yours truly, 
RN, , Henry A. Doherty, 
Terrace, B.C..', . . . .  . Terrace, B.C. 
: :: 
,:l ; ." 
Make a Fashion Statement With 
Your Windows! .: 
! 
Valances are ] 6find Duster '- 
FREE ] FREE . . . .  
with every vertical blind order with every order over $200 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
• L INK  WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
WE'VE GOT YOUR LOOK! 
CINDY" 
KOOPMANS 
- -  Ha i rs ty l i s t  
7 Years  
- -  Long Time 
Terrace " 
Res ident  • 
Cindy Koopman has been a hairstylist in Terrace for the past seven years. A 
long time Terrace resident. Cindy obtained her hairdressing diploma from the 
Okansgan School of Hairdrsslng In Kelowna. Her outgoing personality and 
her talent for creating just the "right look" is the secret to Cindy'ssuccess. 
Call for your appointment today. 
ESSENTIAL  THERAPY DUAL PAC 
Reg. Price $25.90 Now Only 
Debble'a back, Four days a week. Call for your appointment odayl 
Watch for this 'WHERE TO VOTE' card. 
~1~ ' °'~''l~ ' ¢~ .|41, ¢". >.'~.. 
~egk. [|~VOI I i )  Ill IHB I I~  lil~w~llk~Oe ualam0ml Ollkl~ OO~'l J 
ll441 i~ l  
O0 I I~  Oee ~a,l~ 
le~l I , lOl~ 
qoo ,IMI 
L registered voters willget this card in tl 
'ou do not get this cardand think you s 
> ....... nave, contact your Registrar of Voters. 
i l  Election Day. 
October 17, 
7 
-. ~,~*. ~ ']] / ~ /15  
El  Voting 
8a.m. to8[ 
Pacific Time 
i[I Where to Vote Card, 
This card tells you where to vote. Take[ 
with you when y0ugo to vote. -.~"~, 
.For more 
ff0rmation:! 
E1 How to Vote. 
I l l  
Candidate 
:: Return ing  Officef,>,~ 
Izelle Ave., 
fi- . 
. {{/'.-:; 5- ,,.'D;',5~g' 
Regis{ni~' {{f M)terS '~ ':7~{:::'~*':::'~'< 
01':-3220EbySti,'/i:- ""'*'>~ 
erracc ii<•:.{:.q;:.:;: #>
"~:: You must remember two things: 
• Choose only c;ne candidat 
• Mark the ballot with an, !~ 
Rememberf¥oil CanB! i SKEENA MALL 
L ,_  
G ov't asks Albertans 
. . . .  ad maintena !ifor ro nce bld !:": 
~ C E  - -  An Alberta- 
based Company is one of five 
e~ked by the highways ministry 
t6i:Stibmit detailed proposals to 
take care0f roads up Hwy37, 
!~hat: ! cOmpany, Kenaston 
C6ntracting!~Ltd.,~ i s  acting 
tlir"oUgh. 'a,' humbered ¢0mpany 
c~llM 408i7§B.C,  L td ;  :'¢/, .". 
~:.A': Jiigfiv~dys "ministry • press .. 
release said Kenaston has road  
i~tiildingand rehabilitation ex-: 
l~rience in theYukon, Nor- 
t~west Territories:and in Alber- 
ta,  i ;  : .  . . . .  ' : 
' The  Stikihe area contract ex- 
Pires next February. There's an  
Oct. 16 deadline for the detailed 
proposals:- ,after which i the,. 
highways ~fiistry,will choose a ~ 
preferred company with which 
it will try to ~,egotiate a con- 
tract. It'll last 29 months. 
NorRoadco Enterprises Ltd., 
the company which is now do- 
ing the work inthe Stikine area, 
did.not submit an initial pr0, 
posa l '  i : 
i Highways ministry policy is 
to accept bids fo r  road and 
bridge maintenance ~ontracis 
from companies outside of the 
province and from outside o f  
the pi0Vin~, ' ..... ' !: 
,. A lso  asked to submit detailed 
bids last week were Nor thCoast  
Road Maintenance which  now 
has the contract in this area and 
Nechako-Nor thcoast  in 
Smithers. 
,, Just two  weeks ago,:North 
Coast found:;:!!; 16st; ~ out' 'to 
Nechako Northcoast in an at- 
: Pol ice search 
.... for gold owner  
for this area. In turn, Nechako performance and:  given to 
Northcoast lost out to a Burns Yellowhead Road and Bridge. 
Lake in its attempt for ~ 'her  Businesses izi :the QuesneF 
contract for the Smithers area. area have yet to be paid for ser- 
T" " . . . . . .  ~ =-'e- vices and goods sold to Nor- 
ne omer tqr.ee, co~pam ,s, thlafid. , 
asked to subm!t detanletl pro, , - .  . . • . . . . '  .. ......., _ , . . . ' , _ .  - lne  contract covers ~ooKm Ol 
• posals are Nortlzlana KoaoSer-.  h i 'hw . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
• . _ .  . _  • . g ay  ar ia  .~3 or loges  I tS vices, ! 'cage t ;ountry  • . . . . .  southern boundary runs west 
Maintenance aria xeuownean . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  , .  ~ =rom ~patsm wnaerness t'arg 
Koaa ano urmge. : . .  o.oo . . . . . .  .^ ,~,. ,~,..,._ 
TERRACE - -  Lost some gold? 
Police have found some. 
: IRCMP say they have an  
unidentified,quantity of.found 
gold and anyone who has lost 
some of the precious metal and 
can identify it should contact 
the Terrace detachment at 
638-0333.  ' : 
Police are giving no indica-, 
tion whether the 8old is in the 
form of a nugget, jewelry, 
bullion orwhat . . . .  
• Thieves made off with goods 
and cash in two smash-and-grab 
Style break-ins downtown last 
week. 
Police said thieves broke into 
the Head Shed on Lakelse Ave. 
in the early hours of Oct. 8, 
making off with the cash 
register and more than $100 in 
cash. 
Just a couple of hours later 
the Terrace Co-op was hit. 
RCMP said the culprits got into 
the store by breaking a window 
with a large rock, and then fled 
Northland at;0ne time 'had 
two maintenance ontracis;:one 
for Fort St. John and One for 
the Quesnel. The latter contract 
was pulled by the provincial 
government this year for non- 
tempt o gain a:second contract 
five Hitachi camcorders. 
Police said ,:the merchandise 
was valued at $5,000. 
Vandals struck at theTilden 
Rent-a-Car lot on Sept. 28 and 
29RCMP- said a total of 27tires 
were slashed, caus ing an  
estimated $4,000 damage. 
Police have no suspects and 
are asking anyone with infor- 
mation to contact them at 
638-0333. 
Police said Victoria McKay 
was found in good health off 
Westview Drive in Terrace on 
Sept. 25. She had earlier been 
reported missing. 
Thieves got away with two 
mountain bikes in an early mor- 
ning break-in at Sundance Ski 
and Sport on Sept, 17. 
area across to the Alaska• 
border, continues along the 
Alaska border just past Lower 
Post before turning south to 
continue back down through 
Spats!z! park. Its current value 
is $23.9 million. 
participating Lennox dealer today for details. 
Nor,.wes, 
~i  / Consol,dated Supply 
~] ,4 /  5239 Keitli Ave. Terrace 
~ - '  635-7 :158  
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. Prizes For 
Best Costume 
e Creative Costumes! 
' OCTOBER.31 
8 P.M. 
Come Howl With Us At 
Back Edd Pub 635-5336 
i TheWeight Loss 
Plan For PeopleWho 
LikeTo Eat. 
.v, ~u'n'¢ having a h:m.I l ime h).~ing 
11|,  |hu  pr ( ) J3 le l l l  I11 ; ly  I1 ( ) |  I l L '  ; I  kick 
illp~ r, VL'I: hl.ll wl'|:lt ,,'~)u'ru li)rcc'd 
II. "" ~ ", : , 
I1;11"s why oun" l'c'rst)rl;!l Cht iice J '  
,,ram xw )n'ks t ) well. 'fi)u gUl ;I wide 
en" ~ ~1' delick ~us re;!l fi ~ ~ls. And 
t dan ch(x)se the ti~ ~.ls you like.' 
;11 show xx)u how. 
I(s so fl6xihle. We know you'll 
~d fl~e power within you ('()I()su 
uight. M~d (l~t.','c~ a W,,.'i~Iu ~htt'llef~ 
• K'c.,lin~ nu;ir .v~ ~L, l,t~ llulp..l~ i fin(~v,. 
in. half the price -p;Lv'$1.i.OO 
i includes G.S.'I:-);Cttll nl()w li )r I l l !  
t l l L '~ l iX lg  nu ; l rL . s l  y( )LI. 
C:all 1-800-663-3354 
You've Got  it In YmJ To Get it on'You." 
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  x,,~, w0d~ace ,  call Kathy Davies 1-800.663.3354 
I ndh  Idual te l lh l  lll*t~ ma) • ar I. F~¢ [nr  .u~*¢ lill~ 11 t e~¢k~= | 10.001 ln¢lt~,d. (i.%.T.) 
. . . . . . . .  I I~r¢~r ~,~ from Ckl~z~¢ 33th~ Nm~" nd~ r ] .  l~Pgl. OITcqr a~dlable tn plzkl~at |~  ~ amll~. ~'IL%A - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J., . . . . .  l " l (d lT I*,111 IIFL% (IF M ITL*dll ( (N.I MBIA. = All ~ l la  • ft'*,t'nvd. 
Join Now For Half Price - Save $14.00 
Join by November 2nd at these convenient times and locations: 
t,lm., 
Cann*d  be combined wdh 
1~ 1~' 1~' 1~" any  o lhvr  l.t, nntnofh ,  r. 
RCMP are urging hunters to com~do~ / i~- /~&l~Nl"  ' "  
ensure their weapons are secure. November n~.n.L /r~/LENNOX 
On sept. 15 a 12-gauge shotgun 
was stolen out of  a pickup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
There's only one Way to get 
Inn of the W~ 
4620 Lakelse Ave. • i .  , i.~ 
• Toe. 6:45 pm - :" ~ r='" 
British Columbia back on track. 
r ',Ce New Democrat.  
? 
! . . J :  
was right: The B.C. 
~usly damaged over 
ze to put the past. 
energy. New 
And new 
wernment as 
orkingas the peopl 
ge Mike Harcourt 
crats offer: A 
',r. ; . .  .: 
'Harcowt ~ one of those ,,7,-,' :~-,: ........... ! 
polMcians who doesn't have 
Its the  besCfor  the  mosc  , " 
He wants to spend as ~ 
~ible to the widest effect. !' ~ :/i 
BOYD, Vancouver  Sun 
rr gfves off a quiet air o f  ?:~ 
hat stands out." 
/IE. Victoria Times-Colonist . • 
; a]~etter way for B.C.!-.ili-:iii~ 
foria change. ; i,~iii~i~i~iii L .  ¢- 
 iii! Helmut  
L'. 
brecht  ' "  e$ . . . . . . . .  
Skeena Constituency • : . : . . .~ ' . : -~: .~~,~'~.~! i i~ ,  .A¢ :m 
i~iii;, d 
m ~ m  
iir i ii i i i '  i i  I ill1 I ill i i iii 
#'2.4623 Park, Terrace 
224  City Centre, Kl l lmat 
ty and foold s to .  
! : , . .  : : '.- i ,  : 
ii eye recycl,ng venture 
TERRACE - -  The Skeena 
Valley Recycling Society and a 
food store are working on a 
plan that could improve the 
transportation of recyclable 
material down south. 
It involves Overwaitea using 
the society's warehouse here as 
a collection point for its Ter- 
ritce, Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
moving material by having large into its stores, 
shipments instead of smaller This'l/• take any kind Of  
ones, he said. ~ r~:yclable material - -  card- 
"Overwaitea doesn't own its board, plastic, cans, etc. -- and 
own trucks. Everything we ship, convert it into compact .and 
we have to pay for," Hawkins easily, transportable portions. 
added. Overwaitea has already been. 
He said Overwaitea is now installing the shredder -• 
working on the finer details of C.0mpactor in its other~B.C. 
the plan. stores. 
arrangement it ~ wants 
recycling s'~iet~ ~in Ot 
of the pro~n¢~i . i ,  
"One of the newes 
wit hC :tlie"~i:. Kinsmen 
SqulimiSh,iWhat = We'r~ 
i :da~i'~g the  vl 
recyclable material  t¢ 
viable. We're wor 
systems .that'J! be in tt 
terests of'everyone," I stores. 
:Overwaitea's material and 
that  from the society could be 
sent south in one shipment, says 
Overwai tea recycl ing co- 
ordinator Grant Hawkins. 
I t ' l l  solve the high cost of 
"We want to make sure first 
that what we want to do will 
make sense in the long term,".  
Hawkins continued . . . . . . .  
A key part of Oveiwaitea*s "
plan involves putting a com- 
bination shredder-compactor  
. : i  ¸ . :  : 
It's wrecked 
TERRACE - -  More than 
$10,000 in vandalism this year 
has forced the forest service to 
all but close one of its recreation 
sites. 
All 10 picnic tables have been 
destroyed or damaged, toilets 
wrecked and trees cut at the Ex- 
stew site between here and 
Prince Rupert, says forest ser- 
vice spokesman, Bob Childs. 
"We ' re  deactivating it. 
Maybe ih a year or two, once 
things have ~almed own, we'll 
go back in," he said. 
Also planned is digging up 
the access road into the site, 
making it a walk-in area only. 
"We've had shotgun damage, 
ATV (all-terrain damage) to the 
beach, oil on the beach from 
blown transfer cases and lots of 
garbage," said Childs. 
" I t 's  pretty sad. Instead of 
recreation, you can put a 'w' in 
front to make it w-r-e-c-k-e-d," 
he said. 
Exstew is not the only recrea- 
tion site to be hit by vandals 
total damage now exceeds 
$15,000 - -  this year but it is the 
worst, Childs continued. • 
"We have only a limited 
amount of money each year. 
We've had little response to our 
requests to report damage," he 
said. 
'Childs added, that damage to 
the recreation sites indicates 
that it is caused by more than 
just youngpeople. 
Part of the deactivation plan 
includes capping the outdoor 
toilets at Exstew. 
And while the rains of last 
week may not be welcomed by a 
lot of people, it was good news 
to Childs because it hindered ac- 
cess to the site. 
Hawkins said Overwaitm has 
struck the same kind of pooling 
~l[ I  I I IUL I  1/% 
HAIR  AND SK iN  CARE 
HAIR 'GALLERY 
I l l  
4711 D Keith 635-~ 
N ~ purchase n¢ce~.qary In ch i r r  mt~"Cl~tak¢'~• O~mplc l r  r Id ('~ =vall~hlr i i  p;Ir lk Ipallnl~ M l i t ' i t  ~l 
tlin K a ~¢lf.acPJIt'x%ed , l imped envelope In: M I IH I  "~/ Inn i l lg  $¢y1~" RIIIc~. ~11~ A RpC(•(II,, .$ | 
Salon, OII 441.~9. Swtcp~lak~ ¢n~ No',~-'cn~r .~0,1991. ~, ld  where pmhih l l cd  
I 
Help Make Your Neighbourhood As Safe As 
Your Home... Become A Block Parent Today! 
  o 0co= 
. . . .  : qtactx ~ o~ ! m ntaryschooi r..callyo • ...... '
TERRACE 
CONCERT SOCIETv 
/ R 
l it iAi 
October 11, 1991 
,i An Open Letter to the People of Skeena 
Invites you to an evening of 
enjoyment with... 
by A l f red  Uhry  
d i rected by Bi l l  M l l l e rd  
Friday, October 18, 1991, 8 pm 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
TICKETS: Adults $18.00 
Students & Seniors $12.00 
AVAILABLE NOW AT ERWIN'S JEWELLERS I .  SKEENA ,MALL 
. .  Sponsored by The Fabric Boutique & Skeena Bo~gOo(Pops l i  ~ ~. 
I I 
Thank you to our corporate ::bponsor 
Terrace & District Teachers soclation. 
ItiSi!yoU~Support hat mac ~:the " 
ncouverSiim~ihony Orchestra a,ti Feat 
J . 
succeSst,,!~ 
• . .• 
This letter is being written to the people of Skeena to set aside the !! 
misleading statements of the NDP, about the award of the Takla-Sustut, ;:
timber in the Prince George Timber Supply Area. 
The timber awarded wasnot and is not part of the Hazelton timber supply 
area. The timber awarded was and is in the Prince George Timber Supply 
Area. 
Thetimber was awarded to .group of equal partners which included the". 
native bands in the Takla region and the local timber operators. They under- ' 
took to rebuild at their own cost the Dease Lake extension of the B.C. ~' 
Railway. 
The NDP government abandoned the Dease Lake railway in 1973. We lost '. 
that railway at the same time the NDP signed away Kitimat's •chances ~ora ' 
public port. These have been major setbacks for us in Skeena. 
The so-called loss of 1 O0 jobs in Hazelton was not a result of a timber award. 
Westar Timber built a new mill to replace their old Hazelton Mill. Westar an- 
nounced they would close their old mill when the new mill was up and runn- 
ing. All their employees at the old mill were offered jobs at the new mill, While 
people were being trained at the new mill, temporary employes were hired 
for the old mill. The employees at the old mill were laid off when the new mill 
training was finished. 
Bids for the Takla-Sustut timber were received from Hazelton, Smithers, 
Houston, Prince George and the Takla group of residents and operators. 
The Chief Forester recommended accepting bids which would get the 
highest stumpage payments. 
Cabinet considered the social as well as the economic impacts 6,'all' ,fie 
bids. We considered the native peoples in the Takla together with the timberi :,, 
operators who provide jobs there together with the rebuilding of the ri~ilroad. !:
This all added up to the awarding to the Takla operators rather than to!~: 
Houston, Smithers and/or Hazelton operators, ' ' ,~, ~, 
It is Cabinet's responsibility to make such difficult decisions for the:g(~0d of L:; 
the province. That Is how our parliamentary system works. :' i ~ 
The NDP say politicians hould not be making dec!si0ns. They say ci~,il ser~-/ 
vants should make all the decisions. ~: i' 
Why ,are the NDP seeking election? Don't they wani ttier esponsibil!~of of- i 
rice? 
Skeena needs leadership. 
.-.peoples Concerns as well 
On October 17, please, vo,m. ,:~.' 
On OctOber 17, please )vOte. ~for/[ 
MLA --Skeena 
ecisions based 
• ,L  • . . . . . .  • f , ,  
- • • " r r t  f • r ' (  " ;  . . . . . .  
. . . .  - ,  -:--,: . . . .  , - - ;  . . . .  . -  . 
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LOCAL 
RUSSET 
POTATOES 
IOLB, BAG 
BUY ONE GET 
SECOND ONE 
FREE! 
1 
REGULAR PRICE $4.49 
SWEET & 
SOUR 
APPLE • 
CRUMB 
IB ~ PIE " m .n " . . . .  8INCH . . . .  
UY ONE GET 
SECOND ONE 
FREE! 
REGULAR PRICE $3.98 
• OLD SOUTH 
- C : " .  
PUNCHES 
BUY ONE GET 
SECOND ONE 
S 
CUBED : 
PORK 
• Family Pak 
• $4.37/kg 
" B U L K  "-~ "~",~"','~'~"," 
LAZED " G .. 
FREE  
REGULAR PRICE $1.35 
CHERRIES/, i 
, ~i ji 
• Red, Green or Assorted 
• Reg. Price .61/100 g 
KETTLE  
CHIPS  
175 GR. •BAG 
BUY ONE GET 
SECOND ONE 
"',t,'. 
FREE! 
REGULAR PRICE $1.99 
PEPS I I  
REG. OR DIET 
PEPSI 
_, OR 7-UP 
1 LITRE BOTTLE 
• . , . -  . .  , .  . .  . , . .  
BUY ONE GET 
SECOND ONE 
FREE? 
REGULAR PRICE $1 .99  + Deposit 
FILM 
PROCESSING 
Bring in your film for processing-. 
RECEIVE SECOND 
SET OF PRINTS 
FREE? 
- - -  - - -  ~ uu l  u m n m u m n q -  
/ i) 1) 0 F Fo : ! UPON ' 
FUJI FILM 
m With This Coupon Receive 
m =1.00 OFF Any Fuji Fi lm j 
LB , m- - - - - - - rome m m m  
i o 
100 G 
BULK 
HOLIDAY 
MIX 
* Regular Only 
* Reg. Price ,59/100 g 
;• :,~L :!  i~ ¸
~i~i ! /~  i ~::~ ii
?i~/~!/ /i }: ~i 
,2 
100 G : 
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R USINESS REVIEW 
B ess centre booms i 
I,,,,.'" . - .! ' .  . "': i " . /ii!! 
• in 
..... "IERRACE' - -  A federally- Also, $250,000 has been.., added ! } :'""::;~i~:i ii'~:!i':k;~ i Admission-S1.00 ~':; %.: ~;:i'!;'. ' 
financed business development to its loan pool. 
SALES WERE down this summer for Steve Nickoll at Nor- 
thwest Sportsman. Closures on fishing and about a 25 per 
cent decline in Alberta tourists hurt business. Although Ger- 
man tourists were up somewhat, Nickoll predicts worse 
results next year if steelhead stocks continue to get in- 
discriminately beat up by the commercial fishery at the mouth 
of the river. Local stocks could take another hit, he suggested, 
if last week's rains washed out the coho fry in area streams. 
Rafters happy 
have set the company back 
financially, but they also 
demonstrate an incredible in- 
terest, Prince says. 
He is even talking about,ex-:,:~ 
pansion. • .... 
"This business will be back 
TERRACE - -  Despite a 
miserable start to the summer, 
Nor thcoast  He l i -Ra f t ing  
Adventures, a business launch- 
ed in May by two Prince Rupert 
businessmen, will be back next 
year. 
program has injected nearly $6 
million into the area's economy 
in the last two years, says its ex- 
ecutive director. 
And  it's money thatotber -  
wise wouldn ' t  h, av¢ 'been 
available up here, Dsays Joe 
Whitney of  16-:37 Community 
Futures' Business Development 
Centre. . ,'.. 
What the centre does is 
assemble business plans for new 
or existing businesses, and then 
loan its own money or add. it to 
additional sources for a com- 
bined f inancial package. 
"To  date  we'~;e loaned 
$601,000 from our own 'port- 
folio but have leveraged 
through other sources another 
$4.1 million," said Whitney. 
That additional money comes 
from federal and provincial 
agencies which use the 16-37 
centre as its contact point in the 
northwest. 
In a separate program 
through the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre, the centre pro- 
vides $230 a week for up to 52 
weeks for people on social 
assistance or on unemployment 
insurance to start their own 
businesses. 
That's involved 87 people so 
far for a total of $1.1 million, 
said Whitney. 
The centre has recently 
received $155,000 from the 
federa l  government  for  
overhead expenses as it enters 
its third year of operations. 
• The loan pool is al~O growing  
without government he lp l f rom'!  
interest payments made as 
business • make payments.  
Whitney says the available pool 
now stands at  $903,000, 
This growth o f  the loan pool 
f rom interest and pr incipal  
payments plerises Whitney 
because itl means the centre is 
generating its own income 
which in turn can be re- 
invested. 
"The busiiess development 
centre is turning into something 
exceptionally good for the area. 
We've had only one business 
failure so far," he said. 
There have been three failures 
in the Canada Employment 
Centre's elf employment incen- 
tive program. 
Whitney said businesses who 
qualify for loans must first have 
been turned down by other 
financial institutions. The in- 
terest rate charged is two per 
cent above prime. 
By definition that makes its 
lending business high risk but 
it's a risk Whitney says is worth 
it. 
"We lend money on the basis 
of an assumption, on an idea 
about a business, banks will 
lend only on the on hard 
assets," he said. 
" I 've said this before and I'll 
probably get into trouble, but 
bankers nowadays are bankers, 
they aren't lenders," Whitney 
added. 
DDOR:'~RIZES WIDE SELECT ION , , 
, - • -  , r '  - , ¢  .•  - * . - 
z ' " ' • ,  , ;  
:- For  In fo rmat ion  On Tab les  564-7755 ' , 
• • , . • , 
YES!  WE'VE  MOVED.  
Terri and Pauline would like to extend a warm invitation to 
all their cl ients to visit them at their new location in the 
Lazelle mini-mall, Accent on Hair, formerly The House of 
Shannon. Open 6 days a week9 a.m. • 5 p.m. See you 
soonl 
accent On hair 
#103-4716 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 638-1127 
Clients are flown up the Ex- 
h-rh-sik~;Ri~/~ffalldv to ~z,~itifig 
er ~a~ts..Threy t~e)t:S.pe~l the 
re t ~f'h'the day rafting back 
clown the river. 
! Barry Prince, who runs the 
venture with Ken Seymour, says 
[busy weather in June and July 
dealt a $40,000 blow to the new 
~¢nture. 
- "We've been kind of lickng 
our wounds," he says. "We had 
a bad summer - -  we lost over 
$40,000 in business. That's 400 
people that cancelled because of 
the weather." 
" But Prince is optimistic about 
next year. 
: Those 400 who cancelled may. 
with a s torm,"  he says, adding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
the ~t~pany '  i~'~ (0t~Sidering~ ; ~ [ 
,~oper~tihg on a sec~ffnU river and~.~ i 
the possibility 0f'offering ~g~2 ~~ "~: ' ;~"~ 
ed heli-ridge hiking. 
He says heli-skiing is another '~ 
possiblity. " . . . . . . . .  .7 . : ? "  
Prince and Seymour plan to" 
make a promotion video this 
fall for distribution in Japan, " : :~ 
Europe an'd the United States. 
" l  have no doubt at all about 
being in operation ext year," 
he said. " I f  this thing goes well, 
in two years I'll have my own 
helicopter," he added. 
A new helicopter costs about 
$1 million, while a used chopper . . . . . . .  
costs $500,000. 
TRAVEL TA 
IXTAPA--  MEXICO 
Our lushly landscaped village, complete with adobe heclendas top. 
peal with terra.cotta tile roots, is located on Mexico's Pacific coast, 
30 minutes from ZihuataneJo Airport. Flowery cobblestone paths 
lead to the open.air cocktail lounge, theater, dance flour, and large ~ i 
swimming pool. Steps bring you to the curved beach. Evenings, -~ 
dance under the stars in the open.air disco. For babies ages 12.23 ~" 
months, and children 2 and over. .,. 
ACCOMMODATIONS ! 
Beautifully• redecoratnd air-conditioned, double occupancy rooms in 
three.story beach and garden.front bungalows. Each has two twin 
beds, a window sofa and a pdvate bathroom with shower. Select ac. 
commndafions with balcony are available for a supplement, Connec. -. 
ting rooms (request upon arrival) and single rooms (extra charge;re, 
quest when reserving) are subject o availability. 
RESTAURANTS 
The main restaurant a  the heart of the village overlooks the sea and ~1 
serves international buffets at breakfast, lunch and dinner. At- 
Bistrot, linger over extended breakfast, or enjoy a romantic dinner ol 
continental cuisine served at your table of two or more. At Hibiscus, 
on the beach, sample grilled seafood and meats at tables for two or 
more. I- I- 
BEYOND THE VILLAGE" 
Mexico City, Zihuatanejo, Acapulco, morning and sunset cruises, i 
deep-sea fishing, horseback riding,, and special trips by plane to 0ax. 
aca, Taxeo, and GuadalaJara. 
• ESPECIALLY FOR KIDS 
Brand new Baby Club (12.23 months) welcomes infants with tender 
loving care every comfort under the sun, and specially prepared = 
meals in the Baby Restaurant. 
Renovated Petit Club (2-3 years), Mini Clubs (4.7 years) and Kids= 
Club (8.11 years) welcome children with special sports, activities, 
shows (all according to age and.abllty), and meals in their own 
restaurant, Scuba diving experience in the pool for ages 4.12. Inten. 
sire tennis program from age 8. Special snorkeling boat trips for 
ages 8.11. Wading pool. . ~ ,  ,v  
.•: "FOR, PEOPLE GOING •PLACES" 
;[ -  ,736 KELSE AVENUE 
. ~TRAVEL TERRACE, B,C .  VSG 1R6 
,,,, ,,oo  jobs  
CRFATED 
B.C.LAST MON 
~. i  L ~, ,  L)" " 
8,000* JOBS WERE 
:CREATED IN ALL C- 
THE REST OF 
.ANADA. , ,  
:G  
IALCREDI I 
DELIVERS 
reported by Statistics Canada, October 11,1991 
• ,', . 
.C  
- i  
. , . . f - .  i l l . ' , - * " , . "  ,' r I I " ~ r f r  f . . . .  f / f / I t /  
.t- :li: money 
should flow soon 
I~Ei~ACE ~- The first chunl( 
of extra' money from the pro- 
vinci= to cover what would have 
heed a budget deficit resulting 
in layoffs and bed closures at 
Mills Memorial Hospital should 
arr iy¢,in¢.g.ouple of weeks. 
It follows a report released 
last month which recommended 
the.facility-receive more money. 
i Th~'ep~i'~was commissioned 
after the,: hospital •announced 
thi~ sprii~ ,j~ Would Close beds 
and lay off up to six people to 
coyer an estimated $250,000 
deficit. 
Hospital spokesman Michael 
L~'singer said the extra money 
will arrive as Soon as the pro- 
wnce receives a motion passed 
b~i: the hospital's governing 
board to a(:~ept the report and 
its:recommendations. 
i,The board has now done 
th~it and we expect an official 
.letter with the new budget 
allocation soon," he said. 
Consultant Michael Walker 
re~mm~zid~d the hospital keep 
a 61os~"e3/e on its spending, bill 
the MedieaU Services Plan for 
work it:isn't billing for now and 
ge'nerate new income by 
boosting promotion of its new 
Michael Leisinger 
He said the hospital could 
raise another $83,000 a year by 
itself and that the province 
should give $145,000. 
Both parties had agreed to 
treat the report's findings as 
binding. 
Leisinger said the ministry 
probably won't have to fullfil 
all of its commitment this year. 
That's because the hospital's 
budget .year is" nearly half over 
and new ventures won't require 
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NOTHING      TO: 
: PROUD OF 
bio-medicai engineer ahd a part 
time respiratory tecnmcmn. 
Those positions have yet t~ be  
filled. 
The remaining amount, near- 
ly $100,000, will go to the 
hospital's operating room. 
pharmacy and pediatrics ward. 
Leisinger said savings fz~om 
bed closures and nursing lay 
offs would have been transfer- 
red to those above areas. 
The Walker report recom- 
mended increasing by seven to 
37 the number of  
medical/surgical beds .at 'the 
hospital. 
Leisinger described that 
recommendation as making for- 
mal what had been an informal 
practice all along. " 
,k ,k ~r "k ~" "k "k" 
In the meantime, the hospital 
continues to explore a plan to 
bring in day care surgery 
recovery beds. 
They will be for people who 
need to rest after day surgery 
but who won't need to stay 
overnight. This will help reduce 
overall operating costs. 
~r Or 4r Or "k ~r 
And a new computer system 
to keep track of patient services 
~ ° 
CANADA'S HIGHEST ABORT 
; ~ ii!:inii:S !'! :P~an~i iS  ~: ' !n ,  E 
• , . • " . r . 
• VOTE PROLIFE: A CRUCIAL ISSUE 
' . "  ~ : : • 
i ! 
SPONSORED BY: 
TERRACE PRO-LIFE 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
nuclear medicine facility, all the money that would be  and costs will be installed soon. 
in re turn~' fora l lo f that ,  needed to cover a full year of lt'll enablehospitalofficials DOLLAR BINGO 
Walker reco~mended the pro- operation, to pick up expenditure and use LUCKY 
vin~:e incre~e its contribution In particular, the hospital will trends Sooner than they have 
to'tile h:ospit~l's budget, receive $55,000 for a part time been able to do in the past. 
~ : :  OCTOBER 1.991 PALAC E oc,o... 
: Kermodep r Terrace i 7 , ,others 
................................... 6 7 Terrace 
T;hrl:~ Minor Keen~s°dh; p T: ; : : :k  Pu~l'e A~sasr~ 
Terrace , N.T.C. French ~.Assoc" Hockey Society Swim Club Anti Poverty S~ames "1 
IANNIa , ARY:, 
UPTOWN GIRL FASHIONS . .~" ,~"  
, " ,  ~ n /  FF  ENT IRE  "~"~ ~.'o~ 
~! .  U /O 0 STOCK ~_ .~ '  
PLUS - -  BONUS COUPON. SPECIALS ~ ~.  
Uptown Girl Fashions 
25% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
Valid Until Oct. 31/91 
i 
Uptown Girl Fashions 
30% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
• Valid Until Oct. 31/91 
Uptown Girl Fashions 
25% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
Valid Until Oct. 31/91 
Uptown Girl Fashions 
40% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
valid ,Until Oct. 31/91 
Uptown Girl Fashions 
30% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
Valid Until Oct. 31/91 
' UptownGirl Fashions 
40% 
OFF Regular 
Priced Merchandise 
Valid Until Oct. 31/91 
UPTOWN GIRL  FASHIONS 
4613 Lakelse Ave ' 635-7490 
14 15 :~"~" 
~:.~: e Terrace ' Kedge:  
Minor Friendship Peaks 
Assoc. Hockey Society Gymnastics 
tgANI~I~I~S O&Y ' 
20 21 22 
27 
• Terrace Terrace Kerm0de 
Athletic Minor Friendship 
Assoc. Hockey Society 
28 .. 29  
Terrace Terrace Kermode 
Athletic Minor Friendship 
Assoc. I Baseball Soclely 
l 
130 ~:.,. o unteer 
& Senlo~ 
Information 
Access 
Terrace Local Ski Club 
~ir C~let Kine.es 
Terrace N.T.C. Figure 
I Anti Pover!y . TerraceLocal Skating 
[ "~Paraplegic = Terrace I R0yal I Association r Theatre 
Blueback PuriNa Kinsmen 
t Terrace ] N.T.C. Search & Swim Club Anti Poverty I Terrace Local Rescue 
3 Jontessori 
Ter race  
Anti Poverty [ 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p:m. 
Fd. - Sat. Late night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
I 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
il]iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii 
[ _ _X t ~ =  
l i  
ar r ived in Terrace to become their new meat. manager: :" 
'Wes  b~ingswlth him over1 0 years Of exper lence in the  meat cut !  
t in~induStry.:! r i . : .: / i 
After spending the last 3 years in Gra .nde Prairie, Alberta with Co-op 
he is looking forward 'to bringing uph is  young family here in Terrace. 
His Wi feD~ene and2 year.old SOn;Conrad ~e Iookng forward to 
getting • acquainted in our communt'ty. Welcome West 
............................................................................... .,.....,..,.,.........;.;.;.:.;.;.;.;.:.;.:.: 
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ERIC CONRAD JULIE WERNER GORD 
Manager  Asst .  Manager  Flor lst  P roduce  ~ Grocery  
) 
STEVE 
Meat  Manager  
JAKE  
Bakery  
CAROL 
Dol l ca tossan  
LAURA ' 
Front  End  ' 
~ .... ~ .... ~ ~ ROGERS 
. . . .  ~ ~: ~ ~ ~rSUGA R 
/:'~ '~ " ~! : ~.:~i! Granulated. 4 ks. 
~/~,/l~t/ ::~: :~i:~I k Limit 1 with family purchase. 
A E~:  Over limit price 2.48 ea. 
GBAXU I , • , 
~ 4kg 
UNsL iCED 
BREAD 
White or Whole Wheat. 450 g. loaf. 
[ 
I ,,i .... | , • I g 
At Safeway: We Ho n o~-,A'" ...... :' I !  Compe"  : ~:~"~ t i  tor:~-s. Coupons ,  
On Items we Carry. In Stock " :~  .:~. ' ' 
A 
k T . 
PORK . . . . . .  
BUTT ROAST 
Whole. Bo.~in. 3 .26 /kg  
; t 
CHOCOLA 
BARS 
Assorted Rowntree Jr. Bars. 
MACARONI  & 
CHEESE 
225 g. or Egg Noodles 175 g. or Cheese Spirals. 
• 200 g. Kraft. 
Limit 2 with family purchase. Over Limit Price .68 ca,.. 
t .  
I I I 
RED DEL IC IOUS i : MAPLE  
• 1' ~PPLES IROASTED HAM 
,il i . . . . . . . . .  .. 
B.C' Grown. C~ a Fancy Grade. 1.08/kg: :: ;i.ii: i ,: i, ~ ~:  i::" G~lmm's, Sliced or Shaved. 
i . 
• '  I I I I [ I 
m 
..! 
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Hall of learning 
A CASSIE HALL grade four class got a special field trip last 
week as part of Fire Prevention Week when fi~efighters Mike 
Grandbois and Ben Webber gave them a tour of the airport 
fire hall. Above, Webber explains all about Scott air packs to 
an attentive audience. There was another reason for the trip, 
presentations to the winners in a poster contest sponsored for 
the first time by the airport firefighters. The theme of the con- 
test was 'Fire won't wait, plan your escape'. At right, and left 
to right, Rudy Ayotte, Danielle Graves and Kali Webber show. 
off their trophies. 
=Call i fyou ca reabo ut -.a n imals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
; i f  yoii ~ln|'16preveiit]tnimals suffering 
from either, cruelty or neglect, Rose Higbie 
and Lonna Fisher would like to hear from 
yOU • 
Higble and Fisher, local agents for the 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals (SPCA), are trying to set up a 
local branch of the animal welfare 
organization. 
Higble concedes it may come as a sur- 
prise to many to discover there is no such 
group in Terrace already. That's because 
many people confuse the SPCA with the ci- 
ty's Animal Shelter. 
Explaining the difference, she says the 
SPCA is deals solely with cruelty to 
animals while the shelter concerns itself on- ", into care bj, the S~iety.  
ly with animal'control and the issuing of 
Iicences. 
The SPCA also involves itself in caring 
for wildlife - -  injured birds and animals or 
abandonned young - -  not handled by the 
Environment ministry's conservation 
branch. 
Although the society does have represen- 
tation here through its agents,Higbie says 
they are responsible for a very large area 
and the extra assistance branch members 
could provide would be definite plus. 
She said the long-range goal of such a 
group would be construction of an SPCA 
facility which could house animals taken 
For example, when the society took 
charge of some horses which were not be- 
ing properly cared for, she had to hunt 
around for somewhere to keep them. The 
same kind of problem occurred when they 
received unwanted animals. 
A new building was the obvious olution 
but the branch would have to raise a con- 
sidcrable amount of money first. 
Anyone interested in helping form a 
local SPCA can contact either Rose Higbie 
(635-4366) or Lonna Fisher (635.3826). 
Htgbie added financial support is always 
welcome and donations could be made Jit 
the Bank of Commerce. 
Health professionals flock 
to weekend conference 
A three day conference which begins here tomorrow morn- 
ing has proven a big draw for doctors and nurses from across 
the northwest. 
Crispina Cote, one of those helping organize the Perinatal 
Conference, said the response has been overwhelming with no 
fewer than 75 registrants for the Thursday sessions and 63 for 
Friday's. 
Thursday's sessions will cover a .range of topics including 
obstretric emergencies such as pro-term labour and breech 
babies, as well asteenage pregnancy and postpartum depres- 
sion. The day ends with a presentation by Dr. Darryl Vine 
(Prince Rupert) on ways to reduce the number of C-section 
births. 
Friday the focus is on the stabilization and transportation 
of both mother and newborn and cover topics such as risk 
identification, potential problems and when to transfer. The 
day's final sesson will look at fetal heart monitoring. 
Cote said 32 people have also signed up for Saturday's 
neonatal advanced life support provider course --  it covers 
emergency treatment for "babies in trouble" --  and the exam 
that follows it. 
Jointly sponsored by Mills Memorial Hospital and the B.C. 
Reproductive Care program, Cote points out this is the first 
conference held in the region specifically designed for doctors 
and nurses providing maternal and child care. 
The response, she added, showed they were eager to take 
advantage of the opportunity. 
Picture perfect session 
This is one workshop that should be a snap. 
Alex Waterhouse-Hayward, award winning photographer 
and teacher from Vancouver, will be here Nov. 2 and 3 to tin- 
duct a special photography workshop for local residents. 
Jointly sponsored by the Emily Carr College of Art and 
Design and the city rect'eation department, the session should 
prove valuable to beginners as well as those with an establish- 
ed interest in photography. 
The workshop will accept up to 20 participants but there 
must be a minimum of 12 registered by next Wednesday, Oct. 
23 if it/i.~..to go ahead. 
For more information or to register, contact Shawn 
Krienke at the recreation department (638-4750). 
the.t n gr_.een . . . . . . . .  
Lazelle Ave: will be a lot greener next spring when a major 
Beautification project gets off, or is thatinto the ground. 
Spokesman George Clark said that's when the society plans 
toplant 18trees along the street. Although maple and yellow 
birch will be the predominant species, it hoped to have at least 
one oak as well. 
In an effort to avoid the problems of vandalism, Clark said 
the society would be trying to select trees that were big enough 
to prevent easy damage -- approximately 12ft high and four 
inches in circumference. They will also be looking for ones 
with hard-to-reach lower branches. 
The society is also looking at planting pine trees around the 
new public toilets in Lower Little Park and spruce and/or 
deciduous trees on the arena hill. However, city approval will 
have to be obtained first on both projects. 
Cal council predicts an exciting year 
Students at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary school can look ror- 
ward to a "bright and exciting 
year", says the newly.elected 
president of its student council. 
Tyler Douglas ays the coun- 
cil will not only emphasize par- 
ticipation within the school 
itself but also in the community 
as a whole. 
"We feel that looking at Cal 
as an intricate part of the com- 
munity and not only as a school 
is very important," he explains. 
Vice-president Brad 
Holmberg is equally en- 
thusiastic about, the coming 
year. Describing th¢~councd as 
full 10f, great ide/~s;' .he: ;says 
~students¢an look forwakd to a 
t |  '9  ,'.~ be"eficial yeai'! '~hat will not 
,,lack fun:actwitles~ : ;:., ,. r-: :. k ' ' ' ' 
i : Of"course,fmi~activities ai'e .i- 
.high, on the agenda' !0f.'social:" 
:convertor Laura, Potulicki:: 
that's her j0b:.H0~;ev~r~ while • 
the .line-up will feature 
, '~laltowe'en;,:~hristmas and
: 'i:..~ lh~ r, dances~! i~btiJli~;k| points 
i',--"~Ut,it: will als6 indUde}a dime 
i~dri0e.:and the 24-hour star- 
:~ It[ on. events aimed at raising 
money for worthy causes. 
:- Meanwhile..Megan Reid pro- 
,raises she'll be '*blazing a trail 
ENTHUSIASM is the name of the game for the newly-elected members of Caledonia's student council. 
They are (left to right, back) Tyler Douglas, Brad Holmberg, Shawn Dimitrov, Tim Relnert and (left to 
right, front) Megan Reid, Laura Potulicki, Chris Irving and Brian Cox, The group promise a memorable 
Scholarship haul 
said pleasing 
The administration and staff Scott Loptson --  Biology 12 
of Caledonia Senior Secondary (613), Chemistry 12 (725), 
School are very pleased with the English 12 (638), Geography 12 
recently announced B.C. Pro- (756), Mathematics 12 (704), 
vincial Scholarship Examina- Physics 12 (676) --  Total SMS 
lion results, of 2,185. 
Twelve Caledonia graduates Stacee Martin --  Chemistry 
qualified for $1,000 provincial 12 (580), English 12 (638), 
scholarships. To qualify for a Geography t2 (618) -- Total 
provin~ialscholarship, thesuc- SMS of 1,836. 
cessful student had to achieve a Shelle~ O'Brien --  Biology 12 
standard ministry score (SMS) (544), Chemistry 12 (539), 
total of at least 1,700. The English 12(685),Geography 12 
lowest allowable score in any (581) --  TotalSMS of 1,810. 
one.S~:holarship Examination is Kannin Osei-Tutu ~ Biology 
475 and the highest is 8,00. 12 (561), Chemistry 12 (488), 
English 12 )583), English 
Provincial scholarship win- Literature 12 (558) -- Total 
ners from Caledonia were: SMS of 1,702. 
Robert Cuddeford -- Biology David Shepherd - -  Biology 
12 (SMS 595).~ Chemistry 12 12 (629), Chemistry 12 (679), 
(708), English 12 (595), French English 12 (595), Mathematics 
12 (543), History 12(655), 12 (664), Physics 12 (658) --  
Mathematics 12 (587), Physics Total SMS of 2,001. 
12 (565) -- Total SMS of 1,958. Alison Siemens - -  Biology 12 
Sarah Delecuw --  English 12 (505), Chemistry 12 (635),. 
Mathematics 12 (587) --  Total 
SMS of 1,727. 
James Stein - -  Algebra 12 
(547), Biology 12 (526), 
Chemistry 12 (667), Englhh 12 
(488), Geolbgy ~:!2 (595), History 
12 (582), Phystcs 12 ;($56)" 
Totai'SMS of. 1,844. ~" 
DaveWol fe -  Algebra 12 
(705), English Literature 12 
Tor future sports reps by ensur- •year for their peers. (545), History 12 (526) -- Total 
the volCesl 0f.the athletics SMSof 1,776. 
~roups are heard and taken into ' :.~ : Bat LBh'.Dlep - -  Chemistry 
. . . 
(644), Chemistry, 12 (687); 
English 12 )561), History :,12 
(510), Physics !2 (644)"  To W 
SMS o f ~!:,9~,~ ,:!~i~#~ ~;~! .  ~i 
t 
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I, , , , . ,  Awareness Month. The article 
I :below ts the third In a series intended to increase public 
awareness of  the implications of  head and brain injuries. 
i l 1/Association is 
~n li there , .  , ; to help 
Contdbut~l  
' . " ,  ". • • . 
The ,B.C Head Injury 
As so¢iati0n (BCHIA)is the 
prnmary support, and ad- 
vocacygroup in B.C. for in- 
dividuals who have ex- 
perienced head injury and 
theii families. 
The  association was 
founded in 1982 by concern- 
ed families and caring pro- 
fessional.s. The office was set 
up : in  1988: in New 
Westminster. 
• Approximately 6,000 head 
injuries occur every year in  
B.C. About 600 of these are 
serious and require services 
that in many cases are not yet 
in place. There is no system 
yet to ascertain exact 
numbers, i 
Famil ies often find 
themselves in crisis when a 
member ~turns up in an 
emergency wards, usually in 
a coma, and is later discharg- 
ed unable to  return to their 
previous place in the family, 
the School, the work place or 
the community. All too often 
there is nowhere for them to 
go to get the help they need. 
The BCHIA is a non- 
profit organization which is 
sustained by memberships, 
donations and fundraising 
efforts• It acts as the um- 
brella for support groups 
throughout the province. 
There is  a professional 
chapter o f  BCHIA which 
meets hi-monthly for those 
working with head injured 
clients. We sponsor an inter- 
national Conference annual- 
ly as well as special forums 
• for survivors. 
Our newletter, Headline, is 
issued quarterly and features 
resource lists, support group 
information, conference 
calendar, chapter reports, 
scientific articles and letters 
from families and survivors. 
It is supported by service 
providers' advertising. 
The BCHIA actively lob- 
bies government torecognize 
head injury and have the 
medical services plan cover 
the required services. It 
works to educate health care 
providers, schools, and the 
public about head injury 
issues. 
The association also 
believes prevention will be 
the greatest cure. 
For more information on 
traumatic brain injury call 
520-3221 or write to the 
BCHIA at 218 Sixth Street, 
New Westminster, B.C. V3L 
3A2. 
• Depending on the extent of the head injury, victims will be 
treated by one or more of a number of d~fferent health care 
"~ professionals. Below, an explanation of what each does. 
* Nenro surgeon: provides surgical care of the brain, 
: spinal cord and periphal nexves. 
• • Neurologist: specializes in disorders of the nervous 
: system including the brain. 
• Psychiatrist: reats problems of the mind. 
• Physlatdst: a specialist in physical medicine and 
• rehabilitation. 
• Neuro-psychologist: assesses intellectual and personality 
functioning. 
• Phydotheraplsti evaluates sensation and motor~control 
as well as level of consciousness and stage of recovery. 
• Occupational therapist: evaluates motor skills, sensory- 
perceptual nd cognitive dysfunction. 
• Sig'ech lung g pun  e atholog..ist' evaluates .m°t°r'speech. 
skills, re~q~ti~j~uguage skills a l~&sk i l l s  . . . .  
MR. WRITE. Groom KoJO Asante signs the register as bride Gail Currie and the Rev. Paul Wheeler look 
on. The onetime Terrace residents were wed in Maple Ridge. . 
Currie and Dr. Xwadw0 
"KoJo" Asante were married 
Sept. 28 at St. John the Divine 
Church in Maple Ridge. 
move down 
south, Currie was manager of 
the Skeena Mail and Dr. Asante 
the local pediatrician widely- 
Ex, Terracites tie knot 
There" l .Wl I 
Before the i r  ~ b Y  Moen : 
known for his ground-breaking 
work on fetal alcohol syn- 
drome. 
Currie is the daughter of 
Margaret and Archle Earley of 
Usk and Dr. Asante is the son 
Augusta Asante of Ghana. 
Maid of honour at the 
beautiful afternoon wedding 
was Jillian Currle, daughter of 
the bride, and the best man was 
Dr. James Jan, long-time friend 
and colleague of Asante from 
his residency days at Vancouver 
General Hospital. 
Looking lovely in a cream- 
coloured, silk and satin suit and 
carrying abouquet of pink roses 
her uncle Bill McRae of Ter- 
race, The groom wore a tradi- 
tional Ghanain ceremonial 
costume called a balakeri. 
The ceremony was conducted 
by the Rev. Paul Wheeler. 
After the wedding, the guests 
walked to the Asante residence 
the church was located on the 
corner of their street -- for a 
reception and buffet dinner 
prepared by the bride, family 
and friends. 
Toasts to the bride and 
sisters Janet from Smithers and 
Kathy from Terrace; Helene 
and Bill MeRae, great aunts 
Paddy Blackhall (Victoria) and 
Irene Bowie (Vancouver); Betty 
Ann Blair of Comox; and the 
groom's former secretary Luella 
Froese and husband Phil from 
Kitimat. 
Former Terrace residents Mr. 
and Mrs. Bill Pauli were in town 
visiting the Bill McRae's and 
other longtime friends. Pauli 
groom were given by Lil worked for Price-Skeena Forest 
Farkvam and Joyce Findlay of Products in the '70s. 
Terrace. Earlier the Paulis had attend. 
Other out-of-town guests in- ed a christening at son Kevin's 
and bab by's breath~.J.h..~ b2jdg., eluded August~L A~[K.~ 
...................................... --Go, hal.on-B6 
was escorted own the aisle by Margaret Earley; the bride's 
FA IRNESS --- PART IC IPAT ION 
BUILDING OUR 
C 
, , , " '~  
in ite : V ,,. 
The Canadian,,• Foundationl 
t~or ' ileitis and i~2611fis '(CFIC) is: 
holding a'li in f0iinati0nal' 
meeting in! prince ~rge  later. 
this monthl.andifihviting in-! 
terestedpeop|e from across the:i 
north to attend. .= 
What are ileitis and colitls? ~: 
They are both forms of inflam-~: 
matory bowel disease which ef=: 
feet up to an estimated 200,000 
Canadians, • .... " ...... ' ":" :: 
Inflammatory bowel diseasei 
is painful and can strike: 
anyone, regardless of age, sex 
or 'raCe. Ileitis and colitis initial-' 
ly strike most frequently in the' 
15-35 age group and 20-30 pe~. 
cent of all sufferers are children~ 
or teenagers . . '  : 
While medication, can helpl 
sufferers, there is ,no: knowfl 
cure for  either..Nor.has the; 
medical, profession yetl 
discovered what • Causes the 
diseases ' :  ' l " " ' ' ~ 
And although : neither arel 
• contagious,CFIC nbtes the in:!. 
. cidence of ileitis (also known as: 
• Crohn's di.~ease) isrising at aft 
alarming rate. , ,. 
A. voluntary, non-profit 
organ!zation, the:  CFIC pro.-: 
rides money fo r  medical; 
research in an attempt tO find a! 
cure and tries to educate pa- 
tients, their families,health pro;-i 
fessionals and the general public, ,, ' .  .-: 
about he disease. :, 
The meeting •takes.place• in 
room 121 at the Prince George,. 
regional hospital, Tuesday, Oct. 
29 beginning at 7:30 p.m.: 
Speakers will be Edmonton • 
gastroenterologist Dr. Robert 
bailey and CFIC western. 
regional director Wilma Clark. 
For more information, con-- 
tact the CFIC's Vancouver of.- 
rice (877-1007) or Clark 
(263-2425). 
. . , _ ,  
UTURE TOGETHER 
;brecht and his family have lived right 
na for 24 years. 
and as a teacher, Helmut wants to 
ur children get a good quality educe- 
VOTE NEW DEMOCRAT 
Helmut and the New Democrats will 
lat there's enough money for schools. 
Helmut cares about our children's future - -  and 
that means providing secure jobs and a good 
• quality of life in our communities. 
Helmut cares about our environment - -  
means solutions for hazardous wastes and 
port for recycling - -  that means protecting 
world-famous recreational values and rebuil .... o 
healthy steelhead runs. 
4 
, Helmut and the New Democrats will make sure ......... : . . . . . . . .  l "~ ] l 
that we get more employment fromour forests by : ~:: .: , , , ; , , ,  , ,  ... 
tying jobs to timber supply and supporting value- i~,,~ ....... i i~i... 
added manufacturing right here in Skeena. ' . 
for sustainable, lasting jobs - -  jobs our children can count on 
ON OCTOBER 17 
' . . . . . .  E L E C T  
,% 
LMUT GIESBRECHT 
And the New Democrats . . . . . . .  
Your children will be glad you did. 
w . 
• • . . ' .  
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Power Smart is a program 
designed io help everyone 
save energy an(] money, 
for today and for tomor- 
row. If we use energy 
wisely now.' the increase in 
demand will be lessened. 
That means new and 
expensive electric gener- 
ation plants won't have to 
be built quite so soon... 
and that's good news for 
everyone. 
For more information 
on Power Smart, contact 
your nearest Hydro office 
or call our toll-free Power 
Smart line: i-800-663-0431. 
i i i ,  i 
. - i>"  
Making Your Home Power Smart 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . ; , .~ j  
A well-insulated attic providesn~ore comfort 
I with reduced heat loss in winier and reduced 
heat build-up in summer. 
a shower head anti reduce Install Power Snl:lrt 
e hot water consumption by as much as 25% - . . . . .  
withoutreducingthequality(ffthesho~vcr. . " : / 
2 Considerehangingtocompact fluorescen:'lam;s'wl~ie~lOOkmuCh 
0 like n.rmal  bulbs but are much more efficient, For example.an l l-watt 
compact fluorescent gives the same amount of light as a regula'r 60-watt bulb hut 
uses onh" I.'Sth ot the energv and lasts up IO I0 times longer. • : '  ,: 
12. Removab eeaulk ngins!a ~ ~ '0' i h~ I.,I'I:::~'::Lj,'~fl[ : ":: ;'::,:"::" " ~e~?~ ~ ~ 
winter makes ense around windows " . ' . ' i~ ,  ~.; "!.~ .:, 
that you waitt to open dur ng sumnter. , .,~,,. : : " '" ;,}~.,I:~::P 
3e Ifyou use acar biock heater, put a 
timer on the cord to warm the engine 
just for the few hours before you need it. 
instead of keeping it warm all night. Insulate 
the door on an attached garage to keep both 
" the garage and your home warmer. 
1 Install shrink wrapplastic , ' t  ~, ,,¢JF", 
I l l  on the inside of elassdoors t ( . ~ r ~  ~ A0 
andpat iow ndowstohe~pstep ~ ' ~  i| ;' i i - : -  Make sure your next refrigerator 
w n erheat oss i '- ~!.; " ~, , |~  f .~ .s.~._.t! '~ \  isPowerSmartwiththelowest • , hT  ..... ~ ,, EnerG uide number for its size. 
tl ir~ Check tnh'rehau, proeram with 
I l l  ~bu can reduce ~ ~ = ' :  u~; ."=~,  ~ :~ '7"~" - "2 ,  ~ " ' -  .t'oura/v,lia,~ce d aler 
l i ve  winterdrafLsand V '  2 i  P,~;-,':~ :-ti~'.:: l°~ ,: : , 
keep. heat. n with weather '~ l~ j l l~-a ; .~ J i / t . . .  , t & ~_. ~i~ .r_" g 
stnppma round nors ~ ~  " ~  ' O0  It's Power Smart o set your 
anti w in~lows .  , r "~~. ,~;~,~, . ,~  ' thermostat 2(IC ~68F). For 
r/ =:~.~!11~,¢~ : ,,: ..~ • : every degree above this setti,g. ~~#-- : ' ;~"  , . . . .  ~ ~ .. 
q Inst;dlP,~werSntart.M-w;,t , - - ,  your heating ct~sts rise by S'~',,. 
lAnd turn it ¢l.wn Io 18(' I6.~FI 
, /e  fluorescent lamps in such areas .-- ;it night.I 
: Use full h,ads and correcl temperature 
scttiugs to save electrical energy used 
li~' tour clothes washer. And the more cold water washes 
arid'rinses you do. the more voull save Shake out ~lothes 
as kitchen, halhrooms, hallwuvs. 
basemeut, workshop, garage ;~ncl 
laundry room and you'll have 
exeelle'nt I=ght for working and 
save energy IoO. 
If insulate the firstl 2 ' ": you to 
0 metreso( hot water pipe leadint~ ~l[ / i : .  • '::- : 
from your hot water heater~ Vt)U can'~ / .  Propbr thresli01d ~cather 
minimize convection heat k;ss off the " h stripping recluees heat loss fronl 
badly fittine or warped ¢lo,~rs. pipes before the water gets to your taps• r 
I~efore putting Ihem in the dryer and they'll fir) faster and 
use less energy. 
BChgdro m 
, i i  I i .  , -~ ,  ( I ;  ~i . J t J  t * JM  ~ l J l J  i , ih  i ,  : [ I ; '  t,* ' lrlft'Tf/"Vr~H ~'q7  
Utilities 
across 
Canada 
adopt 
Power 
Smart 
ideas 
The  adopt ion  o f  Power  Smart  
by 15 electric utility companie/i 
across Canada is a measure o f  
the success of B.C.  Hydro's 
energy saving programs. 
Big electric uti l it ies are 
generally "the only game in 
town" in their service areas, 
and they like to do things in 
their own way. So Hydro, con- 
fident it was onto something ex- 
ceptional when Power Smart 
was set up in 1989, was pleased 
to find other utilities willing to 
buy in to its energy-saving 
ideas. 
So strong was the interest hat 
a whole new industry has been 
created. In 1990 Power Smart 
Inc. (PSI) was formed as a sub, 
sidiary of B.C. Hydro. PSI 
licenses the complete Power 
Smart package to  other utilities 
/ SAVE ON THE BILL 
WITHOUT THE CHILLI 
1 
OLYMPIA DIRECT-VENT 
GAS FIREPLACE 
• NO CIIIM~'EY RF, QUIREI): 
dirt'tl.vcnl, ~'alr'd c'omhu.qi,n 
• (]ap~cily: 2(I.(X)O BTU/It. 
• El~ck'ac)': 75'~; (C(;A rating) 
• ^ utomatic modulating 
tllcrmostat. 
• largt' ~it'~ing area with 
ceramic glax, i.
• No electricity ~qui~'d. 
• C.nvt'nicnt installalkm. 
(No ovtsi&' work n¢cc.~an.'). 
• t)nc .vrar limited warranty. 
FABER GAS FIREPLACES 
i.' . c~ au'~ . 
. No More Messy Wood 
. Can Be Used During Power 
Outages 
* More Economical Than Wood, 
Electricity Or Oil 
* Available In Natural Gas Or 
Propane Units 
. Costs As Little As 10¢ Per 
Hour 
.. Adds To The Beauty & 
Coziness Of Your Room 
W Units From 17.000 BTU to 
48.000 BTU On Display 
100% Financing Avai lable 
Through P.N.G. At 1% Over 
Prime. Make Payments On Your 
Monthly Gas Bill! 
ARIZONA GAS 
FIREPLACE INSERT 
• High eflkicno': 
80°/o(CGA rating). 
• Option',d Rcce~ Zcro-Clcarancc 
Eit a~ailabk. 
• Large bay window viev~ing arc'a, 
with ceramic gins, 
• Capacity: 25.000 BTU/H 
• Automatic modulating 
Ihermo~tal. 
• Standard built.in ~triabl¢ slx'cd 
fan ~zcm. 
• Fits fircplace sizes: 19 ½ qL, 
20~"W., 13~"D. and up. 
• lifetime warranlv on 
combustion chiu~r.  
• Convenient to install. 
Largest selection of gas fireplaces in town! 
Choose from the top 4 on the market today! 
VERA BAY WINOOW 
GAS FIREPLACE 
• I~audfully s~.'led (.'abincl ~ith 
~)lid bardwcmd trim. 
• Ga.~ flames ~ith a rc',distic wood 
fireplace hxbk 
• Capacit)': )0,000 IfllJ/}i. 
• E~icicnc)': 75.~ (CGA rating). 
• Automatic nl~lulatin 8 
IhcrmostaL 
• "Cast iron cumhuminn chamber, 
• Large bay window viewing area, 
~ith ceramk: glas.,~ 
• Nn el~'trici~' requlrcd. 
• l.ifetin~ qa~ran~, nn 
combustion chmmber. 
Terrace 
• i ~ ;~i///i ~%:'~ 
3207 Munroe St. 
Terrace, B.C. ,, . . . . .  
635-6273 
ti, 
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: ( ~ ~ > 7 7 . ~  - -  - ' . . . .  . ~ and for tomorrow. If we use 
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ALL GE appliances now have 
BONUS COUPON OFFERS 
• for a l imited time only! 
Come in and see our product 
and receive your free 
. . . .  US CouPe  
p to $14.00 mm 
41.1 
:~'.~.:~ 
, ,~.% .~E4 
" ] :  
::•:i.' 
T 
¢HARGE Pt,&N 
energy wisely now, the increase in demand 
will be lessened. That  means  new and 
expensive lectr ic  generat ion plants won't 
have to be bui lt  quite so soon . . .and  that's 
good news for everyone.  
For more  in format ion on Power Smart .  
contact  your  nearest Hydro  off ice or  call our  
tol l-free Power  Smart  l ine: 1-800-663-0431 . . . . .  
;: :'," .:\ . 
FURNITU_ & APPLIANcELTD 
" . .  -:, Since 1963 . . . .  
-<  . .  
Terrac( 
i 
- .  • . • ' . " . , "  . r : '  " 
• . . ) ' 
'efficient.' 
~REFRIGERATOR : ": ":" :: that  SU i t 'S"  " ' Select he fridge 
your family: 12 - 13 cubic feel for one t)r two people. ,~ 
14 - 17 cubic feet for three or four people~ an additii)nul 
two cubic feel for each extra person. " ,  ' 
Brines: Bu ' an en,,~Rr-.~at'ing [ridge'that quidili'ex 
attd Hrdro will re ,ate roe cool  ca~rh." Get'tht, det~il.~.at ". 
vour ,ilV,liauce debie,:' " " " ' .  •:"'" ~:::~.V •/)',, 
• Locate your fridge.'twav front (lirect .~u'nlight " 
and heat sources ,  Leave enoat~h clearance behind.and 
above for proper operatinn.Keep cooling C6ilsat the 
Imekcleananddust-free.' " :. ' " " ' ~' .  ' " - 
Overloadint, your fridge harms its efficienc); 
and if it's a manuardlefrosl unit. don't let ice.build up It) 
morb ihan 0.Sere 1¼ '1. The f0bd section temperature 
should be 3C 138FI and the freezer cbmpartmenl. 
-laC,OF). " . . . . .  - • . .  
~ WATERBEDS Keep the l,edspread inplace to 
provide insulation which keeps the heat in. 
~/~------] F'REEZERS Chest type freezers a;e more 
efficient than uprights: he;tyler cold air stt,);s inside 
when the lid is opened. Check ihe EnerGuide label 
before you buy. and ch6ose it magnetic airtight seal for 
energy'efficiency. " " 
Put your freezer in a level, dry. c()t)ll 
~ ell-vcntila'ted area. 
Defrost when frost build-up is mr)re than 0.Scm 
(¼"). Temperalure should he set at -18C lOFt. Arrange 
ilcms Ioosel.~ ttntil [rozen.lhen repack lightly. 
@SMALL APPLIANCES Microwaves, toasler ; 
ovens, electric ket des. t~rills, toasters :rod electric frying 
pans often do a job more quickly and efficiently than an 
electric ranue. Some double as serving dishes, culling 
dishwashing. 
( •  HEATING Half your home energy doll:,r goes 
toward heatint~ your home. 
Where~available. natural gas is economical ,'rod 
convenient. Whatever your heating method, correct 
insulation helps save energy and money. 
Insulate to RS! 7 (R40I in the attic. RSI 2.1 IRI21 
in walls of older homes and RSI 3.51R20I in new 
construction, and RSI 4.9 I R281 for fluors over garages 
and unheated spaces. 
Reduce Ihermostat settings at night to 18C (65FI. 
and keep h;iscntent and siorage areas ;it about 15C IbOFI. 
~1~ WATER HEATING This is the seeond largest 
energy user in roar home. representing about 2(}% of 
your energy bill. 
For nu)st lu)mes, usetting of 54C ( 13()FI to 6(1C 
( 140FI is adequate.'li) help make water heatina 
efficient, tie)use a Power Smart water heater ~)f the 
right capucity: 175 litre 140 gallon l for a famil~ of hmr. 
270 or 360 litre IO0 to 80 galhm tfor more. 
Locale your tank near to where you use the nll)Sl 
hot water and install an energ.,,-efficieni shower heud to 
stop energy dollars going down the drain. 
~1 CLOTHES WASHER The morc you wash or ~HOME ENTERTAINMENT Television. radio~ 
rinse with cokl water, the more energy ou save. If your computer and stereo all use power. "fiirn them off when 
washer has no water level selector, w;Jsh full loads only you leave a r()om. o 
~-----~ CLOTH~ DRYER lnstai, with access t. fresh. /--~-"] LIGHTING Conside~,lternatk,es. A .~l'~:."t, . 
dry aij" a0d vent to the outdoors. Recireulatinu humid fluorescent tube delivers 4. • .times as much light as aq 
:t~l¢rt~i 6.1..~tu)dding ~}~ dryer extends drying t~me and incandescenl bulb of the same wattag~,.,~dJa~.s,uv to ! 
increases energy consumption. Dry lightweiuht i ems 10 tintes kruger. Fluorescent tubes :ire (t;~:lk.ff~.i,~,,,,l~ere i 
together. Clean'lhe I~nt filter after cver.VIo:i{/~ . . . . .  ueneral overhead liehtirrk~ismt.eded. - ..................... E~MA " :Consider the new cuntpacl fluorescent lamps. 
to(). They uive warm ;rod al)pe;ilinL, lit, ht for abt)ul ii 
J0R APPLIANCES The ~,pp,u,ce that suits qu;trter ill'the energy cost. htsl upio I'0 times hmger .'rod 
your needs and h'~s the lowest EnerGuide rating is the fit m(,sl normal st)citers. 
oue to buy.The EnerGuide number shows the typical 
monthly kilowatt-hour censure ption. Compare Ener- 
Guide numbers on several models to see how much i - - - - 
energy land money) you can save over the life t)f a 
particular apl)li,lnee. EnerGuide labels are on stoves. 
fridges, freezers, washers, dryers and dishwashers. BOhydro 
~ ELECTRIC RANGE Check the EnerGuide 
rating, Se]f-c]eaning ovens have extra insulation, and 
can save energy during use. Use the self-cleaning 
• feature no more than once a moat_h: your energy 
consumption will be reduced. 
MOSt Furnaces[  wer 
Burn More Smart 
Than 
Just Gas. 
The Lennox Pu lse"  gas furnace burns up to 4()% less 
gas  than cotwent ional  furnaces. So the choice is yours. 
• Get  a Lennox Pulse furnace. Or  watch your  hard '  
earned money  go up in smoke.  I I I IM IMI"  
: THE PLUMBING.&, HEATINGPROFESSIONALS 
REASONABLE RATES • BONDED GASFITIERS ,. 
:~-~7; ,'~,"~ YOU R~AI~rHORiZED!DEALER FOR;. : 
. . (  
ideas Y 
and provides consulting exper- 
rise on how ii) tailor the pro-' 
grams to their own markets. • 
Arthur Geikie, pi'esident of 
PSI, said there is no questio~ 
that Power Smart is beeomin.'~ 
widely known and "very highly 
thought of" internationally, A 
number of U.S. utilities are in~- 
terested in becoming membei'k. 
The most .recent. Canadian 
utilities to join PSI were Wid.r 
nipeg Hydro, City of Calg~,y 
Electric, and New Brunswick 
) .  
power. .-.. . -t, 
PSI is Working on a series df 
training programs forutilities i~': 
Czechoslovakia and helpln~ 
Yukon Enei'gY plan a flve-yeii¢ 
demand side management pr~,; 
gram. 
Janet Benjamin, PSI!~ 
marketing manager, said it Is, 
promoting Power Smart Oc- 
tober across Canada. Ads ate 
being placed in some 700 
newspapers and 25 magazines, 
Major hardware, grocery aqd 
. del~u'tnient. Store chains ha~e 
-agreed to Include "the Power;, 
smart 10go ahd message in their 
:, advertising flyers. . ~it. 
October is' PoWer Smart~d 
MOnt~ throughout B.C. 
iiilr~:~'i~: ' X " :=?''; ' 
II 1 
i 
: "Childrenl Please get involv- 
ed in Power Smart Night on Oc- 
tober 17th, 19912 ' -  that ap- 
¢cal today from Rob Kikkert at 
Hydro's Prince George off- 
ee.  
"Power Smart Night is a real. 
iy hands on opportunity, for 
children to show their parents 
how supportive they are of 
energy efficiency and conserva- 
tion, ~'~" " '"" . . . . .  
"While much of this cam- 
paign is aimed at adults who are 
responsible for the vast majori- 
ty of energy used, we're very 
mindful that it isthe children of 
today who'll be the major decA- 
l 
Children 'Get Involved' 
appeal for support for 
Power Smart Night 
sionmakers in a few years time. 
"Power Smart Night is a fun 
thing for them to participate im 
We're not asking anyone to be 
plunged into darkness. All 
we're asking is for everyone to 
turn off unnecessary lights and 
we all know what they are." 
Kikkert said that last year 
about 50 per cent of those poll- 
ed by Hydro had participated, 
switching off about four Ughts 
per home, , 
"It was estimated that 
240,000 kilowatt hours of elec- 
tricity was saved, enought to 
meet the energy needs of about 
8,760 homes for one day," said 
Kikkert. 
. "The reason participation I~ 
children, iS so! importanttoois  
that we want themto make wise 
energy choices instinctively. 
"Adults make intellectual 
decisions about energy choices, 
but if children are imbued with 
the right energy ethic at a very 
young age, then society, as a 
whole, will one day, be reflec- 
ting a new energy ethic too. 
"That flew age can come about 
if both adults and children par- 
ticipate2 Energy conservation, it 
should not be forgotten, reflects 
a concern for the environment. 
Power Smart is environment 
friendly," concluded Kikkert. 
WARM-UP YOUR LIFE... 
WOODSTOVES 
GAS FIREPLACES 
HIGH EFFICIENCY 
:: . .HEATING B~, ,  
A full ltne of Woodstoves. Wood |[HI 
Fireplace Inserts, [ ~ l ~  
High Eff ic iency Fireplaces & Gas  Inserts 
See us  today ~ . ~ - - - " "  
by "SfL~" FIRE;I)I~CE PRODUCTS 
NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
,,~ '~ , '~ ' , .b~4~o:  ; , , '~. , . ; ,  ..,u =,, :~. " " : . . . . . . .  ; ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  523~Ket th  Ave,:  , . , t ' ;~ .~P l l t l i .~O ' ' ~+lu~ I I~'~ .~ ,; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Wait is Over 
Kel inator IS Here 
17 Cubic Foot 
Refrigerator 
On,~ *79  7 
- - - l l -a l - - - - -  
~ ~  ~ 
Washer - -  Dryers 
• :: :, . On,~ *889 =,, 
Self-Clean Range 
Only =649 
Built-In Dishwasher 
Only *589  
• . -  , . ;  
 Quality You Can Trust 
]":TERRACE FURNITURE MART 
ii ~14434 Lakelse Ave. eae.osss 
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Now you're in 
hot water! 
You could get yoursel f  into hot water more economica l ly  
than ever by switching f rom electricity to Natural  Gas. 
Heat ing water with Natural  Gas costs about ha l f  as much 
as using an electric hot water heater. 
Fd~~seho ld  or for a 'h~'~i f i~t ,~. f f ty .N~tur ,91 Gas 
~'~.':" ~ ~ '~.  . " .  "~' ' t "¢* '  ~ ' "  - • 
f romPacf f i c  Northern Gas ~s the PowerSmart  chozce for 
hot water heating. 
1 
$150 Cash 
back to you! 
Up to $1700 
back on 
commercial 
installations/ 
3~ 
' 
Clean, economical 
Natural Gas --  
the PowerSmart 
choicel 
Get yourself into hot water at home with a 
PowerSmart Natural Gas hot water heater. Heating 
water for the house with Natural Gas is half the 
cost of heating with electricity. Heating with gas is 
not only less expensive, it's faster, too. The 
recovery rate for Natural Gas water heaters is twice 
that of electric tanks. This means that even if the 
kids use up all the hot water, there will be enough 
hot water for your shower in just half the time you 
would have to wait with an electric water heater. 
Why spend the extra time - -  and the extra money 
- -  with electricity? Convert your hot water heating 
to Natural Gas now and take advantage of the 
Pacific Northern Gas - BC Hydro PowerSmart con- 
version grant of $150! Call Pacific Northern Gas at 
638-5333 today for details. 
A t  your business, Natural Gas water heaters make 
good sense, too. At only half the cost of  heating 
water with electricity, savings quickly add up for 
PowerSmart businesses using Natural Gas. Cut your 
expenses to improve your bottom line. (We'll make 
it even easier - -  BC Hydro - Pacific Northern Gas 
PowerSmart grants of up to $1700 are available for 
Commercial conversions!) 
Of ~6urse, Natural Gas isn't just for heating water. 
A Natural Gas fireplace or furnace will do a great 
j ob  of  warming you up as well - -  for only about 
half the cost o f  electric heat, and without the fuss 
and bother o f  wood. ( I f  you're now heating with 
oil, Natural Gas will save you even more.) You can 
even use Natural Gas to barbecue! Pacific Northern 
Gas will finance up to $3500 of gas appliances 
through your gas bill - -  call us at 638-5333 today 
for more information. 
i I I - H 
• 
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NEWLYWEDS Nola lpanter and Albert Watmough (above) pose for 
the official photograph following the ceremony. See story below for 
an account of the happy day. 
• ~ The B,C; ~" Friends of As onevictim wrote: .f~All : destruction of?itSl Victims' 
N a_~_~ \ Schiz°phrenics (B 'C 'F 'O 'S ' ) : i  lw~ted:to:do •W's" si' :and  lives; schizophr'nl,i at,~)/at,i . ~ 4th annual conference wl!l be  l i isten tO myvoiceL ~li~yare tacks the :fai~aily '/lhd!i'd~nds 1 ' l  
' l held October 25 andl2 6in the . Very insistent and difficult o of victims through guilt, an meet  oy ~' i! :'~ ' :~  ignore and became thelvoices ::inabilttyt0help and~other • 
Anyone who is interested 'can be heard~ i;heyllproduce :'*human tragedles,i' ' L I~ ~ ~ J'~ ~ :~: ~ " ~ 
• in learning mor~isab~atf~eh~S, an:i appr()~r|ate emotional If ~tOU would like l~ore in , :  
' disabling brain d' - resp0nsei~hich may nbtc0r, fo rmat ion ,  ::~ .,:'i~"~a6out takes tins one lOUt of evely 100 respond with the events out:schizophrenia;  attend theOc~ ~: 
people is invited to attend, side the Person'shear,:' tober 25 and 26 confel'ence tO 
Schizophrenia is surround, These hallucinatioits and - share and learfi how 
I " edbymyths, one of the most delusionscanldisable th vic-: :  B.C.F.O,S. helps support, .' aim at :commonlonesbeingmultiple timstothepomt'thattheyare: inform, advocate, and pro - :  
personalities. This : is not : no longer employable or able mote research to conquerthe myth--s/ true' lWhat is true is to maintain even the most l myths and disabling effects :; 
schizophrenia does not cause basic of::daily fu/~ctions, of this disease,: 
its victims to be dangerous or Most of the homeless:* Call 846-9147 or 633,2212 i: 
violent, It does causeeccen- population in large urban for more information or con- 
tric behaviours such as talk- centers are victims of.' taciyour local mental health 
tug'to oneself or other "peo- schizophrenia, Aside from centre. ' l ' ' ' ' q : " : 
I 
0 O O ~ l ,,.~ z aov 
. r~,.r ,'.Q- y0ut [ee~ 
f~  ".~ TAKI[A 
Panter  - -  
Watmough " 
exchang e ~ "  FAMILY FASHIONS DEPT. 
VOWS 
Steele Heritage Park. 
crystal organza gown. The back 
basque boadice bragged of lace 
appliques adorned with sequins 
and pearls. The sleeves with 
wired ruffles accented the ruf- 
fles on the skirt of her gown. 
The full skirt flowed into a 
cathedral train also bragging of 
lace appliques with pearl and se- 
quins. To finish her look she 
carried a bouquet of fuchsia, 
white and pink roses. 
The bride was attended by 
m~trq~n, ~of, .horrors, Linda_ 
Loekh~rt --of Cranbrook -and. 
bridesmaid Della Peterson o f  
Calgary, both sisters of the 
bride. They wore fuchsia satin 
gowns. Flower girl Crystal 
Lockhart, niece of the bride, 
looked adorable in a white satin 
gown trimmed with fuchsia rib- 
bons. 
Albert looked stunning in a 
black tuxedo with tails. His at- 
tendants included best man 
Lloyd Murphy of Kelowna, and 
groomsan Stewart Lockhart of 
Cranbrook, wearing black tux- 
edos with fuchsia cummber- 
bunds. Ushers were Wayne 
Peterson and Russel Lockhart. 
A reception followed at the 
Inn of the South Ballroom in 
Cranbrook where Myrna Strom 
served as a master of 
ceremonies. Bey Raymond gave 
the toast o the bride. 
The couple spent heir honey- 
moon m Cancun and Cozumei 
Mexico, and now reside in Ter- 
race, B.C. 
On May 25, 1991, Nola 
Punter, daughter of Dick and 
Fran Ruston of Cranbrook, and 
Albert Watmough, son of Les 
and •Diane Watmough of Ter- 
race were united in marriage at 
the Presbyterian Church in Fort 
Nola looked radiant in her 
Winners 
This past week's cash calen- 
dar draw was an all-local affair 
with Terrace residents' names 
being pulled each day. 
Winners of $50 in the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
ti]~h¢, fundraiser were John 
'~ . • . . 
Braa'~, Marjone Lmdsay, 
Cathie Frezell, G. Townsend. 
Sherri Kustas, Eleanor Sauer 
and Earl Ellis. 
As with all winners in the 
draw, their names go back in 
the hat so they all have more op- 
portunities to win again before 
the final draw, Dec. 31. 
From B2 
More Moen 
home in Alberta and then stop- 
ped off to visit daughter Susan, 
son-in-law Tom Sannders and 
• granddaughter Miehaela of 
!.'~ ,shcroft Manor. 
: When in Terrace, Tom work- 
:edlat Western Furniture and 
Rukan at Mantiaue Fashion. 
i 
/!:~il 
'Thursday Oct. 1 7 - Suna~ ty ()ct. 2u  
Mens Wear--Ladies Wear 
Childrens Wear Dept. Only 
Purchase Discount 
5000 - 99 'g 5 
10000 - 299 °° 20 i 
3000o - Or More 25% 
DISCOUNTS 
APPLY TO : ~!~i~! ~ 
ENTIRE i~i~ I 
REGULAR PRICED 
SELECTION 
OF MERCHANDISE 
FOR MEN - -  LADIES 
& CHILDRENS WEAR 
The More You Buy The More You Save 
"Discount will be applied to purchase before' tax is added" 
" : : " '~ '~:~ '~. ~ " II . ! ~ H Im 
 Terr' ace  Co op Assoc, a ' t i  
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USINESS "DIRECTOR i ,  i ",'~, '~  
• I l l  ~ 
__  . . .  ~ 
I : ,;:eUS'NeSS OF THE WEEK ;i il:: HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. : : 
: ' L MANUFACTURING I .' , :,: :}, 
CUST'OM;. BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS -- EVINRUDE DEALER !' 
,",ALUMINUM FABRICAT ION -- GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES ' i 
RUNNING B0 ;ARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT, SHEAR. 
E ~ : : ? ' ; ;  ~ ' ~  200 TON MIETAL BENDING PRESS I 4575 (604} LOWRIE JIM635.NEID AVENUE 347a I ,,' A H E ' 
• , :. !!;. 
1' ~ r  'i:! A l~'~hr  d~ rA  ' " ..... 
i} i;, ! Box 247, s~-iYhbrs~B.C.. 847-2441 ' : ' " : '  
~ , ::i:::~:::::i,:: . Director fi .... ~:'~" 
n~ ~,.o,,.ou,.o~ .:, ?,-;..: nn 
m .v~o, ,o - -  • Invitations : Memorial  markers ; . -  ....... ', ;, " ~ 
| ~'~'~[ • Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie ~1; ' "~ '* \  * 
i ~ / F ' ~ ~ e s  • Wedding Cakes , . - -Grave ,  covers ' I I 8c  I 
I :  that day 'Uniquely Yours' . ' "..-.. n 
I' 4617BLakelseAve.,  638 1773 
• ,: . . . .  .• I ' ] 
• "j 
: ""'! ,~, 
Ii: &.  
: .: E IEE lE~r  
• , Nee d to present a pr0fessi.onal Image? Turn to Thrifty: 
~':Ne:ed a specialcar to spice up the weekend? Turn to 
• Thrifty, In fact, you can count on Thrifty for.the perfect 
car,for alm0st"any occassion. Call today! 63.5-7669 
::7 Because It 's Your Money.  i 
, "  
GREWAL JANITORIAL  SERVICES LTD. 
AND 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING 
We Specialize In Carpet And 
Upholstery Cleaning 
Check our rates for ether furniture and carpets 
635-3944 
. . . . . .  • i "  r " i | l 
When you gotta' have it, We'll ~_r  ill 
"Ou r expediting serv!ce will sav~ 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 
your company money" 
638-8530 
Thornhil i  Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24 hr. Answering Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5A7 Registration No. 16984 
Rick Mccanon 
Proprietor 
f'/a/r av  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSw Jan 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-5727 or 635-4555 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~ T EnRAgE: STA;N,D~R~,| 
I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue.. 638-SAVE 
i c AoALTo' ' --oMo. ..oo ovo   
i: ;l'~l~f Mob,es Starling As Low As S699 
I " i  ~'''~1~ Rugged&Reliable " 
] i  NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS 
.o ..5oo~ Poh~. 638  0261 
NORTHWEST TRADIT IONAL HOMES 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 
Traditional and Custom Finishing 
• New Homes 
• Additions 
• Renovations 
: , .  ' 638 '0822 
MIKE GRAY 4734 Welsh Ave, Terrace, B.C. 
• General Contractor 
;': i Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
': 638-8478 
J 
~ KEENA 
LEOTRIC3 
P.O. Box 271, Terroce, B.C. VSG 4A2 
(604) 635-6988 
Class A Electrical Contractors 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs 
PHILIP HUSTAD Reg. N(). 17522 MICHAEL HUSTAD 
RICHARD STEELE FLOORING 
"Speclallzlng In Complete Floorlng Installatlons" 
- -  Carpets, vinyl, tile and hardwoods 
Residential and Commercial 
SERVING TERRACE AND AREA FOR 25 YEAR~ 
|{~'~) 635-7466 
, .~ ~ ~ ~..~,~,:~[~;~.,iwj.~,,~n.~?~L~." 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave. Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
e,onze P tsq"es 24 HOUR fA  
& monuments Answering and Pager Service 
r /~"~ 
T..a~e, ~itim~, Sm.~,s 635"2444 ~ ........ ,s . . . . . . .  & Prince Rupert ~,,,.,a~,~, 
FUNERAL HOMES 
ii 
EVERY WEEK. CALL. US FOR DETAILS! I I 
Perm Special $49.001o.o,a,~ I 
6-4717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-363 U
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~T~RR~CE STA NDARr) 
4647 Lazelle Avenue• 638-SAVE 
r 
JDI A i l l l l  t [~ 'n  A " 
nmmmwmm.~ W m~ n 
TRANSPORTA T ION 
~-SYSTEMS LTD.  =-  
Daily freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635.2728 .."" 
311 t BLAKEBURN ST., TERRACE, B.C. 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION' 
;.,,, Carpentry - Renovations 
. . .  =No Job te~ Small" 
_ ~ :, :..Sen|OPsRates,:, , ,,,~.~..~., ~,.~.. :.. 
3514 l~ne Ave. M~lcolm Simon. 
D~~ANE ~~'S~ee'~av:,£ . . . .  
N~i~KL H OM ~)~ I~ VIDEO CLINIC 
Box 247, S~nithers'~,B.C. • 847-2441 
G': - : .' Director A l Ja~z ide ;  r l  I ,  VCRs* Camcorders, CD Players, 
Professional counselllr~g ,: ~,,': ; . ,  "" I A I I Make It Work For You/ 
Memorial markers i ~ ..... ":~,~7~g%:~,~::;LS~' '° k : I 
o,..,o,. , '635 ,7762 
. : . i  ~ ~ " . 
s f0 ,  , 
• I ~: : : , ;oen~ 'r , 
THIS COUPON IS GOUO UNTIL 
3t OEC gl  : I 
PLEASE D~ NOT ~PRESEN1 
COUPON UNTIL~ &AF'rER ~TH# ~ I 
REPAIR IS IX~E~ ANo YOU" i 
.^ w ,EcuvEO ~.~ .*L ,0, 
THE W~.  : ,  . I 
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Spacious floor plan 
EAi!L ESTAT 
• • Feature  homeby 
• ::7::~: .. • . • , f 
" ': . 4654 Lezelle Ave (Credit Union Building) a . ,~ , , , - , - . -~- , , - - ,  
I 
q 
Front view 
,~ ,. / / .  ~#:. ,.r, • 
Rear v iew 
A home for the growing family 
Large family home If your family is now all 
c lose to schools ,  driving, there is plenty of 
downtown and recreation vehicle storage with the 
situated on one of the double paved driveway 
la rgest  lots in the and double carport 
Horseshoe area. This 80 x Inside we'll find five 
132 parcel with garden bedrooms, three on the 
storage'shed is fenced for lower level. Each room ~s 
the keeping of your pets. spacious enough for a 
• Ucensed Premises 
double bed in each. 
Downstairs is a games/rec 
room with a small 
workshop area. 
The current owners 
have owned this home 
since day one and have 
maintained it ext remely  
well. If your family is 
outgrowing your current 
home, give John Evans a 
call on this one at 
638-1400. Listed at 
$119,900. It is the ideal 
family home. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
!Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
i ;  
Monday to FddaY 
7 a.m.. 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m. 
• : located in 
':~ the 
LODGE 
TERRACE i l l~ l  
 i:I 4702 Lakelse 
,:~li:~i::, ~pHONE . l 
:: 635-6302 
,11 
: ,  r 
A onE=r Card :: 
• . . . . . . .  "~,"~0 ~:/~'L;i" : . . . .  ~ ' , ' , - .#  • . . . .  !e  -=~ ~ .... • . . . .  ,~: 
i | ' .  • ,  , r 
THE T LUNG ASSOCIATION 
TM & © FOX£'Bobby" Char. TM Alevy Prods. 
. "  ; . ,  
PR, UDEN .& CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
MOVE RIGHT UP EXTRAIEXTRAI 
FIRST ADI! $113,500 This beautifully kept 4 ~rm home to this great location with quick 
Contemporary home is well design- has lots ef extras like built in Jenn. possession of this 3 bdrm family 
ed inside and out. Has a harvest full Aim, dishwasher, oven & vacuum home at 4712 Scott Avenue. Large 
of features including 4 Irg bdrms up, system. Separate wired & heated rec room, dining area with built in 
3 bathrooms, walk-in close and workshop. Landscaped yard china cabinet and a sunken circular 
dressing room in the master features underground sprinklers, entry way are some of the features 
bedroom + jacuzzi tub in the main greenhouse & fruit trees, Asking of this home. A new 10 x 16 
bath. 2 x 6 construction, twin seal $135,000. Call JOy. MLS sundeck allows you fo enjoy the 
windows, and insulation between PRIVACY GUARANTEED landscaped fenced background with 
floors, Add your finishing touches to with this lively wooded 19.6 acre garden area. Asking $92,000. Call 
this well appointed home. Move in parcel minutes from town. Spring Joy, 
and enjoy! Call Suzanne for a per- Creek runs through the front portion " - " "  
sonal showing today. MLS. TWO FOR OHE 
of the property. Asking $46,500. Two residential lots in Thornhill 
Call Jo~. totalling .54 acres. Service 
FAMILY HOME WITH BONUS available include water & n.g, =' ~ ".v. Ask. 
.A .PLACE T:OR ~THE FAMILY  ,.~ FOR TRUCK OWNER in 9 $10,OO0,~CAII ~,y MLS . . . . . .  : 
:An~ tac~e ted! Move in,and erijoy,, Eea!ures.,4 .bdrmlqr9 ~ rec room &. ]'~ , ALL :  AROU!~[} VIEW . . . .  
• this 3 bdrm .f~J~ify florfie ahd' ~bt~Un' s~i~ck ideal for entertaining family /of the mouniains frOm this heW~"5 
$400/month revenue from the 2 & friends. This well maintained tbdrm family home.:4 levels with 
bdrm legal suite downstairs. In the home is situated on 3 landscaped vaulted living, room,,& Irg kitchen 
back you'll find an established i lots totalling over 1 acre with 2-bay with honey oak cabinets, Commer. 
garden area, fruit trees and ~truck shop. Asking $135,000. cial quality flooring throughout. 
greenhouse. This home is situated Owner will consider financing. Call Undergroundl sprinklers. ~Asking 
close to school & shopping and is Joy. EXCL. $154,500. Call Joy. MLS 
priced to sell at $89,900.Call ~ 
Suzanne today on this exclusive 
listing, 
CLOSE TO LAKE .~ 
3 small parcels of land consistingof 
5.42, 5.13 and 4.95 acres. Al l  
within walking distance to the lake. 
Ideal Ior mobile homes or buildings, 
Vendor motivated. Asking $19,000, 
$19,000 and $21,000. MLS. Call 
Dave, John CurrJe Joy Dover 
635-9598 636.7070 
i MAKE AN OFFER 
i 
on this estate property situated 30 
miles east of Terrace on Highway 
16. This 22.acre parcel has 
labulous mountain & Skeena River 
view. Small creek runs through pro- 
perty. House needs lots of work. 
Asking $19,999. Call Suzanne. 
MLS 
ONCE IN A WHILE 
we list a real bargain. This 3 bdrm 
custom home has so~uch to offer 
spacious kitchen plus a built in 
Jenn.Aire oven and countertop 
range. Call Suzanne Iora private 
showing today. Offered al $77,000 
MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
SOUTH SIDE LOCATION 
A good starter hoql~.~,ocated b.l( 
sided s tag"shed .  Nicely land. 
scaped. Asking $57,000: MLS;,Call 
Dave now. 
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL' 
ACREAGE 
3 acre parcel located close to town. 
Good access from two streets~ 256 
foot frontage. 510 feet bordering 
side road. Many types of uses lor 
this property. Motivated vendor. Try 
your otfer. Asking $107,000 MLS, 
Call gave, ,. ~ , . . . . .  
ing~ Now may be the right time for 
you. Interest rates are at an all time 
low, and the market is active~-, For--e~ 
no obligation market evaluation, call 
and ask for Dave. 
Dave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason 
636.3120 635.6952 
JUST LISTED 
Large home in a counhy like setting 
~ven/close to town, This full base. 
ment home leatures 5 bdrms, 2 
fireplaces, '2 bathrooms, jacuzzi 
room. Situated on 2.16 acres which 
is tasteluIly landscaped, Ideal for 
contractor owner .operator. 40 x 50 
shop at the rear with 15 ft. doors. 
Very well maintained home. For 
more details Call Dave, Asking 
$149,900: MLS 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-61 
- -  - -  In lqU : t ,  i ,  I [ ,  ~ I I / L ]  t i t ;dr  
GOOD LOCATION 
Well maintained 1,178 sq. ft., 5 
bedroom home located in the 
Horseshoe• Featuring 1 fireplace, I 
woodstove, 2V~ baths, full base. 
ment, garden shed and lenced yard. 
Aski,g $92,000 MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core we 
have for sale two 66' x 122' and 
one 85' x 122' cleared and level 
residential lots, ranging in price 
from $14,900 to $19,000, For 
more information, please give us a 
call. MLS 
STILL AVAILABLE IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
Here is a building !or that will allow 
you to build that rancher or just give 
you lots of room, Features 82,5 ft, 
frontage on McConnell Avenue. For 
more information and detailed 
survey plan give Gordon Olson a call 
today. Listed at $31,900 MLS 
Stan Parker 
d lqa l  aA~da 
-3bedrooms -67x144 
V2 basement 
Asking $84,900 MLS 
LUXURY EXECUTIVE HOME 
If you are looking for high quality 
construction and a large family 
home, look no further. Check out 
this attractive 2 storey full base. 
men| home in a prime location, 
Features large spacious kitchen 
with adjoining family room, vaulted 
cedar ceilings, sunbeam living room 
and central brick fireplace. For more 
information and your appointment to" 
-- view rag Gordon Olson. Priced at 
$189,000 
123 ACRES 
Located in serene and picturesque 
area ol Cedarvale on east side of the 
Skeena River, Approximately 3 
acres cleared, year round creek, 
main road provides year round ac- 
cess, First and second growth 
timber. Asking $65,000 MLS. Call 
LJ 
J im Dufly 
i l Sm ml idb  
I11i5 5~;K ; IUU~ I ,OUU bq .  I I .  i l u l l i~  
comes with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
rumpus room ~ family room, 
Kitchen has~ ~l i~Ks ,  built in 
dishwash~ll.~[OlJli~- .!up range and 
wall overw~ll~ids its on a 84 x 
100 ft. [o ,P~ a double Garage and 
a 15 x 20'It. workshop. It is a must 
to see. Call Shaunce today. 
$1051000 MLS 
BUILDING THIS YEAR? 
These lots with all amenities 
available: 3803 Ebb, 3809 Eby, 
3819 Eby, 3801 DeJong, 3606 De. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
Looking for a starter home in the 
Horseshoe? Check oat this 3 
Ut~UIUUII| I ~ |Q ~,  |1, I IUI I I I~ WI | I I  
natural gas heat and a natural gas 
fireplace for only $62,500 MLS, 
Call Shaunce for an appointment to 
view, 
LOG HOME WITH PRIVACY 
Attractive 3 bedroom log home 
located on the edge of town on ;38 
acre. Features foil basement, stone' 
fireplace and 1V2 bath~, Call Curdle 
Ofson for your appointment o view, 
BACK TO BASICS 
- t,215 sq, ft. - 12 acres 
-- 7 beorooms -- we, 
Asking $59,000 MLS 
MOBILE HOME 
Located in Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park is this !977 14 x 70 mobile 
home with'an 8 x 16 addition.,TWO 
bedrooms: N/G heat, Priced at 
$21~900MLS , . 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING 
BUYER 
FAMILY HOME IN 
HORSESHOE 
This 1,186 sq, It,home is close to ..! 
all schools and the down town core 
With three' bedrooms on the maLn 
floor and full basement with a sell 
contained suzte. There is an attach. :~ 
ed garage and tl)e hous~ist~ on a 
large lot, Pr cod:at, $89,000 MLS 
Call Ted now tO view.,: 635.5619 
NEWREMO A~REAGE :[ 
5,74 acreage in New Romo 3t 5 feet ion(] 3817Pejong, 3823 ~Jong, 
Lot 4 Mountain View, Ca Sheunce Priced at $87,900 MLS Is this tr'uly beautilul custom built Irontage on Nelson Road, Has power. 
' home offering quality from top to ofl Nelson Road, For further Inlorma." 
for more information today. MLS. ' SOME TLC HEEDED bottcim. From vaulted ceilings in the tion call "l'ed Garner 635.5619 MLS, 
2 STOREY CHALET To put this 1,363 sq. It. split level I . livingroom,, to a spacious master 
Lovely chalet style home providing home in the condition your family uedroom, to all the finishing gx- JUST LISTED ~ i 
2 storeyfull basement, fully finish• can truly enjoy, Four bedrooms, two lutes, this home has so much to ol- Attractive 4 level split with double 
ed with laTge deck, balcony. All ap. baths, double carport. Situated on a far, Over 2,100 sq. IL plus base- carport .situated on 2 acres just  
pllances are included and fur. fenced and very private 130 x 131 ment, 3 bedrooms, 21h bat]lp., minutes Irom town ~Aval able tor~ 
nishlngs if required Paved lot oil a qu ie t  street in the garage, peaceful,75 x 176 setting, quick possession, Call Gerdle Olson., 
driveway ~lttached garzge and Horseshr~, Call• today about this Ca 'Jim today for more Inlormatlon for your appointment to view. Ask-;:: 
workshop, Asking $76,500 MLS, property priced at $75,000 MLS, ,? andyog al~pOinlment. MLS . . . . . .  Ing $89,900 MLS :~ 
Laude Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk 
6SB.HII2 6ali4i739 . . . . . .  131F63112 
Ted Garner , 
OSH0tO • 
Gordon 01son 
A.qA.tO,aK 
' * • ; •::[i ¸i:•i::::•::!::,:: • ; . . . . . . .  J' 
- ' i l  ~, •;i :; " " • "•  ,• :- 
. .  HOME PLAN 
• , ~ " . 
Second Floor 
DESIGN NO. A-166 
Reor V~ew This npectac.lar ruverso view 
Tr~dK[ona/Home tradit ional h,,mo features 
good planning and large rooms. 
Features Wrop-  The beautiful wrap-around 
I~orch offers welcome protected 
Around Porch ~ror. nun and rain. The central 
fireplace wil l  supplement 
home heating. The roar 
covered deck off the fami ly 
Width :  03~-0  rr roam enhnnces outdoor 
entertaining - possibilities, 
"Depth : .  , - , :41"0" - - - - : : . .  ~ ~,:i._.. Finielib~t~ln cednr .and ehq~.e,#~i"~ 
, F i r s t  F leet :  I~G] rsq, f t .  ~ (h~.~"~oT~o ~;0i, ta•bo:'a 'woico~o 
Second Floor: 960 sq. ft .  addit ion, to .anY neighborhood. 
House Plans Available Through• 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LT0. 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
635-6273 
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GREAT STA"ER GREAT 
PRICEI * ' 
Continuous upgrading aver the fast 
2 years highlight this 3 bedroom 
double•wide inCopperside; newer N. 
Gas furnace & hot wafer tank, 12 x 
19 sundeok with built.in benches, 
and metal rear & front doorsl 2 pc, 
ensuite. Ceiling fan in dining room. 
Part basement. Fully fenced back 
yard. Asking only $47 500 MLS 
• COMPACT STAaTEB HOMEI 
Two bedi'oam, nat~ GaS heat, cozy 
bungalow locatedin the Horseshoe; 
.940 sq, ft. with a separate garage 
for storage, priced at $44,500 
Ralph Godlinski 
63S-4DSO 
PRIME COMMERCIAL LOTS 
High visibility - Prime location 
development property. NINE - 33' 
x 100' city serviced C1 lots. Ideal 
location far retail, etc. or holdin G 
property. FOUR lots front on Lakelse 
Ave, and FIVE lots front on Grelg 
Ave. Priced to sell. 
HIGH EXPOSURE 
INDUSTRIAL LAND 
Over 7 acres of choice industrial 
)roperty located south of Inland 
Kenworth in Thornhill, land is 
cleared, ThornhUl water available 
from River Drive, and most other 
services available except sewer, 
One of the largest industrial sites 
available along Highway 16 East. 
~. L/(RGE LOT IN TOWN 
Located on Halliwell, near Uplands 
School. Zoned R2, sewer and water 
available, cleared and ready for 
building. Asking $20,000 MLS 
LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Located close to the Municipal 
Buildin G this 1 acre parcel, fronts on 
Lazelle and Park Avenue, is 
presently Zoned R3, but adjoins P1 
Zoning to the east. House presently 
rented. Ideal holding property for 
future development. MLS 
APARTMENT INVESTMENT 
11 suites, remodelled in 1981, one 
bedroom units with 4 poe. bath, 
fridge and stove with block showing 
a low vacancy rate. Separate laun. 
dry area with co in  operated 
machines, storage areas, and half of 
the basement unfinished. Contact 
listing office for financial informa- 
tion. Vendor willing to accept a' 
house as part of the payment. MLS 
MOBILE IN BOULDERWOOD 
PARK 
if2 x 60 ft., 3 bedroom trailer, in 
good condition nat. Gas heat deck 
storage shed, price molodes stove, 
fridge, washer, and dryer. $14,500 
EXC. 
ACREAGE EAST OF 
TERRACE 
Six separate parcels of land Iocate~ 
in the old Copper CltylKitsetas area 
ranging from 21 to 194 acres i¢ 
size, at vadous prices. Contact of. 
rice for details of properties. MLS 
BRIGHT AND NEW 
Well designed bungalow in neutral 
tones, large vinyl double windows, 
European kitchen, 3.bedrooms, 
baths, plus master bedroom en. 
suite, patio doors to rear deck, 
Jacuzzi tub in main bathroom, oar. 
port, vinyl exterior, nat. gas heal 
and a good start on the lawn. Price 
$105,000 MLS 
REWARD YOURSELF 
Somethin G for everyone in this 9 
year old, 1,675 sq. ft. furl basement 
home on 1.145 acres. The spacious 
Oak kitchen features a built.in 
dishwasher, triple sink, microwave 
shelf & bay window. The 14 x 18 
master bedroom has a walk-in 
(:laser & ensuite. Natural Gas heat & 
hot water. Double Garage and much 
more at $119,900 MLS 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT 
Ideal developme'nt site for Industrial 
Business that needs good access 
and exposure. Lot 151 x 160 ft. 
corner of Earle and Highway 16 
West. City water available. Asking 
$45,000 
Rusty Ljungh 
638-8784 
R.I.(B.C.) Joe Baft~osa Roe Redden 
838.0484 036.8004 8311-1018 
Chdstel Godtlnski 
638-8397 
KALUM LAKE 
,View properly, heritagQ:l?gL.ca~ill r-t., 
. resloTes. 70 aores,&pedec, t~etreat~ 
approximately 1~ I~  from • Terrace 
on b lacktop~ou access road. 
Wildlife h,~nill~ 'nrnercial timber. 
$49,5GO~:all Joyce Findlay 
635.2697 ar glga Power 635.3633 
MLS (910148) 
CONVENIENT & COZY DRASTICALLY REDUCED! I DISTINGUISHED ELEGANCE REAL VALUES 
Residence offering garden area. Country ViP showplace. Bungalow !Heine dazzle. Warm fireplace, curv- Home with charmin G ways. Ouiet 
Quiet street, electric heat, family beautifully sited on 40 acres• Warm ed staircase, formal dining room, 5 street, main.level laundry, walk.in 
room, 4 8R/5 poe. baths, finished fireplace, bay windows, large view BR/2-4 pce, plus ensuite baths, bay closets, patio, fer~in1~:'~ily room, 
basement, rec room, greenhouse, deck, 3 BR/2 4 poe. baths. PLUS windows• PLUS *Carpeting 4 BR. 4 pc .~.~i~.~nd ensuite 
PLUS *Pantry. Dishwasher, fridge & *Kitchen appliances included. Close *Modern kitchen *Foyer *Family baths. AL~NI~ar  schools. See 
room *Deck "Gas heat• Double this one nO~. Priced at $99,900. 
stoveincluded• A super buy! Priced to ski hill, some timber. Approx. 15 jasuzzi in master bath. Prime (910127) Joyce Findlay 635-2697 
at $97,900 (910136) Ric White acres cleared, (910098) Gordon residential area• *$189,000" 
635.6309 Hamilton $145,000 635.9537 (910129) Verne Ferguson 
636-3389 
WOULD TAKE TRADE REDUCED BUNGALOW 
BARGAIN Large custom.built home minutes . . . . . .  
fr,~ntLakelse Lake. Live in'thaup. ~"e;~.~v~t,~mut~ or,,,.',,- .arsesnoe ,ounGaJow wnicn nas 
tairs:'l.,~ge livJ~'r~orfildining~.~ ~ ::.',~v~,.m.,,vL~Pm~ nuuoc  , been totally remodelled has all tl~e 
.-~1 --,Re . . . . . .  I~'n¢: ~A "n|~p.'r,...,,.,.,.. u..- m~;n' h=rh ..=h=~ HOSSWOoo. area ~.. t;at~i~ 32o sq. ft. - amen ties for a new homebuyer or a 
w=th loft House 1 130 sq ft retmn coule as d ~s close to marbefixtureswithjacuzzitubKit.I. . . " . ,  - ' ' • 'g  P ' " 
• ' ~eeos rinisn=ng weed heat propane schoo s and town K tchen ap. chan has hght oak cabinets. Rentl . , , . . 
the downstairs' Livineldininn liohtlfriog e on school bus route• piances ncuded Reouced to 
oak cabinets 3 pece beth"pl~S $25,000. Call Olga Power $56,000. The yard is fenced and 
I garage, Greenhouse, double' shop 635.4317 MLS I has a wired shed at rear• Call Veme 
$129,900 MLS (910036) cali Jar 635-3389 ar 638-0268 
Joyce F nd ay 635-2697 (90017g) 
;!: ,,,i~ ¸'
Verne Ferouson 
635.3389 
~ . 
Gordor Hamilton 
63§ ,9637 
Joyce Findlay Ric White 
635-2697 638.0268 
OFFERING TOP VALUE 
Hospitable cedar bungalow with ex. 
tra touches. Freshly decorated, Gas 
heat, woodbuming stove, den, easy. 
care landscaping, mature plantings, 
modern kitchen, 4 BRI4 pce. baths. 
Insulated garden shed 10 x 14 and 
12 x 20 storage shed. "$89,500" 
(91 01 35) Gordon Hamilton 
635.9537 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
Centrally located duplexl 2 lxhm. 
and 2 bdrm. units. Close to 
downtown, well maintained. 
Revenue currently $750/mo. 
$61,500 MLS. Call Ric White 
635-6309 
,~:.. " 
Olga Power 
635-3833 
D A l i In  A - " ' " " " "  
. ,mJ~-~ ~ ~  ¢ ~ ~,~ ... SINCE ~955 
TR A N S P 0 R TA TI 0 N Of Terrace 
 SYSTEMS L 638-1400 
MOVING & ---"!,, 
STORAGE 
GENERAL FREIGHT 
{ 
• VAN " HIBOY * LOWBED • CONTAINER * 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37  N. 
VANCOUVER -270.4440 
LOOKS JUST LIKE NEW 
Cozy starter home with "new" fly. 
ingroom and dining room carpeting. 
New baseboards and all neat and 
clean. Lower level mstr bedroom is 
newly linisbod and includes a 2.pc en. 
suite. Walking distance to town. Pric. 
ed right at $66,900, Call ERIKA NOW. 
NEW HOUSE UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
Quality, NEW living with low maintenance 
and no worries. NEW furnace and hot 
water heater, NEW roof. NEW twin seal 
windows. Call ERIKA and be the proud 
owners of a NEW house. 
GROWING FAMILY, NEED ROOM? 
+ 1.100 sq. ft. + 16x26 carport 
+ full bsmt + 24x27 Garage 
+ 4 bedrooms + 75x240 lot 
+ office + sundeck 
+ play room ~ fruit trees 
+ lamUy room + 2 fireplaces 
Call ERIKA for details 
i. 6ANDsTRA TRANSPO TATIONSYSTEMS TERRACE, KITIMAT LTD. 
APARTMENT ZONING 
1.06 acres on Kalum St. with a residence. 
$110,000. Call DICK EVANS 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
.96 acres, Keith & Molitor .......... 189,900 
.59 acres, Keith & Kalum ........... S09,gO0 
Kerr St.. off Keith Ave ........................... 
99 x 124 ................................. $2D,000 
Carl OICK EVANS on any of the above, 
LAKELSE LAKE LOT 
Just under I/t acre on Mailbox Point. Ask. 
ins $20,000. Call DICK EVANS, 
='==~ d ick  evans 
RURAL IMPRESSION 
but in town• This co.,~ bungalow is in 
| top condihon anaL I~1~[~,~,' at the edge 
| el the cit ' j izzp~l~.:,  acre of land. 
|This Ch&q~fl~huma features n. g. 
| heat and "~'ity services on a paved 
I street. Call JOHN for further details. 
CLEAN & COMFORTABLE & 
AFFORDABLE 
3 brm mobile on a large lot in Copperside. 
Many features including a small w=rea 
workshop, storage shed, concrete deck 
area, 10 x 20 addition, natural gas heat. 
$42,900. MLS. Call JOHN for more refer. 
matl0n. 
INVESTMENT 
Small house on an R3 zoned lot. This ren. 
tal home is an excellent haldinG property 
with potential for a revenue home. Call 
JOHN EVANS Ior further details. 
638.1400, $4|,§00 MLS 
: :21  " . .  , 
MAJOR PRICE REDUCTION 
vacant 2 brm home in quiet area 
south el tracks. 70 x 197 ft. lot. Roof 
reshingled last year. Twin seal win. 
dows. Great fixer upper. Owner has 
tenant lined up. Reduced from 
$59,900 to $49,000 MLS. Be sure to 
call GORDIE, 
NESTLED iN THE CEDARS 
Appealing panabode home in tranquil set. 
tmg. 3 brms. 3 bdthrooms, family room, 
private master b~m with soaker tub and 
patio. Roof needs reshingling Owners will 
re(rues by $4,000 as per roofing quote. 
Asking $S3,GO0. MLS. Contact GORDIE 
SHERIDAN for information. 
HORSESHOE 
5 brm 1,300 sq. ft. home in quiet area of 
the Horseshoe. F uI~ finalized basement 
with rec ronrj=z~,i~|~klgvn, 3 brms on 
the main tloo~tlM~_ [tcben ling, sunroom 
addition. 100 x 122 ft. Iol with double 
parking. Call GORDIE SHERIDAN. Asking 
$93,500, MLS 
L • " 
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irobably had enough of "politics" 
n this election. You've seen, heard 
Or read the party's positions. . -  k • • - ,  
: . -  -. ~ ,, 
You've watched the debates and 
~:' :: Campaign forums. You've followed 
:t: the going's on in the news. And 
i~ ~: now ... the decision is yours. 
,;:i:2" 
.... ~.. ::()! 
~ ? There are a lot of people who ~ ~ ::':~ : 
believe an X beside Dave 
name is the right choice for : 
Skeena. Dave has worked hard on ~ 
' : : - ,, 
,% our behalf and his record of 
:.i" - 
proves that. He is committed to the future of this 
i l  re ion.Oaveknowshowimportanthoalt ,e ucation, trans o ation, 
socialservices and the environment are to us. He understands and has 
:" !i.)- 
the need for a strong economy and sensible opportunitie~ ,~ 
___,,,,.,,~,. =le like many parents wants to ensure a secure future :in.;: 
~eena which can offer employment for our children. 
In Victoria Dave is no ushover. If something needs togetd0ne ~ 
gets done. Thos.e who have worked with him know they can count 
Dave from beginmng to end. And that's important. . :~i:  ~ii! ~::~ i~ ~ii~ 
After 5 years of service, Dave Parker doesn't hold any illUsiOns iiii 
about being an MLA. A 100% commitment to Skeena means many :i:::i ~; 
long hours and much hard work. It's something he's used to and 
won't shy away from after this election. 
" S . . ,  ". 
who, you make your decision, consider the options and then ,: 
. , .  . : ~ , : .  : . :  . . . .  , ,  '::i~ 
Dave Parker. When you do ... youknow urVote wil[ihe . . . .  p ':~ 
Skeena Strongnow and in the future. ~ 
E '" 
" Z : 
N 
~i-~ 
• ~ . . . .  ~ . . .  4 :  
:::~,~;= i l l : :  
• ; .?~ 
~.Z 
!:i 
My' .good  f r iend Mike 
:Whelpley has .had a number of 
. close calls. Once, while en route 
to Hartley Bay, where he works 
usa  salmon enhancement pro- 
ject advisorto theHartley Bay 
band i Mike notic~l a 'striking 
vista from the window of-the 
• r , sne  man n "' '" r - ' , -o  " ' `  veson/'  " ' "" m "irac''tandar~° W~l°e'ay' Oct'r 16' '8" - P a " c l t h e  ' e - ' -e  O g r~ '~ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ '~  ~'
about the Skeena on.:his jet 
boats and knows it intimately-- 
was returning from Hartley Bay 
by plane when he recognized the 
contours of the Ecstall Valley. 
The problem was the pilot had 
somehow managed :to get the  
craft pointed in the wrong direc-' 
great humpbacked bruins stan- 
ding with their hackles up in the 
lush green estuarial grasses - -  
send shivers down the spine. 
Just setting foot ~ upon the 
Khutzeymateen estuary when 
the bears are there to mate is a 
dangerous: proposition. Accor- 
ding to Mike, the bears come to 
accept your presence. He tells of 
river was filled with chunks o f  when he had his 800-mill, metre 
ice and snow. Mike had seen the lens trained on a sow grizzly 
phenomenon before .  An munching on sedges ome fifty 
the window was set flung open. flyboy on the shoulder, then in- And  not all Mike's close avalanche had slid down the feet away when an uncomfor- 
Mike instinctively grabbed onto ~ dicated the proper d i rect ion  brushes with disaster have been mountain sides and blocked the table feeling made him turn 
the plane to avoid tumbling out w i th  his index finger. The.pilot in the air~ One fine spring river. When the campers reach, around and stare into the eyes 
and pushed himseifbaCk~int0 :~shrugged his shou lders  weekend Mik e iwas CRamping ed the spot where they had ~ of:ia!;big male a short ways 
the security of the:ai~craft~shut sheepishly and turned the plane with a lady friend on the upper breakfasted . an hour earlier, ~ behind him. After a few tense 
the door and looked ahead to around. . . . . . .  
reaches of the scenic Gitnadoix .they found it buried under ton- moments the bear moved on .  
wher e the p!lot and the other Then last year, again heading River. They awoke and made!i nes of snow and ice. For Mike ~ Mike's latest brush with phil- 
plane. ' : ~ t i0n and was roaring' through 
He took out his camera nd the mists toward disaster at the 
leaned agaimt the window to narrow end of the steep-walled they wouldn't smack into a 
get thebest photographic angle valley, , . ~ fishing boat or some other 
whereupon the door: in which Mike' ca lmly  tapped the vessel. " 
• I we  ~ missing until l the plane 
was on the water in front of 
Hartley Bay," Mike told me. 
Another time Mike - -  who 
has spent much time prowl!ng 
passenger :were.sitting, totally - ihome by;plane f rom Hartley 
unaware of  wha[ had happened, r Bay, the same pilot was forced 
" I 'm sure they wouldn't have to bring his plane down in a 
turned ~ound and noticed that thick fog. They h!t the water so 
breakfast in the crisp, clean ~ another near-miss. 
morning air, then packed up the Each year Mike likes to take 
camp and motored ownstream his jet boat into the Khutzeyma. i 
a mile to do a little fishing, teen River to hunt grizzly bears. 
By this time it was late in the  He goes alone, armed with only 
morning, and the sun was war- his camera and a variety of 
ming the valley. The two anglers lames. The transparencies Mike 
were listening to the thunder of has as souvenirs of those trips 
the distant snow slides when the - -  head and shoulders hots of 
vion took• place during the re- 
cent he~avy rains. With an eye 
out for logs, Mike and Terry 
Munday navigated the rising 
Skeena to the Gitnadoix. When 
they arrived at the mouth of the 
smaller iver, they found it over 
its banks and still rising• . 
" I t 's  funny how quickly 
hard, says Mik e , that they very 
nearly broke a strut• And if that 
were not bad enough, the pilot 
had to glide~.~0n : the water 
through the soupy fog praying 
things go out Of contr01y said 
Terry. "Onei~moment welwere 
cruising up, the river ~thgut.  a 
care, then bang, the motor quits 
and •we ' re  be ing swept 
downstream into the 10S jams. 
Using the pike pole, Mike and 
Terry managed to fend off  a 
Couple of log jams before being 
pinned broadside against a large 
.tree. Quickly they tied the sled 
to a stout branch then worked it 
into a position with the how'fac- 
ing into the current. Mike eyed 
a log jam upstream that was 
threatening to burst and handed 
Terry a knife with instructions i 
to cut the rope should that hap- 
pen, then proceeded to deal 
with the engine. 
The timing belt had Snapped. 
Mike replaced it with the one 
he'd bought the week before, 
fred up the engine and 0ff  they 
went. : 
" I  guess I 've got an angel sit- 
ting on my shoulder," says 
Mike. I hope so. And I hope she 
stays there. 
i 
Team 
stank, 
coach 
says 
TERRACE -- Caledon,o's 
boys volleyball team stank in 
Prince Rupert. 
Coach Shown Krienke 
returned .from the City of 
Rainbows distinctly unhappy 
with his team's loss to 
Kit,mat in the tournament 
final two weekends ago. 
" I 'm mad at them,"  
Krienke said, "Physically 
they were there, but mentally 
they were not." 
. . . . .  Ca l -  volleyed past  gu l le t  
15,~) .rlh.9.in.&hgir~first game, 
and then beat Kit,mat 15-11, 
i5-8. But  facing Kit,mat 
again in the final the Terrace 
boys fell 10-15, 15-9, 14-16. 
• "The  team just went 
through the mot ions , "  
Krienke said. "They "took 
everything for granted." 
The loss was the second 
time in as many appearances 
that Caledonia narrowly lost 
in the final. Two weeks 
before they pul in much 
stronger performances to 
place second beh ind  
Vanderhoof  at P r ince  
George Secondary • School's 
Polar Bear Classic. 
The Rupert match was ex- 
perience, however, and that 
could be the only plus of the 
weekend for Caledonia. " I t  
was a good lesson," Krienke 
added. " ' I 'd rather we learn it 
now than at the zone final or 
the provincial champion- 
ships." 
One of the few players 
Krienke credits for play in 
the tourney is Chris Thomas 
- -  the.only Grade 10 player 
on the team. "He's come a 
long way in just a couple of 
weeks." 
The team's embarrassed 
now, Krienke says, and out  
for revenge. 
"We're trying to forget 
about this weekend and look 
forward to our playday in 
.~ Smithers on the 19th." 
The following Weekend 
: they re  in Kitimat, and on 
Nov. 2 Terrace hosts a zone~ 
tourney at Caledonia: 
Ready f 3r Ha rlem 
ON THE ROLL: Chris Terlesky cruises in for a layup while practising. Wheelchair basketball is get- 
ting bigger this season, with more chairs available and more people out. Terrace and Kitimat ex- 
pect to send a tournament eam to some major events. Anyone -- most players aren't disabled -- 
can come out and play Monday nights at 9 p.m. in the Caledonia gym. You'll be able to see our 
local talent in action ata special event Monday, Nov. 4. That's when the Harlem Kings - a wheel- 
ed c:omedy team that are a takeoff from you-know-who - come to town: Gametime is 7 p.m. at 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary. Tickets are $3 in advance or $4 at the door. Proceeds go to support local 
Big Brothers and Sister s, . . ,,~i~. 
i 
ii i Evans plays at World Cup 
TERRACE- -  A former Terrace Northmen Evans'. grandmother - -  Rose Farkvam nament here. 
Dart champ, 
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Win marred 
by Kitimat 
' ~ :~<~i~ii~i~i!/i~ I i:: / igoonery 
TERRACE - -  It was an ugly 
win. 
Caledonia's 2-1 victory over 
Kitimat's boys soccer team was 
decided when the referee stop- 
ped the game after red-carding 
Kit imat's entire team for 
unsportsmanlike conduct- Oct. 
5. 
Terrace team spokesman 
Cam MacKay said it wasn't a 
pretty display. 
" It  was ugly," he said, noting 
excessive profanity and ag- 
gressive play on the part of the 
Kitimat players. " It  wasn't the 
kind of conduct you would ex- 
pect," 
MacKay said he was impress- 
ed that his own players held 
back and refused to retaliate. 
"They stood there and took 
their knocks," he said. "They 
didn'l respond in any way." 
Jason Dvorak scored both 
Terrace goals - -  one of them on 
a penalty shot. MacKay said 
Mike Davis was good in net for 
Cal, showing substantial im- 
provement. 
The first game of the day saw 
Caledonia hammer Prince 
Rupert 6-0. Terrace coaches us- 
ed the second string extensively 
that game, ensuring everybody 
saw action. 
Competition for Caledonia 
could be non-existant running 
up to the zone finals at month's 
end and the provincials Nov. 
15-16. 
Cal coach Joe Duben says 
Kitimat's entire team has been 
suspended for the rest of tile 
year because of the goonety thttt 
took place in Rupert. He  said 
Mt. Elizabeth Senior Secon- 
dary's principal also handed out 
three-day suspensions from 
school to two of the Kit,mat of- 
fenders, who tried to attack the 
referee after the game was call- 
ed. 
That eliminates Caledonia's 
main source of competition in 
the zone from the running. 
With Rupert - -  blown out in 
one-sided affairs each game so 
far -- making noises about not 
competing further this season, 
and Nisga'a indicating they may 
be unable to continue fielding a 
team, the Kermodes will likely 
have to travel to get any serious 
competition before provincials. 
"We don't know what's go- 
ing ~o happen right now," 
Duben says, "but either way 
I 'm about 99 per cent sure we'll 
be going to the provincials." 
Their next game was to be an 
Oct. 19 playday in' Kitimat. 
That has been cancelled follow- 
ing the team's uspension. 
Juniors end season 
TERRACE-  More than 30 
local jumor golfers wound up 
their season with the Skeena 
Valley Golf  and Country Club's 
Sept. 27-28 junior tourney. 
Shane de Jong shot a 172 in 
the two-day 36-hole tournament 
to take overall low gross. Mike 
van der Meulen came within 
two strokes with his 174 to earn 
second low gross m champion- 
ship .flight. 
Low net in championship 
flight.went o Devon van Hulle 
With 149, While the overall low 
net winner was Garrett Chepil 
with a 123. 
Action in first flight saw 
Scott Long win the low gross ti- 
tle with his 192, six ahead of 
second-place Rod Mclnnes. 
Low net in that flight belonged 
to Steve Down,e, who had a net 
of 138. 
Second flight saw Steve Crit- 
chley shoot a 202 for first low 
gross, with Kelly Gingles 
finishing second. Reagan 
McAllister had the low net with 
135. 
In extended handicap, Jeff 
Marceau shot a 247 for first low 
gross. Simon Hillcove was se- 
cond. Low net winner was 
Dmitri Fiitziakis with a 162. 
rugby player is in France right now playing - -  still lives here and she says she's been Hull said the Northmen are joined by 
for Team Canada in the World Cup Rugby tuningin to TSN to watch coverage of the three Rupert;~players for the trip. Loose I n d o o r  s o c c e r  a r rEves  
Chum ,unships m Europe games P " " . ,,! . forward Kev~'Patterson is out with an in- 
Eddie Evans is a prop for the national We got to see him so many times jury, howev~i~ .,.-~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,, . .. , ,, , .... ~.;. . / r~t . r .  ~ lnuoor soccer urganlzer Mary ,'lorries 
team and has played in:'both Canada s ' todaY, she stud last Wednesday. It s Thev're hi,virtu in "festival division" hat'*,);v,a ,nld th@ nrnornm i~ l imit~,t n  
games ,so . f~ - - :v ictor ies:over Fij! and  e~.ex.ci.t.ing"...~ . . _  . .  : . . and Hull sa!~e~s expecting the team to do i TheTerraee Youth Soccer kids already registered With 
Komama trot week. -~: : .,. : ,: i/no l~tea~n.worto ,:up ss being pmyeu quite well.~|~!hey survive, that is, Association is starting a new Terrace •Youth Soccer ':for 
Evans, 28, was born here but now noes in . across :me, tJrttish Isles and in France . . . .  ~"t~'~ ' . . . . . .  . . ~ . . . . . .  . . . .  ' ' 
the Lower Mainland ~ ' I ' ' r ~ Can~ida:is unofficiail,, rated about seventh 1no r~or t~en play aa rive ot muir program m mooot soccer for ~yyJ, oue to msurance 
. . . . .  ' : • ' -  ' '- . . . . . . .  : -  ' • • oames on S~t~tdav a oruellin~ one-day children age 10 and up, and limitations .; : .; ter race Nonnmen team spokesman or mgnm - -an  ,morass,re mcrease in ttleir . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ' ~ ' -  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' - -  ""--rff~ - -  " J  ' --e " ~ schedule ~.*li',~'~tonna be a body.killer," tile nrst meeting is next Men- Runners not ~ previously David HUilaeS~'tOeO me impresswet:vans tanu ing  f rom -prev ious  years . .• ' .~...,~-,- - . ,  ' - .- ' - ,~+ • 
as a '!brlef'f lash.in the Northman pan" i Withtwo wlns already, ,lie national team Hun com~!ht~ !. . - o~,  . . . .  ,..4 ,.l,. . . . . . .  h~.da w°r,n:°utsv~tae~u~:" i~e~ I 
when he played with the team for pan of a guaranteed a berth in the quarterfinals. The annu!.exlx'~iitton next year ts also be at the E T Kenne,, school tion will be - ro~ded d=the  I 
bums pla!~ed. The  •team is considering ,.,,.~ .., -~ m ,, - r~  ~, ,- , '~i-o ,,n Monday ~ott* "~ .1 
arem severair. 0 o s ;~Southern  Cahfornia,.  ~.~,,,,~_~,. . . . .  , . . . . . .  ~. •>,.  ... 2~:~;~,,:, /~- |  
~"~e.  . i~land and England,. ~ ,. ~ ..... o: ....... ~ ...... ~ ..... • . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,.~: ,- .......  I 
- ~ ~= ,~t~t ,  . . ,  - . . :  , !  ] I l l  I [ I/ "1  i i i  i i i I i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i .  
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Jong pe I Support Your Lung Association I pam,lnparwun.~,'.. I 
i "  ' [ ' ' B.C. . . . . . . . .  ': TE~CE - -  Paul De J'ong 
and his clan from Port Edward 
cleaned up at the Terrace Open 
Darts tournament two [TOUGH MA:N 
weekends ago. 
De 'Jong.captured the titles in 
men's.Sing!es, doubles, mixed 
doublea"and team competition 
to  rule the 'open and take the 
heavy hardware west. 
He. started.out by smashing 
Terrace's "Pat Campbell in the 
men'ssingies final to take first • 
in that event• Second-place 
Campbel] finished ahead of 
Semifinalists Neil Maclsaac, of 
Kitimat, and Bill Robinson, of 
Terrace. 
In men's doubles/De 3ong 
t~amed up with Po~Ed"com, 
padre Steph Maestrello to edge 
out Smithers duo Ken Rowe and 
Bernie Lewis in  one of the 
closest games of the weekend• 
Semi-finalists were Terrace 
players Pat Campbell and Tony 
Sousa, and Neil Nordstrom and 
Barry Smith. 
' De Jong and wife Janine 
defeated Maestrello and Betty 
Schiemann for the mixed 
doubles title• In true mixed 
• doubles fashion, Maestrello and 
Schiemann had in the semifinals 
beaten the other Maestrello and 
Schiemann team - -  their 
spouses Cathy Maestrello and 
Jurgen Schiemann. The other 
mixed semifinalists were the 
team of Neil Maclsaac and 
Lynn Cromarty. 
• De Jong nabbed his fourth ti- 
tle of the weekend in team com- 
petition.when he joined Steph 
Maestrello, Rupert's Noel 
NObel and Masset's Jerry Root 
to take first. The coastal gang 
beat. out Terrace's crack sharp 
shootitig squad of Pat camp- 
bell, .Bill Robinson, Bob Ben- 
ne~t and. Don Rutledge. Third 
pl~ce"went to a combined 
S~Jthet:s-Kitimat team of Ber- 
nie Lewis, Ken Rowe, Mike 
Masch and Mike Krevenchuk. 
Jackie Holmberg, of Kitimat, 
triumphed" in women's singles 
competition tO take first place. 
She defeated second-place 
Heather Masch, and semi 
finalists Davene Bater and San- 
dra Swanson .-- all of Kitimat 
! 
= 
CHALLENGE FIGHTS ~ 
OVER $50,000 CASH PR IZES '  ; 
BIKERS 
BOUNCERS 
BRAWLERS 
BOXERS 
PLUS 
ANYONE 
WHO THINKS 
THEY'RE 
TOUGH 
DIVISIONS: 
145 to 159 Ibs 
160 to 184 Ibs 
185 Ibs & Over 
TO ENTER 
'CALL:  
1-758-2576 
Prince Rupert Elimination Event ...... 
SAT. NOV. 2-  CIVIC CENTER GYM 
TICKETS AT: CiViC CENTER MAIN OFFICE, EARL MAH 
, AQUATIC CENTER, OR AT THE DOOR i,, 
PAU~ AND JANINE de Jong captured the mixeddoubles title at the Terrace Dart Open two weeKenas 
ago. Pau de Jong was unstoppable at the tourney, winning every event he was entered in, 
to take the title. 
In doubles, it was Kitimat's 
Gai l  Gardner and, Betty 
Schiemann taking the title for 
the second straight year• They 
captured first in a tight three- 
game final against Terrace dart 
masters Loretta Scale and Carol 
Creek. 
It was a reverse order perfor- 
mance from the darts outcome 
at the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games last winter. There Creek 
and Seale took first, relegating 
Gardner and Schiemann to the 
runner-up osition. Clare Greet 
and Jackie Holmberg, and 
Hiren were semifinalists in the 
women's doubles event. 
Organizer Clare Greet said 
turnout was excellent - -  40 men 
and 33 women at the tourney. 
Total prize money payout was 
close to $3,000, she said, a new 
Carla Boreham and Anne ttte record for the event. I 
;~.~ 
. '  ..~:-... ~.. 
NOW OPEN 
THE SKEENA Lg 
BEER AND WINE STORE 
4519 Greig Avenue 
Next to The Skeena Hotel 
e LARGE SELECTION I 
EMPTIES WELCOME" 
9:00  - 5:00/Sundays 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Call us at 635-BEER 
COLD BEER I 
& 
\ WINE STORE I '  
HOURS:  
Monday to Saturday 
9 am - 11 prn 
Sunday 
11 am-11 pm 
A small price PW 
foracar w,th 
such big value, 
In terms of LnterLor s=ze and Comfort. the • AM/FM stereo cassette and more 
Passat rwals target, more exnens,ve sedans In fact. the only tn~ng that sets the 
• Air conditioning Volkswagen Passat apart from otner me'-: 
• Height adjustable and power-assisted expensive s dans ~s ~ts price 
steering ~ And that says a great deal, 
• Recliningrearseatswith6O/4Ofold-downsplit ~ Pas atS18,995 =
• Heated power adjustable side mirrors 
(J~f ~l~tio ~ hl.',ght o~rt Ut~-dehv01v*n'~pP(:f,(tf~ (,mt=,l O~,,*l~r q~dV ~Edt for teSS " 
~ Co lumbi .  Auto  ]"~glus b td= ~ 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 
• \~  ,, ( / 
¢ '% 
Dave Parker .:. now more 
than ever it's lmp0rtant to 
• . . ,  :,%.~ 
Skeena Strong. 
/ 
¢: 
mittN '[o Re.EI¢;t r 
/ , , "  
r%• : 
-' I 
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RecreatlonaIHockey League Scores: Oldtlmers' Dlvblon Standings: 
Inn 6f th~ Wezt 14, Riverside Auto Wranglers 3 " -  Team G W L ,  T GF  GA PI'S 
All Seasons 4; Northern Motor Inn Okies 2 . . Terrace Timbermen 4 2 / I 16 16 $ 
' . . . .  O~.6  ' :NMIOkie~ 4 2 2 0 8 12 4 
PreclsionBulldersT, TerreceTirnbermen2 . RlversideAutoWranalers 4 ! 31:0 14 22 2 
Back Eddy:PubBulls 14, Cnn~'oy Supply2 ~ : C0nVoYSupply 4 0 3 I 13 31 1 
Oet.g ' , ' " 
Back Eddy.Pub Bulls 5, Inn of the Wen 4 i : :  ~ : i  Recreat iona l  D iv i s ion  Standings= ' 
NOrm's A~tb Refinishing 4, Precision Builders 3 r '+ Teum" ' 
G W L T GF GA PTS • - " " ,Oct. 9 
TertaceTimbermen4, Convoy Supply 4, =,~ Hotel '2 2 0' 0 17 ? 4 
NorthernMotorlnnOkies3,RiversideAutoWranalei's2 Back Eddy Pub Bulls 3 2 I O 23 II 4 
Get your team or league on the Scoreboard! AllSeasons 3 2 ! 0 12 I t  4 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 2 1 0 II 13 4 
Drop'off  scores or standings to the Terrace lnn of the West 4 2 2 0 28 22 4 
Standard office at 4647LazelleAve., orphone Precision Builders ,3 1 2 0 14 11 2 
them i~ to 638-7283. Deadline is 5 p,m. Friday. 
Ill 
IV  
FINANCING AVAILABLE ON 
1992 FULL SIZE PICKUPS 
& SELECTED 1992 CARS 
Terrace HikingClub have plan- Good, easy trip for beginner Sept. 7-8. On Sept. 15 five par, 
ned a seriesof all day treks, hikers and kids aged 4 or 5. ticipated in trip around Red 
The group usually meets at Drive 37 miles east of Terrace Rose Mine. Sept. 22 trip was 
the library Sunday mornings to on Hwyl6 and a quarter mile up rained out. About 20 people 
car pool. Everyone is welcome, old road. Climb up good trail to went on a Sept. 29 expedition 
Their calendar of hikes for first lake; then rolling another on Sleeping Beauty Mountain; 
the coming weeks includes: mile to tWO other small lakes. It was a cloudy day, but much 
; • Oct. 20 - -  Shames Moun- Pretty area. Meet at library at enjoyed anyway. 
taln Hike in alpine near new ski 10 a.m. Kelly Kline leader, 
area 20 miles west of Terrace. 7988-2535. * * ~ * * * .  
Moderate uphill walk. Shannon Nov. 10 - -  Clearwater Hints for new hikers. Be sure 
is leader, 635-4486. Meet at Lakes Easy' walk around two yourshoes or bootsare con~for- 
library at 10 a.m. nice lakes. Some windfall and a table -- your feet are all you 
• • Oct. 27 - -  Tmpline Monn- short muddy, section. Twelve have to bring you home. Bring • 
lain Hike!n area about 14 miles miles south .'of Terrace on drinking water unless you're 
up the Copper River logging highway. Meetat library at 10 certain water is available en 
road: Meet,at libraw at 10 a.m. a.m. Vicki leader, 635-2935. OK route. Make your pack as light 
Kelly Kline leader, 798-2535. for kids over 5years. as possible. Bring raingear, 
This can be a long or short • Nov.  12 - -  CLUB warm clothes, toque and gloves 
walk, as the rohd (7 miles) is MEETING At the library at 7 even ~fthe weather is nice at the 
driveable all the way. Very pret- p.m. start. Stay within sight of your 
ty at the top with large lakes and * * * * , ,  group; let the leader know 
Views. May be some new snow Last month's hikes took a where you are. Call for a rest if 
at top. , couple of  club members to you need one. 
Club plans hikes 
. . , . , , : , ,  •,~ .•  . . i :  ~ 
TERRACE - -  Hikers with the • Nov. 3 - -  Watson Lakes Silver King Basin near Smithers . ....,...... ............... 
. i_ 5 
.'.~ 11"'.' 
The Children of British Columbia can't survive 
another 5 years of attacks on education. 
On October 17, elect candidates who care 
about children and public education. 
B.C. Vee 11"3' 
• ' . . : :~ : i ; i ; : : ,  " : : : . . . .  - :i,,;,:: ~ -:. " 
. . . . .  • • j  
' , 
i ::i ii:ili !!i: ¸ 
. l ii m/ 
[ 8.9O/o* ALso A 0. 
* OAC * Extended cabs exc luded 
" r " ' Cars & Trucks 
USED CARS USED TRUCKS 
1982 MERCURY ZEPHRY $ 1880 WINNEBAGO $ 
4 dr., (]roy . . . . . . . . . . .  4995 ~,  moto~ome . . . . .  23,990 
~r%'n" .'Z.°.:".X' ...... $7985 198w2dTO~OTeA .PI.C.KUP.. =3495 
1985 CHRYSLER LEBARON 1984 C"'V ~-'''Z. =6990 
"4 dr., grey =5995 4 w.d., V6, 5 spd., red.. 
. . . . . . . . . .  1984 CHEV PICKUP 
1985 MERCURY MARQUIS 2 w.d., diesel . . . . . . . . .  =4995 
4dr.,blue =5675 1986FOROF-150 *10 590 
. . . . . . . . . .  supercab. 4x4 . . . . .  Ii 
, . . .~c . .u .  , . .  o.~o.. ~,c~u~ =7995 4 dr., 5 spd., blue . . . . . .  $4995 ~ w, ,  w ,  ,u,o . . . . . . .  
1985FORDLTDSIW *4995 ,..~o.0~.,,o s10 990 
grey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  supercab, 4x4 . . . . .  7 
1985 SUBARU SIW =5695 1987 oo0o~ c...v., s9995 
5 slxl., brown . . . . . . . . .  7 pass.. 5 spd., grey . . . .  
1986 CAMARO IROC *10 990 1988. .~ ~, , . , c .u .  s9995 
5 epd., black . . . . .  | 4x4, blue/silver . . . . . . . .  
1987 DODGE CHARGER =5995 1888 GMC RALLY s13 975 
2 dr., auto, blue . . . . . .  VAN blue . . . . . . . .  | 
1987CAVALIER 1988~0.0..0.C0S4 990 
4 dr., 5 spd.. red . . . . . . .  ' 5695 XLT, full size. 4x4 . . . .  • 4, 
1987 CAVALIER Z24 1988 GMC 3500S 
hbk.. 5 spd.. red =9995 Sl 4 990  
. . . . . . .  blue. 7 4x4 . . . . . . . . .  
1988 V.W. FOX =7995 , . .  o.c ~XT. c.. 
4 apd., 4 dr . . . . . . . . . . .  2 w.,.. w,  S l  2 990 
1988 TEMPEST LE 5 spd., grey . . . . . . .  
4dr..V6. auto, red =7995 1989 FORO RANGER $., i 990  
1909 CAVALIER " ' supercab, 2 w.d . . . . .  - /  I 11 
'4 dr.,4 cy,., auto, white. $8995 , . .  c.~v , , c ,u ,  
1989 FIREFLY =5995 4 w~, v,. =12,990 
2 dr., hbk., auto, red . . . .  5 spd., blue . . . . . . .  
1989 MUSTANG =999 5 1989 GMC PICKUP 
2 dr., 4 cyl., 5 spd., white. 4 w.d., V8, 
1 9 8 9 G R A N D A M  auto.  blue . . . .  " . . . .  s 1 2 , 9 9 0  
+ dr., auto, $11 ,  courtesy car. 990 , .0 . .o~. . .  v.. ...... v~ ~u,o, ~,r, =1 7 695  1989 CAVALIER , ~,:,, c,,,,oto . . . . . .  s8995 ,,, ,.w., ~,ue ..... , 
=10,990 
=15,990 
=15,990 
, .0  c . ,v  ~,. ~o. =15,685 
4x4, reg. cab. .  . . . .  
1990 GMC 314 TON $1  
.x4 ,u,,~,o.~. 6 ,990  
1990 SAFARI VAN 
~"~""  ~'*" ' 18 ,990  p.l., air . . . . . . . . . .  
1990 GMC S-15 SWB . 
4x4. V6, =1 5,990 
5 spd., red . . . . . . . .  
1890 CHEV EXT. CAB 
4x.,.,r, $19 995 ' r  
auto. red . . . . . . . . .  II 
OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
CALL COLLECT 
635-4941 
. 1980 PONTIAC 
SUNBIRD 
~i' 2 dr., auto, air . . . . . .  
1980 LUMINA EURO 
4 dr., p.w., p.l,, 
air, blue . . . . . . . . . .  
1900 LUMINA EIJRO 
2 dr., p.w., p.l,, 
air, red . . . . . . . . .  
1990 CUTLASS CIERA 
Te l ' race  
,0r.,,.w,0,, '15 ,975  air, blue . . . . . . . . . .  
:LMcEwan 
The Bright Spot On Highway 16 West 
, r  k 
• L v °•~ " 
y . . . ,  
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AC.TION ADS 
8, Cart! for Sale 
1981 OLDS i[=GENCY. 3S0, VB, 4 sp, auto 
w/overddve, cruise, tilt, A/C, fully loaded, 
sunroof, 4 new tires, $5,400 OBO. 
638.1323 4p25 
1990 BERETrA GT with sunroof and eiec- 
tronlc dash, Power everything. $15,800 OBO 
638.0493 4p25 
1987 VOLKSWAGEN JETTA, 2 door, 5 speed, 
cassette deck. 60,000 km, $7,450 OBO 
638,8257 4p26 
1987 SABLE LIMITED EDITION. Rare model - 
only 260 in Canada, Fully loaded, well main. 
tained $10,995. 1.692-3078, Tony 
1.692-7484 4p26 
'9. Truck~ forSale " 
1990 F250 4x4, 302, 5 speed, Air condition. 
ing, bad liner, roll bar, bra, louvre, tilt steering, 
23,000 kin. $16,500 OBO, 632.2238, 
4p22 
1984 BRONCO II 4 X 4 with ski rack. Weft 
maintained, Must be seen. $5,800, 
798-2568 
4p22 
1988 SUZUKi SAMURAi JX, Two tOpS, Can- 
vas and hardtop. Low kifometres, Good condi- 
gun, Clean. $8,500 OSO, Call e45.2835 4p22 
1961 FORD BRONCO, in excellent condition. 
Asking $4,300. Call 635-5693 or 635-6929 
;4p23 
1986 FULLSiZE BRONCO XLT 302, 8 cyi. 
Loaded - electric, air, cruise, tilt, running 
boards, visor, custom pinstripe, new paint, 
privacy glass, captains chair, console, Im. 
maculate $15,900 OBO, Taking offers. 
Ph. 1.692,3883 4p23 
1984 NISSAN KINGCAB PICKUP. Diesel 5 
speed. Good condition. $4,200, 847.9229 
4p23 
1988 FORD AEROSTAR. 5 speed cruise. 
AM/FM cassette, Like new. 21.000 km. 
$12,800. Call 635.6841 4p23 
1991 NISSAN KINGCAB 4 x 4. 14,000 kin. 
fully equipped. Canopy, box liner, running 
boards, 4 cylinder, $16,000. Contact Greg or 
Shells 638.8189 4p24 
1979 FORD BRONCO. Excellent running condi. 
tion, Call 635.3016 4p24 
1990 FORD RANGER 4 x 4. V.6, fuel injection, 
cassette stereo, sliding rear window, 5.speed 
under 19,000 km. $13,000 0B0 638.1349 
4p24 
1984 F150 FORD PICKUP. Standard oear shilt. 
Good shape with homemade canopy, dry box. 
Asking $5,500. Phone 635:2640 4p25 
1978 FORD ECONO .LINE VAN. New motor, 
baltery and stereo. New paint, mao wheels, 
635.5586 2p25 
ACTION AD RATES 
638 SA E 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
• Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holiday falls on a 
,~zturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
S p.m. for sail display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B,C, VOG 158 
All clM~fled and clBoaiflod display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
o¢ Mastercard, When phonin0 In ads please have you Visa or Memter- 
card number ready, 
20 words (llrot I .z~dlon) 14.70 ;plus' 12~ for sddltlo~n|l words. *(Addk 
tlonml IneorOons) 1S.1'0 plus 9q; for additional win'de," "$8.8S for 4 weeks 
(not mxcoodlmo 20 words, nonPcommorclal) Prices include 7% O,S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities ': 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17.: Garage Sales • 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets.& Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21. HelpWanted 32. LeBal Notices 
1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
T im 
Tmrsce S ts~ reser,~ t~e rioM to c ~  ads 
umM~ appellee beadtn~ and to .set me4i th~ore a~ to 
detmmme pooe tocauce. 
The Twrace Stsndad reswves the dora to rsvlt~, edit, 
cla.~fy or reject any advo~t l ind  to retain any amwem 
dklcted to t~e News Box Reply So.time, and to rlIp.lY tNI 
custome~ the sum p4dd for the a idve~t  and box rentsl. 
Box replies on "He~" Imb~¢tto~s not picked up wnhm 1 o 
days of expi~/of an l idV l i~t  wifl bo deSbOyorl uIV, eSS 
mailing ms~t~'ts  ae rece~, ~ answ~oO 9ox 
Numbers are ~equest~ not  to send m'tGinlds of documents to 
avokl lois. 
All claims of e f f~  ~ adverILsments must be received by 
the p t ,4~ wiU~n 30 d4r/s Imlf the first i~Micaben, 
n ~s aOmed by the adve~ser ~lxims~nO space that the 
U41bi,ly Of the Tecacl b '~  b the event of faUum to 
pobesh an lldwrSsMnenl of M the Iv•let Of ~q OCrsr i~P~gelut~lO 
if1 the advm'Usement Is pubtsned shaft be 6turbid to the 
amount plid by'the l ldvert~ for only one in¢orrs¢l Ins41ttiorl 
for e~ ixxeoe of toe ~dve~B specs ~-.co~ ~Y eze mo~' 
reel ot omnbed itum e~d'/, and that thors shah bo no fialdfltY m 
any erect Gloater t~  the amount I~  ira" such lidverUs4no. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FCH SALE. Finished cabin el approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
Iocaled on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake, Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
No lield or well, Lake has private air strip. 
l i  V i 
1. Real Estate 
NEW HAZELTON. TWELVE 33 FT. industrial 
lots, 24 x 50 shop $19,000. Open to oilers 
627-1048, Box 942 Prince Ruperl B.C, 
V8G4B7 4p26 
2 BR. A.FRAME ON STUART LAKE, Winteriz. 
ed, private well, boat launch. Beautiful view 
year round, Pedecl for fishing, boating, 
skidooing and cross-country skiing, $25,000 
OBO 996.7504 4p26 
5 ACRE LOT HAS HAY FIELD, creek, spring 
water and access to power pole, On One Mile 
Hill, Ft, St. James. $21,000 996.7506 4p26 
2. Mobile Homes 
12' x 60' TRAILER WITH 2 bedrooms plus 10' 
x 20' add on family room. Washer, dryer, 
stove, IridEs, 18' x 12' covered porch, 
847-3620 after 6 p,m. 4p24 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845-3161. 31 tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right Oown town, 
3. For Rent l . ,  
4 BEDROOM TRAILER located In Skeena 
Valley Trailer'Court. AvailaMe-~Nov.- 1191 
635.6934 '2p25. 
FOR RENT - FURNISHED ROOM with kit.  
chenette. $400/month. Includes hydro and 
cable, Call 638.1511 - 2p26 
l inmilmo m 
1"  PRIME -"1 
I m,,L sPAcz I 
Excellent highway location 
• 20,000 sq, ft. total 
I "  Generous tenant allowances I 
CALL 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
I 635-2712or I 
L.._. 6_3_38 04_ 44,_j 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE to buy or rent. 
ASAP call 635-9338 4p24 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks. 
etc. $1400.00 0.O,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
.lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 62 lade 2-door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen nox 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474, 19fin 
22 - 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour barrel. 4 k 12 power scope. 
$500, Call 635.4894 29tin 
BUY HAnDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4,15 per sq, ft, 
Birch knotty 2318", $3.10 per sq. It. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft. Pine knotty 2318" $1,50 per sq, It. 
1.695.6616 12tfn 
4 33 x 12.5 MICHELIN TIRES ON 6 bolt 15" 
GM Rally Rims, Used one summer. $400. Call 
638-0830 after 6:30 p.m. 4p24 
1 L.A. CUTTING TORCH $110 OBOe 1 Contour 
marker $70 OBOe 1 K3 Air Arc $125 OBOe 1 
Mens Cooper hockey helmet $20; 1 girls 16" 
bicycle $20; Cup type grinding stone $12; 7" 
gdndfng disc $3 each; L.A. cutting tips $10 
each, Phone 635-7252 3p24 
NINTENDO GAMES IN EXCELLENT condition. 
$30 each, Also: Would pay 15¢ each for good 
used comics, Phone 635-3823 4p25 
OFFICE EOUIPMENT, Canon 155 photocopier 
5. For Sale Misc. 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE (seasoned), Mixed 
$90/cord in Terrace and delivery available to 
Kitimat, Call collect 633-2646 ,4p26 
MISC, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. Deep freeze, nar. 
row 23 co. It. '$200;, wide lddge $200; 
Maytag washer & dryer $300 for unit, Picnic 
tables $100. Like new eleclrolux vacuum 
cleaner $300. Matching old & white couch & 
chair $250, Misc, odds 'n ends, Must sell. Of. 
tars welcome. 635.5947 or 635.7202 2p26 
PREFAB" GARDEN & UTILITY SHEDS etc, 
Wood construction from |600. Call Dirk Bak. 
ker at 638.1768 evenings, - 4p26 
6, Wanted Misc, 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or'selling children's fu# 
nitore, check with 1he Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. Thesale of non compliant 
products not only could result In a tragic accl. 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act: " fin 
WANTED: Boys ice skates, Size 12113; ladies 
skates size 7. Call 638,8015 alter 5 p.m, 
26tfn 
7. For Rent Misc. 
ROOM & BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON', 
638.8292 4p25 
B. Cars for Sale 
19,71 MERCURY COMET 302 V8, auto., oniy 
30,000 miles, Good condition, $1,850, 
635.7869 after 6 p,m, 4p24 
1983 ESCORT, Low mileage, good condition, 
$2,500, Phone 635.5679 4p24 
1978 VOLKSWAGON RABBIT. 4 sod,, $750 
OBO, Call 635-9338 4p24 
1981 PLYMOUTH HORIZON, Very clean, ex. 
cellenl running condition, Asking $1,200 
080, 638-8547 4p24 
1983 FOR0 ESCORT EXP.4 cyl,, 4 spd. Hat. 
chback, Very economical. Very good condi. 
tion. Call evenings. $2,5001•692-3732 4p25 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER• 7 passenger 
mini.van, Call 635-7152 4p25 
1985 CHEVETTE 4 door. Automatic transmis. 
sign. Asking $2,200. 635•6904 4p25 
FOR SALE 
1957 Chevy Belair 
Brown and chrome. No rust, 
no bondo, straight as a 
board. Excellent 
condition...Must Sell before 
Asking $16,500 for quick sale. Call Indra Gra. Fridge/stove, security entrance, Paved park. $1,000; Pitney.Bowes 5600 Postal machine, 
i~ger at Rea ty World Nodhern for fudber nfo ing, On site management. 635-7957 15tfn Pitney-Bowes Postal Scale $400 or 2 postal 
8.8266 days or 398;-7,470evenlhgs'~,Ee~ ~l ' ; . . '~ . - .  - • . . . .  . .... -,'onits-ldr $1000 Msc .edding'machineP., 
,...UQUSF._FDI~,~.NT', with opdon re guy. Non." . olo"Idc ~,n,,wdter book bnd no machin~ 
SS assumable or avail~'~.',',',',',',',',~r.pbrC~e fr~ .. ~smoker" p~ea~e" - Ca" I" 635 3841 betwee[N . . . . .  8 ~ . . . . .  ' ~"  . . . . . . . .  ' ~" 
~eB.C. Government. " .-. .:441fn ' "" " Must sell. offers welcome. 635 7202 or 
a.m,. 10 a.n~. 0i after midnight. 12p21 635-5947 2p26 
ICLASSIFIEO ADVERTISING WORKS! You're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE. Hn ONE BEDROOM WITH KITCHEN facilities for 
• gentleman. 635.5893. 4p24 
5.6 ACRES ON 5100 HALLIWELL. $50,000 PENSIONER/COUPLE: FREE RENT in a new low 
or best oiler. 635.3728 4p23 house till April 30, 1992, In exchange lor 1 
3 8EDROCM 'HOUSE with full basement. NIG., trip per week to Burns Lake and cutting some 
heat, carport, 2=/z baths, close t0 town, Fruit 
trees, garden, large paved drive, 635.77f0 
4p24 
HOUSE FOR SALE, 3. txlr. upstairs, 2 
downstairs in.the Horseshoe area. Close.to 
schools. Call 635-4334 4p24 
BEAUTIFUL WELL BUILT RANCH STYLE 
house in town, 1,650 sq, It. 3 bedrooms, 
family room, 2V= bathrooms, large sunken 
master suite with .walk.in closet and private 
ensuite. Hoatalator fireplace with blowers, 
N/G heat and new hot water tank, Asking 
$83,500'090, Must be seen. Call 635,9139 
3p25 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN THORNHEIGHTS III 
Lower level ~as family room with ~llG 
fireplace, extra bedroom, den. N/G heat & hot 
water. :Good Iooatio~ in newer family 
neighbourhood. $94,500. No agents please. 
638-0139 2p25 
FOR SALE: 3 BEDROOM HOUSE with lull base- 
ment, N/G heal, 2 baths, close to Caledonia 
School. 635.4286 .• 4p25 
BY OWNER: LARGE aUILDING LOTS in Thor- 
nheights Subdivision Phase Three. 635.2148 
THRIVING CONVENIENCE STORE at beautiful 
;Adams Lake, 8.C, Five minutes from the 
~Nodh Shuswap, Groceries, movie rentals, 
, fishing equip. & tackle, liquor store, postal 
~' pick up, souvenirs etc. Totally renovated store 
• and residence, Only V:z acre of C2 property in 
'the area, business showing excellent return 
with room for expansion, Owner willing to deal 
now with possession al your convenience. 
Great area to bring up the children, school bus 
.at door. $275,000 firm, stock negotiable. 
Phone 1.604-679-8904 after 6 p.m 3p26 
~j[~"  . . " .  . ; , . , ,~ . , . . :  ,:~ ,~ ,  . . :  . 
Oak & Brass 
Accent This Home 
On 113 acre. three bedroom, 1V= bath and 
firewood. 1.694,3619 4p24 
APPLICATIONS FOR WINTER RENTAL of fur- 
nished 1 bedroom cottage at Lakelse Lake, No 
pets. References and security ceposit. Phone 
798.2267 4p25 
FOR 
LEASE 
1,850 sq. ft. at ,4644 
Lazelle Ave., street 
level. Suitable for office 
space. 
Ph. 635-3475 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
~IgaER ~ KALUM & I~OTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOLS 
Fddge, stove, heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, 
space. References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405,00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.60 Avaltabll 
3 ~)dronm Apl. $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
finished basement. MUST BE SEENI 
$97,000- 635-2773 
FOR LEASE - 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq, ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re-de¢orat8 to suit te- 
nant. 
Contact John Curtis 
635-6142 Days 
• 635-9598 Eves. 
I 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensuites 
1/2 BIo~k from Skeens Mall & MacDonalds 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. 
• k**** ,k  **  A' A' 
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
Undercover Parking 
Price Range $36,000 to $60,000 ~= i,~ 
• PHONE: 63S-9317 : .... 
I I II i I i II F" " '" 
Nov. Open to offers. 
Cede~B#541~ after 5 
Bef~)~ 635-~392 
I 1 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial Wareheuse' Space 
A 951 square foot unit with 1.4' x14' O.H. door, 
washroom, natural gas heat~ located at the corner 
• of Kenney St. and Pohle Avenue. 
Call Dave McKeown 
635-7459 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
Wffh 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
1990 TOYOTA SR5 4X4, V6, P/W, P/M, 
sliding rear window, seats 4. Privacy glass, 
Asking $17,500, Low mileage, 635.5804, 
1~35,4249 .~ . . . .  4p2q 
~:OR SALE: ~,9~ ~.0;.o~a~4~7~ cab, SReI 
V6, canopy, low miles, like new, ~any extras" 
635.2335 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4~26 
FULL LOAD 1989 RANGER S/CAB PU. Ex- 
cellenl condition. 17,000 miles. One owner, 
loaded including, XLT trim, air conditioning 
etc. etc,.,oanopy, diamond kote, alom wheels 
and 4yrl80,O00 km extended warranted. Pdc. 
ed to sell. Call 635.2677 anytime, 2p26 
FOR SALE BY BID 
1984 GM¢ Jimmy VB. auto, air, full 
power, NEEDS MOTOR REBUILT 
1990 FoM Escod GT 4 cyl., 5 spd., 
cruise, air, tilt, AM/FM cass., 29,800 
kms. 
1988 Fold Aerostar XLwagoo, VB, auto, 
AM/FM cass., 79,690 kms. 
1989 Toyobl Tercel 4 cyL, 5 spd., AM/FM 
cass., 37,658 kms 
1988 Dodge Dakota V6, 5 sod,, 70,000 
kms 
1988 Mazda 82200 pickup, 4 cyl., 5 
spd., 87,752 kms 
For appointment to view - .  call 
635-7649. All sales are on an "as is 
-where is~bosls':, no warranties or 
guarantees implied or given. 
R, Jones 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
11' COACHMAN CAMPER. 3.way fridge, pro. 
pane stove/oven, 35 gal, water and holding 
,,.~=,,,~ lank, Very good condition. $3,500 OBO, 
Phone 638.1097 4p23 
8 FT, OKANAGAN CAMPER, In good condition, 
Asking $2,000 OBO. Call 632-5103 4p24 
lU l~T/  WATER & SEPT IC  SERVICE  lul 1970 INTEHNATIONAL BUS, Seats oul. 
' " i i l : l  ~" _ 7 Days A Week r.I;1 Started to camperizo, $2,500 0Be, Call 
635.6205 4p25 
,,r I FALL RATE DISCOUNT SEASON SPEC,AL, 24' ,081 
J La, l [ On  Sept ic  Pumping  Wi th  I ; I  Travelaire Motorhome, excellent condition, 
Fully loaded, awning, eye level oven, lull bath, i - i  
I * COUPON • , , . oo . . .o  , , .  
I I I Exolm,z Oct. 31/91 j j ~ M e r c u r y  school bus, 
Bus. 635-7441 Res. 638-1240 ~j~ located at 43O4 N; Eby Street. Telephone 
v~ 590,4746 (Delta, B.C,), Ask for Tons to make 
60/50 TRUCKING L~ offer. 2p26 
197 MIDAS "2000 SERIES" 28'. Excellent 
condition, air and furnace, full balh, 5 new 
tires, very clean., $7,900 (firm) 849.5813 
4p26 
I 
PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT 
UP FOR BIDS: ' 
One Minolta X 300 body with 50mm Lens 
One Minolta Auto Flash 132 PX 
One Minolta X700 body 
One Minolta 135mm 1:2.8 MD Telerokkor: Lens ~' 
One Minolta 28mm 2.8 Lens ~ ~ ..... ~.~ 
We will take written bids on these items untllOot, :~18/91, 
These items are recovered stolen proPerty"and hai/e~Some ! .  ~ ~ 
minor damage to them. To view or drop offbldS,~c0ntact 
Terry or Yvonne at: " ,:,/, 
Braid.,lnsurance 
: .... ~ ":: 4048 Lakelse Ave., Terrace,'B.C. 
Plebse put yukkles 
I 
z. ', 
13. Snowmobiles ~ 
1986 BLACK SKI DBO, Formula'MX long track 
has TRA clutch, tuned I~lpe, liquid cooled, oil, 
injection, tunnel kit, Wide skis, 10 gel, fuel 
tank, manual and cover. $4,300 •632.3465 
evenings, .... .,4p24 
1986 BLACK SKIDO0 FORMUrA MX, Long 
track, has TRA Clutch, tuned ~lpe~ li¢luId cool. 
ed, oil injection, tunnel kit wide'skis, 10 gel 
fuel tank. manual and "/:over. $4,300 
1.632.3485 " : ~ ' 4p25 
14. Boats & Madne 
T I 
1973 50HP EVINBUDE wJ_th .jet $1,500:, 
Phone 835.6972 or 636.1074 4p24 
18' .VALCO RIVER BOAT...1 ~ H~ Merci with 
outboard jot, Built in.gas: tBnk. Ride.guide 
steedng. Asking $6,500 080. Bums Lake 
1.698.7608 ; .... 4p25 
1982 CAMPION CABIN CRUISER. 228 HP In- 
board, Power leg, power trim, swim grids, pro. 
pane stove, ice box, running ~vater, sleeps 6, 
VHF, depth sounder, stereo, excellent condl. 
lion. 635-2367 [evenings) ,;i': " 3p25 
1982 JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTOR, Very 
good condition, long or shod shall. Asking 
pdce $1,190. Phone 635.7400 after 7 p.m.. 
4.(:26 
15. Mach!nery 
9UU6 Ca], $10,500, 9UD6 parts. 350JD 
loader, $12,500, TD15 Cat in. good shape. 
Call 1.697.2474 or 1 ;697.2393. ' 21 tin 
1974 404 TIMBER JACK SKIDDER. $9,500 
090. Call 638.8776'after;6 p,m. 4p23 
LOG TRUCK WITH WORK. 1990 Freightliner 
60 series, 425HP. 5 yr. warranty, 46,000 
rear ends with air lOCk, 19 spd, RTO, air 
suspension and air fide cab, 1978 Totem td. 
axle trailer wilh SI scales, 90% rubber. H 
plate Stewad to areas 19 & 20, No. 3 position 
with All West Trading in Stewart,. B.C, Pdce 
$81,000. Call Chester Day. 636-9056 4p23 
0C3 OLIVER CRAWLER TRACTOR'with spare 
parts, blade and winch included. Needs a few 
repairs, Call 624.5964 4p24 
FOR SALE, LEASE, OR RENT. ,Large selection 
of offices, lunch rooms and office oomplexes 
in Ft. St. John area. Pitone (604) 538.6836 or 
(403) 448.9222. Northgate Trailer Industdes 
Ltd, 3p25 
667 CLARKLINE SKIDDER. In excellent condi- 
tion clw now chains, spare tire and. new 
mainline• Asking $15,000: Call 635,6437 
4p25 
1986 KOEHRING F/B 625, Low hours with job: 
1.692.3821 ' " i;4P26 
1975 HY5TER MODEL HBO FORKLIFT. 8,000 
lb. capacity. Dual wheels, sldd shilt with cab, 
Call 638.4611 or 638,4610 . ,, .- 4c28 
16. Farm Produce •, 
IXCELLENT FORT FRASER HAY for salel 
aight aHI1fl~Pgrass.~i~4 ~-~OO lb, roun~ 
les. Deli~;4F"a~ailable.'r~RG~a~d~bly pdced~ 
7.33o5.or567:4889: ~ ~r ~!;~ , . .  4P~ 
YELLOW POTATOES,, Excellent for cedki.ng, 
baking, salads,. at c, .Phoqo, 63.5.2961.7 or 
635-5503 and place your bulk order. 4p23 
HAY, ALFALFA BROME, Alfalfa. Cut June.15 ~. 
20. No rain. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West, 
South Hazelton, 842.5316 12p24 
EAT MORE LAMBS. Canada lamb grown by 
Canadians, for Canadians. Available year 
round, Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West, S. 
Hazelton. 842-5316 12p24 
HAY FOR SALE, Timothy $4,00 Bale, Also 
Timothy.Alfalfa $3.75 bale, Delivered to Ter. 
race 567,1819 41)26 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM i~ your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
636.SAVE. fin 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
meat, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel a1635.6181 and catch the spirit1 2tfn 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? Software training. 
and consulting. Hardware installation and 
setup. Trouble shooting and diagnostics, I
make house calls 695.6523, 18tin 
20 WORDS OR LESS is amy $8,95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
638.SAVE, 18fin 
• Electrical Wiring 
• Major Appllapce 
• Repair 
IVAN & MITCH 
ReWstrHion NO. 166}'3 No, 10099 
. CALL - ' -~ . ]  
I 638"7299 I 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs #, 
cleaning. 
SERVH~. 11ERRADE, 
mINCE RUPBT, 8MITHiF, RS 
ANO ignMAT 
Window & Door 8croon 
Repalm Too 
Ca:! Steve 638-0838 
t 
( 
.i 
• ,, 
• ,,,, . • . . . . ,   'BUY P"SELL  RENT P"TRADE .... 
:18, Business Services 
SHAKLEE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
biodegradable commercial household clean- 
Ino, personal care and nutritional products, 
Quality water filti'aUon systems, Independent 
Shak!oe Distributor Bob an d Marybeth Freele. 
Houston 646.2076 4p26 
• 19. Lest & Found 
IT COSTS YOU •NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified: Phone 636.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. . 
FOUND ONE St/~SE CAT, NO. 1 Kenwodh 
Road. Ca!1635,6961 Ifyours. 2p26. 
LARGE REWARD OFFERED for information 
leading to recove'ty of two chainsaws. Lost at 
Lava Lake"bo~t~ouk fT0m grey Ford truck or 
camera equlpme'~t e c. from 2 vans near the 
same location, Call 636.7525 2p26 
LOST ONE KEY around the New St, Matthaws 
Church, Had green bunny key.chain. Call 
635.4219 if found 2p26 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED'REGISTEREDBOXER available 1or 
stud. 2r/z yrs old, Fawn coloring. Great dlspos. 
lion. 635.3677 evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635-3677 46tin 
INTERIOR TRAILER SALES,' Charmac and 
Logan Coach, Stock and horse b'allers. Also 
used trailers f.747-3785 or 1.992-9293 
18pll 
4 KITTENS TO GIVE AWAY. 3 females, one 
male. Call 636:6478 1 p26 
POLY.PAY SHEEP. New breed. Excellent for 
meat and wools, Great returns. 7 rams, 28 
bred ewes. Registerable. $50 ~ $75. 
1-694.3796 4p26 
BLUE MERLE SHELTY PUPPIES with good 
temperaments from intelligent working 
parents. Full collars, papers and full 
guarantees. Last litter until spring. Misthiti 
1-692.3403 4p26 
• JOB'S PET CARE SERVICES 
Professional Certified Grooming 
Pet Sitting & Walking 
NEW' SERVICEll 
. . . . .  -C ra te  Rental=- 
635-7797 
THE DOG HOUSE 
Professional ~ 
All Breed 
Dog Grooming . . . .  
JOIN OUR PET OF 
THE MONTH CLUB 
.• For,more information phone .,. 
qr~'. 4546 LaZoIIo Ave.. ~", " 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings for 2 individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in- 
dustry. No experience necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
• work hard. No smokers• Phone 635.4111 9tin 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED LICENC-ED AUTO"MECHANIC. Ex. 
perlenced in exhaust, brakes and alignment. 
Calf 632.5559: Ask for John (Kitimat, R,C.) 
13p24 
NEEDED - ONE FULLY OUALIFIEO experlenc. 
ed hairdresser, please apply at the Hair Hut in 
Thomhlfl,635-2993 - : '  4C25 
EXPERIENCED KOEHRING FIB operator re- 
quired, Camp job~ MacKenzie.f1.692.3821 
4p26 
MANAGER TRAINEE. Career opportunity in 
retail sales. Successful applicant must be well 
groomed, transferable and career oriented. 
We offer a.very~competitiye wage plus benefit 
package. Expedence not necessary as we will 
train the right career minded individual. Apply 
in person to Maher Shoes. Skeena Mall. Ter- 
r~-~. 4~P3 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights cede in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, cr requires an job applicant o furnish 
any Information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, pla¢e of odgin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B,C., VBG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
STEVE'S PLUMBING & HEATING home ira• 
provements. Hot water tanks, plumbing 
repairs, painting, low rates• No job too small• 
Call 635-6571 8pl 9 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, Install cabinets, patio, paloting, 
hardwood floors, Also builds furniture tc. Call 
635•6277 (leave message) 8p22 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME OH SCOTT Ave, 
Have lots of experience. References, fenced 
yard, etc. Days only. 635-3246 4p25 
CERTIFIED PLUMBER for general plumbing and 
heating work, Phone Bernard 635.3476 4p26 
Journeyman 
CARPENTER 
• CONCRETE • FRAMING 
• ROOFING • SIDING 
• DRYWALL • FINISHING 
16 Years Experience 
No Job Too Smalll 
WAYNE 
-e; e-u bz 
i 
24. Notices 
PRO,LIFE EOUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abbr. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tin 
COUNTRY/ROCK BAND "SWINGSHIFT" 
available for bookings, Call 1.695.6469 alter 
6 p.m. 4p25 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL meeting. Ter. 
race and District Community Services Society 
will hold its annual general meeting Tuesday 
Nov, 25/91 at 7 p.m. in the Terrace Public 
Library meeting room• lc26 
LICENSED HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for Bonntes 
Cut and Curl, Call Ltoda 635-3637 12tin 
BABYSITTER REQUIRED FOR 2 girls (1 yr. & 6 
yrs,) Preferably at my house in Thomhill, Own 
transportation. French speaking an asset. 
References required• 638.0687 2p26 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO, 88 (Terrace) 
3211 K~NNEY STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3E9 
(604) 635.4931 
FAX (604) 635-4287 
NOTICE 
All playing fields in the Terrace and Thornhill 
are~i::.Sehools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 
1991 
i 
, . . |~ 
24. NoHces 
LOOKING FOR PERSONS WHO WITNESSED or 
assisted at accident scene on Aug. 10191 ap. 
prox. 4 a.m, on Hwy, 16 nearSeeley Lk. In• 
relying a brown Ford pickup truck, Specifical- 
ly looking for persons who gave people a nde 
home, If you can provide any information 
please call Cathie at 635•9111 (May call col. 
lect) ' 2c26 
I 
Dr. J. Kuch 
Howto be a Local Hero 
Foot Specialist, 
will hold a clinic in 
Terrace at Mille• Memorial 
Oct. 19 & 20 
For appointments call doctor 
or 638-8952.  
ZiON BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Ron er r  
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association 
INDOOR SOCCER 
Mondays 6:30 - 8:30 pm 
E.T. Kenney school gym 
Fridays 6:30 - 8:30 pm 
Clarence Mlchiel school gym 
Begins Moo., Oct. 21 
at 6:30 pm 
Ages - 1 O and up 
STOP SMOKING 
with LASER THERAPY 
. Sa fe .  Effective. Painless 
STOP SMOKING fee. 695 oo 
*SPECIAL . . . .  SSB00'OST 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
PR|NCE:GL=~RGE~ 
~'~ ......... WILL BE* IN " . . . . . .  
TERRACE 
SUN. - -  OCT. 20 
MeN. --  OCT. 21 
(One Treatment) 
(Follow.ups are S25) 
BRING THIS AD 
AND SAVE 
=10 °° 
Pairs Will Save An 
Extra s5°° each! 
AUCTION 
BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA  
ANOYUKON 
COMMUNITY  
NEWSPAPER~ 
ASSOCIA 'noN 227 
UNRESERVED TRUCK 
AND EQUIPMENT AUC. 
TION. MONDAY, NOVEM- 
BER 18, 1991, 9".A,M, 1986 
Cat 980C +950B, Cat D8H 
+ D7F;(2) 53' Bddge Spans; 
Backhoes;Slddsteers;Gred- 
era; Mack T/A Auger Truck; 
(4) S/A Auger Trucks; (2) 
Ladder Trucks; T/A Tractors 
to lg89; Service & Light 
Trucks to 1990; Trailers; 
Shop Tools, etc. For further 
information or consignments 
call (403) 259-6600, CPA • 
Industrial Auctioneers. 
I . . I i *  
~-"~.~.  -~c'~--~ _ r ' .1 -  
CORRECTION 
The following errors have ocurred on Page 
6 of this week's "Big Buys" flyer: 
• The Keys 'A' and 'C' on the illustration 
of the Halloween Costumes have been 
transposed, 'A' should be the Children's 
costumes at $6.97 and 'C' should be the 
'NInja Turtles' costumes at $11,97. 
*The Key '0' should indicate the 
Children's Costumes at $13,97 (centre) 
and not the Adult's Costumes at $19.97. 
We lpOloOIZl for any Inconvlntsnce 
INs may My• caused. 
K.mart Canada Limited' 
IANIRVANA 
I/I METAPI SlCS 
I ~t /CENTRE 
Now taking registration for 
• courses starting 
Oct .  28  
Pro-register 635-7776 
3611 Cottonwood 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard• Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p,m. 
INDULGE! AWc~mplfmentary Mary Kay facial 
will show you the right skin care and the right 
make.up application - just for you. Call 
635.2335 4p26 
Help open doors for 
Diabetes Campaign 
Please Volmeer 
Call 635-2894 
or 638-1833 
A Lot 
If your jams are threadbare and your 
wheels are worn, don't crashl 
Money for the teenage necessities 
.... '.,":';d~t'd '~' ~lt{:ultit!~'ri '~ dbp~rtme~:t, 'at"' i  ','~.'-! , . i~ . ' .~~ 
' 638-7283 for a ltt le details " i : ~  
, .r 
Backup carders are needed for all of the 5~/~T~Z~,'~RZ 
Uplands area. --,~ /2~ -.~_o ~ 
Carder needed for Oueensway, Kenworth, 
Scolton area, Rte. No. 295. 
. i • 
"Behold hew, In this Day, the 
Bauinnlng is reflected in the End, 
how out of SUNness Motion hath 
been engendered." 
To explore these writings further call 
635-3219 or 636-9012 
29. In Memodam 
COBURN - WILLIAM FREDERICK passe d 
away October 22, 1969. 
Although we smile and seem Carefree, ; 
No one misses you more than we. . = 
Today, tomorrow, our whole life through, 
We will always love and miss you.. 
Sadly missed and lovingly rememl~redl 
Joan, Kevin and Billy 
lp26 
CallUs Terrace Standard 638-7283 
Today  
AUTOMOTIVE 
For Sale 1990 truck boxes. 
Phone Steve Marshall Mo- 
tors 287-9171, local 48. 
"Look:' You don't have to look very far to find lots of eu:L=NaSUpptms 
:ways to help make your commutfity a better place to live. DOORSlWiNDOWSllntedor 
i l.ool~ for,causes that really interest endextedorwood, mstaland 
you a'iid organizations that can ttsc _. _ . . _ , . . "4~b~ skylights` MOREl Call ocllectFrsnchd°°rs'wo°dwind°ws' 
your  spei:ta] ablhttes. But don t lUSt ' ' '-" toWALKERDOORandWlN- 
100k. Be la Loca l  Hero ,  ~ (604)266-1DOW in 101.Vancouver et 
* BUalNESSOPPORTUNmEO 
A Ihltlmhtl pt't)gr.|ltl O ¢ilctmr.|g¢ 
: IV  gal|tl ~,oh,  l l i | t~ l l i lg  ~' I ' * : : :  ; Anewspiritofgiving COLOURFUL BUSINESS. DO you have a flair for colour 
:'. ~ " ," • . • anddes~n?DecorstlngDen, 
' ; ~;,,. . • ' • . . . . . .  Canada s fastest growing In- 
terior Decorating Franchise 
Is expanding In B,C. Training 
. , .:~ ,;~ prov ided.Lower  Mainland 
• , ,  ,, 525-8722, Provincial 1-600- 
: : : ' : '~' . ; , : /  :~ . . . . .  ; '  ' ,  ' ." , 565-8722. ..; . .  , ~ ,  . 
, . . - - t  ,. .,~, THE ORIGINAL 
~ , . .  : /  ' -  i : 'JUICEWORKS" VENDING 
• MACHINE, Earn cash profits 
i dally, vending fruit Juices, Old 
south, Dew Urop, McCalns, 
Sunldst,Llptone. Investments 
from $~14,9g5, Into 
Canedewlde 1.800-466- 
5006. 
BLANKET CLASS IF IEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
for 25 
$195 - '  
$3.70 each additional word 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
I Vancouver Island; Nanaimo: 
Ten station Beauty Salon, 
c ~odlease,$64,900. Crofton: 
( ,ro~ ry Store. land, building, 
o qu pmant and living quar- 
t~ ~rs $159,000, Call Gioda 
Jennlngs at 758-8101. 
[ ~jnamic Real Estate Career 
(: ~pportunity. National Home 
(: ~vner Marketing. Be your 
own boss. Training set-up 
and support. Prime franchise 
locations available. Head 
Office, Kamloops. (604)374- 
6669. 
BAR-B-Q TAKEOUT. Food 
courts or free standing. Great 
cost controls/t ralnlngfflnanc- 
tng. Low Inventory. SERV- 
ICE COMPANY. Training/ 
ongoing support. ResJcomm, 
customers. No location req'd, 
Reel $$$ maker, Vancouver 
681.9444. 
"" SUCCESS "' Own a busi- 
ness that will become 'your" 
Cash Cowl NEV-R-SLIP 
SURFACES Is offering 
dealerships In B.C. ~ Alta. 
$7500, Invested will gross 
$12,500 first month. Dotalls 
525-5516. 
BUSING88 PERSONALS 
Entrepreneurs. You have the 
questions. We have the an. 
swats. NGB & Associates, 
Box 184. 106.1656 Martin 
6E7. Fax (604)774-2716. 
Visa accepted. 
EDUCATION 
Laid off, out of work? Learn to 
Drive, White Rock, B.C,, V4A 
menage an Apartment, Con. 
domlrdum Bullring. Many Jobs 
avadlsdde. Over 1,200 people 
pla~KI throughout B.C, For 
detnlls call (604)681-5456, 
FOrt SALE MISC 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 
966C Loaders, Bucket or 
Grapple, Trucks and Low- 
beds, Paving Equipment, 
Service Trucks, D-6 Cats, 
Excavators, 410 John Deem 
Backhoes, Champion 740 
Grader, John Deem 67OA 
Grader complete with snow 
wihgs, Water Tacks, 966C 
16 yd. Chip Bucket and sev- 
eral more pieces not listed, 
Call Vic Kampe, (604)493- 
6791, days, (604)493-7742 
evenmgs. 
FAMOUS VALLEY COM- 
FORT. Add-on or Combina- 
tion Wood-Electric Fumases 
and Heaters. Contact your 
local dealer or Valley Com- 
fort Systems Inc., 1290 Com. 
merctalWay, Penticton, B,C., 
V2A 3H5, 
NORITAKE SALEITerdflcdis- 
counts on current patternsl 
Delivered well-packed, In- 
sured. For price list on your 
Nodteke pattern- Alexander's, 
• The Nodtake Experts~', To. 
ronto, toll-lree 1-800-263. 
5896. 
Umited Wholesale Offer-Spa. 
cial purchase. Complete 4' 
satellite system with/GKU re. 
celver and decoder $1,955, 
5", $2,195. 2' WIth/CKU re. 
celvel $699. 3', $892. 1B', 
$683. (403)382-5158, 
SUPPORT B.C. COTTAGE 
INDUSTRIES. Unique 
handicrafte available for Cl'd~t. 
HELPWANTED 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many jobs avail- 
able. Government licensed 
home study certification 
course• Call for details: 
(604)681-5456 or 1-800-865- 
8339, 
MAKE A FORTUNE making 
others happy. The uldmate 
fundraislng tool is creating 
hundreds of new 
oppportunitles with incredibly 
high Incomes. Urgently "=e~ ds 
sales people. 1-80C-21;3- 
1900, 
VANCOUVER ISLAND GRO. 
CERREQUIRES PRODUCE 
DEPARTMENTASSISTANT. 
We have an immediate op ~n- 
ing in our produce dep~ rt- 
ment for an energetic pen on 
with experience. The sllc- 
cessbl applicant will be rs- 
warded with anexcellen :s~ ~t- 
Ing wage and a coal eh~ n- 
siva employee benef pa k- 
age. Please forwar y~ ur 
resume to:QuaJity Foods, E )x 
1120, Oualicum Beach, B.C., 
VOR 2T0 or Fax to (604)248- 
4307. 
THE FANTASTIC CHAL- 
mas giving. For colour bro. 
churs please send one .40 
stamp to Thlmbieberry, Box 
144, Eagle B zy, B.C.~ ,V0,E 11"0, 
HELP WANTED 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY. 
MENTpACKAGE. Types of 
Jobs/How to get those Jobs/ 
North Amedca Contact Db 
rectory/Morel For de~ile call: 
 804)635 / ; i>  
LNESTOCK 
ALPACAS: Rare, calm, intel- 
ligent, beautiful, Mind bog- 
gling returns for farmers/in- 
vestorsl Best yet to cornel 
Small investment. Free vk:leo 
tape - Alpaca breeding. 
1(403)434-2362, leave mes- 
sage. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
BOOKS, used, rare. Mail or- 
der. Computer Book Search. 
Send wants specific or gen- 
eral. Quotes sent; David 
LIonas Books, 4720 Eales 
Rd., Victoria, B.C., V9B 5E H. 
478-8211. 
PEFISON~k8 
Watson Lake School Reun- 
ion. Where ere our Alumni 
and Stefffrom '52 til now? Let 
us knowl Soonl Write '92 
Committee. Box 590 Watson 
Lake, Yukon, YOA 1C0, 
(403)536.2392. 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes` CrowS1 land 
availability. For Informatlon 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3,11. 
LENGE: Uving and working SEnVClE8 
on an agricultural enterprise 
in Europe or Down Under. MajorlCBOandlnjurydalme. 
Percohaaged 18-30cancon- Joel A, Wenertdall=wyerfor 
tact thelntarnationslAgrlcul- 22 years. Call coUeot: 
rural Exchange Assodmtlon, (604)736-5500.Conting03toj 
1501- 17 Ave. S.W., Calg ry, fees avetlebfa, Injured In B.C. 
Am, T2T 0E2. only. 
CHIEF ADMIN. OFFICER re. TRAVla. 
qulrsd a.s.a.p, by smell VIL- 
LAGE 100 miles north of AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEA-  
WHITEHORSE, Must have LAND. Call the Souil~P~ilio 
municipal training & exped- speciallst, ANZATmv0l;Vpm. 
ence, Salary In the $40,000 couverlAucl~nd;retumh.~,n 
range. Houelng avallel e, $1,069 to $1,579, Vlmoo~ 
Please applylmmediatel) ~o! verlSydney, return ?from 
Mayor & Council, Village of $1 ,18gto$1,899.VaU 
Carmacks, Yukon, Y0B I ;0. call: 734-7725. ToH.~ 
FAX (403)063-6606, 800-972.603S. 
) .  
J~ 
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3O.Obituades 
. SIMS (RITA( PAULA ROSALIE 
Born March 2511918 at St. Phillip, Sask. 
Passed away at Mills Memorial Hospital, Oct. 
4191. Predeceased by her husband, Patdck 
Joseph Sims, In January of 1968. Survived by 
daughter Tona Malay of Delta, B.C., son 
Gerald,' andgrandchildren. 
Rita arrived'in Terrace not long after her 
marriage to Pat in 1950. She worked at Porter 
and Company from,the late 60's until her re. 
cent retirement. 
A funeral mass was held Oct. 9/91 al 1:30 
p.m. at the Catholic Church, Father Allan F. 
Noonan O.MJ. officiated. A reception was held 
at the church following interment, 
','The family wishes to extend their thanks to 
the doctors and nurses who attended upon 
Rita while she was in hospital, Special thanks 
to the Knights of Columbus. and the Catholic 
Women League for thei~ help and support to 
the family, lp26 
1934 - 1991 
ALBERT G. SEALY (Bert) 
passed awaY Sept. 29191 at the age of 57 at 
Prince George Regional Hospital. Survived by 
wife Majorie, daughter Rhonda, Lacombe 
Alberta; son Gerald el Prince George; 2 
brothers, Larry and Ge()rge of PenUcton area; 
3 grandchildren, 3 stepsonsand six step- 
granchildren. No services by request, lp26 
* 33. Travel 
635-6181 I 
31198 1 
7" R A ~/E L 
24 HRS. 
PORTUGAL ,~=~. .  
ORLANDO ~.r, am ,....=650 
,AWA,,,,,, ............ =579 
=809 
I 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS @ 
Specializing In customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
' (604) 635-7868 
32. Legal Notices 
NOTICE  TO 
CREDITORS 
1EIlate of the deceased: BEflTING: 
RONALD, LATE OF 3738 River Drive, Ter- 
race, B,C. 
-Credll0rs and others having claims 
against he said estate(s), are hereby re. 
qulred to send them duly vedfled to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 600 • 808 West 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6C 
3L3, before November 20, 1991 after 
, which date the assets of the said estate(s) 
:will be distributed, having regard only to 
claims that have been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
32. Legal Notices 
The Responsibility isYours. 
!-800-663-1441 
TENDERS INVITED 
CARPET CLEANING - To supply labour, 
materials and equipment toprovide water 
extraction method of carpet cleaning with 
a truck mount system at the following 
locations: 
Health Centre- Terrace 
Courthouse --Terrace 
Tender documenls may be obtained after 
October 3, 1991 from B.C. Buildings Cor. 
poratlon, 4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1 K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at the 
above address until 3:00 P.M., October 
23, 1991 and will be ®ened in public at 
that time, 
For further information call Jill Crawford In 
Terrace at 638-3221. 
I :[#11 :FIlI~ lli[: [~]Lq.]~,m ~:t I[,]a 
MmisW Of 
P/0Vlll~e of Health 
British Columbia DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to lhe provisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Michelie 
Diane Stenhouse 
OF 1546 Kitsch 
IN Terrace. B.C. Y8G 3Z5 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME. Slenh0use 
GIVEN NAMES, Mich011e Diane 
TO 
SURNAME, Candelora 
GIVEN NAMES, Mlchelle Diane 
DATED THIS 9th DAY OF October A,D. 
1991 
Ministry nl 
Pmvlnte ot |realti~ 
Ildtl~J1 Columbia nlVl.~lOtt OF
VitAl. STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the ~rovisions of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Karen 
Elizabeth Evelyn Greenwood 
OF 3424 Bruce Crescent 
IN Terrace, B.C. V8G 3C7 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME. Greenw0o~ 
GIVEN NAMES. Kar0n Elizabeth Evelyn 
TO 
SURNAME, Wienberg 
GIVEN NAMES. Karen Elizabeth Evelyn 
DATED THIS 8th DAY OF October A.D. 
1991. 
!i. 
: : (not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) 
TENDERS 
Janitor Service 
The Terrace and District Credit union is accepting tenders 
for a janitorial contract. 
Tender forms and specifications are available at the credit  
union off ice. I " " 
4650 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Closing Date October 18, 1991 
i 
HYGIENIST OR 
CERTIRED DENTAL 
ASSISTANT REQUIRED 
For local progressive dental of- 
fice. 
Applicants please send resume 
to: 
Or. J.O. Zucldattl 
4623 Lakelce Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 1P9 
636-2552 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
Largest import dealer in the Northwest requires an experienced 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
Must be neat in appearance and able to deal effectively with the public. 
Resume required. For appoln .tment 
ThomhB Motors . 
3028 Hwy. 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7286 
"~ ~ ~ l l v e  thl  F i l l ,  Hi l l  ThrOUgh Us" 
( ,~ . IRE  A LOGEER AGENCY 
I i f  ( ~ ~ Personnel Placement 
l lr, l | t S[afetY Management 
~1~ m.~Equipment Listing 
~k,..~.~ Cost Accounting 
SALES PERSON 
Large equipment dealer requires an experienced 
sales person. Must be •self motivated and a self 
starter. Please reply to: 
File # 66 
t ic  Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.' 
V8G 1S8 
Full-time position available for 
FRONT-END PERSON 
Must be customer oriented and fdendly. Please apply at: 
A&W RESTAURANT 
ON KEITH AVENUE 
HELP WANTED 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
ARENA ATTENDANT 
With Ice making training and building maintenance xperience. Preference 
will be given to i~ppllcations with B.C. Recreation Fscllltlse AssOciation "At. 
tificlal Ice-making and Building Maintenance Certification" Or the Ministry of 
Labour "Refrigeration Operators Certification" with the "Power Engineers 
and Boiler and Pressure Vessel, Act" This Is'e Union position with e starting 
rate of $1 e,97 and an excellent benefit package. 
Applications will be accepted up to 4:30 p,m, October 31, 1991. 
Rlck'Hume 
Superintendent of Worke 
Town of Smlthera . : . 
P.O. Box 67g 
Smlthera, B.C. 
oMn:, • . . . . .  VOJ 
847.3361 
I 
.. . .  
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
IN.GRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
Terrace Regional Health Care 8celery has s furl.time position available Im- 
mediately for an Accounts Payable Clerk. The ~dluy will be In accordance 
with the H,E,U, coflectlve agreement. 
DUTIES: Under the supervision of the Controller; reconciles the payroll bank 
account, matches, checks, batches, proceuas lind inputs invokes for pay. 
ment using e personal computer, Prepares accrual Vouohem, vedfles cash, 
prepares bank deport, manual chequea~ and peffornls other related duties 
a8 assigned, : 
QUAURCATIONS: Grade 12, three years recant related e)iperlence or an 
equivalent combination of education, Irslniog, and experience, Ability to: 
type 50 w.p,m,; communicate ffectlvely,.bo~ velbaily andln wri.tlng:.deal 
with others effectively; carry Out the duties clothe la,~lHIon; OrQ&'llz e WORK! 
and operate related equipment. 
Please apply In Writing to: , 
• Co~trdler !~. 
Tereaoe Regional Hleellh Cero 8~lely ' ,  ,-, ~, 
.. 47:!0 Itauliland Avlmue T 1 " " 1, .( :: 
Tma~;  B.C. . :,. . . . . .  
1 V lO  ~W ? l "  " ' " . ,  
• " :' FaX ll lk1119' ,~ :  r4:: " ; "*  ' . . . .  q~'l' 
VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE 
WANTED: Madlll mini tower operator 
WANTED TO BUY: Graders 
SURVIVAL FIRST AID 
COURSE, OCT. 26 
Hurryl Limited Entry. 
Uurga Anderson 
Phul 636-5500 Fax 636-5524 
4926 Kelth Ave,, Tenace V86 1K7 
entry level, room for advancement. Resumes required in your 
own handwriting. Please reply to file No. 100 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8. 
i ' 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
NURSING INSTRUCTOR, TERRACE 
Northwest Community College has a temporary full-time posi- 
tion for a nursing instructor to teach the second year of the 
programme. The appointment will commence November 1, 
1991 and will terminate May 30,  1992.  The salary will be in 
accordance with the Collective Agreement between the Col- 
lege and the B.C.G.E.U. (under review), 
Interested applicants Should !oossess a Baccalaureate in Nur- 
sing, a minimum of three years Medical/Surgical nursing ex- 
perience, and be an active member of the Registered Nurses 
Association of B.C. Previous teaching experience .and 
familiarity with Nursing Diagnosis and the Roy Model of Adap- 
tation would be an asset, 
Please apply in writing with a resume before October i23,  
1991 to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Communi ty  Col lege 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4C2 
FAX 635-3511 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
Care Services, Continuing Care Division 
COMMUNITY OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPIST 
Occupational Therapist 2 
COMPETITION HL91:2661 $34,931 - $40,230 
The Ministry of Health has an opportunity for a Community Occupational 
Therapist o work in the Long Term Care Program In Terrace, In this position 
you will provide community based occupational therapy to refon'ed.cllants; 
act as consultant/resource parson for Continuing Care Division staff by ed. 
vising on environmental nd equipment adaptations, Independent living 
skills end occupational performance, develop resource materials and pro. 
vide eduoe!!on to the community, 
Qualifications: Graduate of a,recognlzed Occupational Therapy Program. 
Registered re,ember of B,C, Society of Occupational Therapists, Con. 
slderable experience as an occupational Therapist, Previous supervisory 
experience and community experience preferred, Travel Is • requirement of 
this position and tmnslxxtstlon arrangements mum meet operational re. 
qulraments of the MIn!stry, Applicant Is subject o astisfanfory references In- 
cluding police record review. Certah police records may preclude appoint. 
ment to this vacancy. An eligibility list may be established, PART.TIME 
WORK AND/OR OTHERCOMMUNITIES WITHIN THE SKEENA HEALTH 
UNff CATCHMENT AREA MAY BE CONSIDERED, PLEASE INDICATE 
PREFERENCE FOR FULL OR PART-TIME AND LOCATION PREFERRED• 
The MInkdry of Health has a smoke.free policy, 
Send i~opllcallona toWendy 8¢hmldt, _Regional Human Resources Manager, 
Ministry of Health, ~ Reolonal Human resources Office, North 4th floor -- 
1800 3rd .~venue, ~ .Ge~/ge , ,  S.C, V2L 3a6 PHONE: §66.725a FAXz., :~m:eo3o, ~'~o~oom~tiuon hum .w. • . : • ; . y  : ,  • . 
WAREHOUSE PERSON 
National Electrical Wholesaler requires 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
--- ' S  
. 
5keens 
5awmnlls e 
~ n 
n ~n~l~ 
TREEPLANTING CONTRA  
Viewing of areas forSkeena sawmill's ~! 992 Spr- 
ing Planting Pr'ogram in the Kitimat-Terrace area 
will occur on October 22 and 23; 'J991. 
If interested phone S. Jay or D. Keating to pre- 
register. Phone: 635-6336. 
AIIo~ 2 full days for the initial viewing. Viewing is 
mandatory prior to submission of bids . . . . . .  
' BOh[Idro 
Invitation To Tender 
Description: Rehabilitation of an existing dam & powerhouse near 
Prince Rupert. The major items of work are as follows: 
1., RebulM dam sp Ilway cast. 
2. RePair' deteriorated concrete in the dam & powerhouse. 
3: SOppl~ & install concrete anchors to improve dam stability. 
4. Construct transformer foundations and concrete block walls in the 
switchyard. 
5. Install mechanical gates & hoists in the dam & powerhouse. 
Documents to be available from-this office from 21 October 91 upon 
prepayment of $113..50 (all taxes included) for the first copy & $56.50 
(all taxes included) for each additional copy (Non.refundable). 
Reference: G1039 Closing Date: 20 Nov; 91 
Details available irom office of B.C. Hydro Purchasing Officer, 1265 
Howe St., Suite 200, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2G8; 663-2577 or 
663:2560. Sealed tenders clearly marked with reference number will 
be received in Room 226, address as above, until 11:00 a.m. onthe 
above closing dates. 
"OCTOSER 161 17, 16 i  
Preschool sAory time at ,Terrace 
Public Library wiil be held Wed, 
at 10:30 a,m. and Thurs. at 1:30 
p;m.:beginning'Oct..le, 17.,$~. 
sions last about forty "five 
minutes and include picture 
books finge~Ja~s and pu.o~ts, 
" L" . ,There 'is': fig Cha~'~e:*l~Ut:'j~lease 
register in advance. 638.8177 
,k; .A. ~ ,A, ,k. 
OCTOBER,116 n. 23 .  Auditipns '
- -  The TerraCe i~ittle' Theatre 
will hold auditions for its winter 
production. "Living Togeth~er" 
on Oct. 28 & 30 and Nov. ~4at. 
7:30 p.m. at 3625 Kalum SL (Me- 
Coil Playhouse). Call Ken Mor- 
ton 635-7507 eveings & weekends 
for info. Needed: 3 men, 3 
women, ages 30-45. 
ocroBER 24. 1991 - -  Creative. 
Parent ing.  a °suppo'rt and 
skillbuilding group for parents 
will be holding a meeting Thurs. 
at 8 p.in. at 4506 Lakeise',~/ve. 
For more info call Kelly at 
638-0717. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ,il~ ~ i 
OCTOSER 26. 1991 - -  Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Assoc. is holding their annual 
General meeting. Sat. at 2 p.m. 
at N,W,C.C. Rm. 208. Shannon 
Mark will give a slide presenta- 
tion of her recent rip to China. 
Come and see the slide show, 
elect this years directors and 
meet our new coordinatbrl 
Everyone welcome: 638-8393 for 
more info. 
.k .k ,k. ~k ~r 
OCTOBER 28~ 1991 --  Support 
group meeting for persons suf- 
fering from M.E. (Myalgic 
Encephalomyelitis), also known 
as SFIDS (Chronic Fatiue and 
Immune Dysfunction 
Syndrome),-at 7:30 p.m.in the 
downstairs meeting room of the 
Terrace Public Library. For 
more information, please contact 
Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
OCTOBER 31, 1991 - -  Terrace 
Ministerial Assoc. "Treat the 
Food Bank" 6-8 p.m. Be on the 
look out for Terrace youth wear- 
ing badges and asking you to 
donate some non-perishable 
food for our food bank~ Please 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
MINISTRY OF LANDS AND PARKS 
- -  PARKS DIVISION 
The Ministry of Lands and Parks, Parka Division invites pro- 
.~,4~o=zls4o perate a camp.grouted, with'm~e~'~d O~ e , 
_ Mez/.ad!n ~ke  Park ~ Jg.(:_ate~LGZ.km.eastof,,Stewart. B.C,.on... 
Highway No. 37 . . . . .  . ~ : .  
A Mandatory site viewing will be held at Meziadin Lake Park at 
11:00 A.M,, October 22, 1991. Meet at the Park informa- 
tion Shelter. Nots: A Bidding Meeting will follow the site 
viewing. -:.~ 
I~roposal Packages will be available October 11, 1991 at the 
B.C, Parks District Office, 3790 Alfred Ave., No, 201, 
Smithers B.C,, as well as at the mandatory site viewing, for a 
non-refundable cost of $25.00, per package, plus 7% GST, 
cash or certified cheque onlyl 
The deadline for submitting tenders is 2:00 P.M. November 
8, 1991. 
Further information about this opportunity may be obtained 
by phoning the:Area Supervisor at Pease Lake, B.C.~ 
(771-459 l J or the Zone Manager in Smithers (847-7320). 
1 
295 acres (7000 pl) 
en bordure de la dvl~re Skeena 
,* Environ 7000 pl de terrain en bar. 
dure de la riviera Skeena (celebre pour 
ses remontees de saumon) 
* 295 acres de terracin plat deboisd 
200 pi ix ~5000"pl, de plstes 
asphallees 
. situee a 12 km a I'ouest de Kitwanga 
du cet~ nord de la rivi~re. Skeena 
On paul se procurer les documents de 
soumisslon aupr~s du: 
Directeur ~oional 
FRONTAGE . i .  
Approximately 7000' dyer frontage 
on the Skoena River (famous for its 
salmon runs) 
w 295 Acres of mostly level and 
cleared land 
* 200 05000' Paved Runway 
* 12"km.)wesl of Kitwanga on north 
side 0l river 
Tender packages may be 0btalnedfr0m: 
Regional Manager 
Co,l tract Policy & Adm]nistralion 
.. Public Works Canada 
novembre 1991 ~i 11 h:~.AM, aux 
bu~;eaux ,de ,  Travaux public Canada, 
601.1166 Alheml St.. Vancouver (C..B) 
V6E 3W5 
Information: (604) e66.3207, 
LE MINIST RE SE RESERVE LE OROIT DE 
REFUSER SOft L'ENSEM§LE SOft 
L'UNE OLIELCONQUE DES SQUMISSIONS 
RECUES. 
1166 Alboml Street Politlque contractuelle et : 
, Vancouver. B.C. V6E 3W5 * administration ' " :1  '~ r 
Phone:(604) 6ee.0185 .:~ , Travaux puhlics'C lada., :~~' 
CI.OSING DATE: Sealed Oilers will be 1156'.Alberni St," ,~,~,. 
recelynd no later than 11:00 a,m. pat - Vancouver (C,.B.) V6E 3W5 
November 29, 199t at Public Works , Telephone: (604) 666.0185 , 
Canada, 601"1165 Albeml!St. Van. DAi.El'lMiTi:~n'e.soi;c:s,,~eli~esser~,.,t. =~,= " ' " ' '  =' 
couver. B.C. V6E 3W5 (acues jusqua la date~ limits dO 20 
For, further Information phone (604) 
666.3207. 
THE DEPARTMENT RESERVES THE UN. 
QUALIFIED RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR 
ALL I~FEP.S RECEIVED. 
give generously. Contact: Cliff 
Siebert at 635-2434 or Doug 
Ginn at 635-7727 
• k .~ ,/r .k ,k 
OCTOBER 18-  NOVEMBER 
15. 1991 - -  Tales ['or Twos at 
Terrace Public Library will be 
held F.ridays at 10:30 a.m, from 
Oct. 18 - Nov. 15. This is a 
special ~ hours story time for 
two year olds and parents 
together. There is no charge but 
please register in advance, 
638-8177 
loca!ed' at 492~ Agar Avenue. 
For further tnfo callthe Church 
at 635-7727 or EleanOr Froese at 
635-5253, School provides 
classes for every age group from 
2 years, through teens and 
adults. 
COME SING. Join the Terrace 
Youth Community Choie, Age~ 
8-13 Monday evenings 6:15-8:00 
p,m. Phone 635-9649 or 
638-1230 for more information 
Limit of 40 sin8ers, 
SIGN LANGUAGE classes be. 
ins offered at Terrace Child 
Development Centre Wednesday 
evenings. Phone 635-9388 for 
further information. 
• k. ,k 'k ~ ,k 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
Terraceview Lodge Pet Visita. 
tion Program. Once a month 
committment eeded. Dogs only, 
for more info. call Tammy at 
635-3737 (days) or 798-2226 
(e~;enings). 
TERRACE ART GALLERY 
and Terrace Public Library sum- 
mer art show featuring local ar- 
•tists is held Tuesday to Sat., 
noon to 5 p.m. Further informa. 
tion call Cathy 638-8884 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
"Child Health clinics" for 
Tuesdays from 9:30 a.m. - 12 
p.m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m, 
Thursdays h30 p.m. - 4 p.m 
Duties include weighing & 
measuring children. No lifting 
necessary. For more information 
call Debra at 638.3310 
TERRACE PIPES & DRUMS 
practice every Mon. from 7:30 
8:10 p.m. Jr. Table; 8:20 - 9:00 
p.m. Sr. Table; 9:15 - 9:45 p.m, 
piping & drumming. Meet at the 
Kin Hut next to Heritage Park. 
Anyone interested in playing or 
learning to play, call Audrey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT White Cane Club 
• meeting the 2nd Tues. of every 
month at l:00 p.m. in the 
Women's Resource Centre. 
Everyone welcome. For informa- 
tion phone Phyllis at 638-0412 or 
Evelyn at 635-7015. 
• k .k .k t- ,k 
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets 
every Wed. from 6:39 - 8 p.m. 
For kids 6-9 years at Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
St. Ph. 635-2434 for more info. 
,k .k .k t. ,t, 
JUNIOR YOUTH GROUP 
meets every Wed. from 6:30 - 8 
p.m. at Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly, 3511 Eby St. For ages 
10 - 12 years. 635-2434 for more 
~,, * ****  info, 
-" Iq'OVEMIIE R -S -.,1991-__~-T~ ~.ee~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~t~.l~.tr,  p ~ . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Breastfeeding Support Group CRYSTAL'S PLACE is a youth 
,will ..hq[{t, i~,~. l~fh~ monthly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~ ...... drop in centre for teens and 
meeting on Tues. at 8:00 p.m. n young adults, fi,~ 6]'fer games: " 
Mills Memorial Hospital Educa." ' Nintendo, foose ball, pool, 
tion Rm. We .will be Vi .ewing'a board games and inuch more. 
video produced by The Assoc. of 
Iroquois & Allied Indians called 
"The  Bonding Circle of 
Breast feeding."  Everyone 
welcome. For further info call 
Terry at 635-3267. 
NOVEMBER 6. 1991 - -  General 
meeting of Terrace Little 
Theatre, Wed. at 7:30 p.m. Me- 
Coil Playhouse. 3625 Kalum ST, 
Join us! Call 638-1215 for info. 
~ ,k. ,k ,k ,t. 
NOVEMBER 7, 1991 -- Free 
law class --  Child Abuse & Pro- 
tection on Thurs. from 7 - 9 p,m. 
in the Terrace Public Library, 
Class size is limited, so be sure to 
register early by calling 638-4750, 
.k 'Pr 'k 'k * 
NOVEMBER 14, 1991 - -  Free 
law class -- Women and the 
Law. Thurs. from ? - 9 p.m. in 
the Terrace Public Library. Class 
snze is limited, so be sure to 
register early by calling 638-4750. 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the .Alliance Church 
. Plant = Seed 
Christian rock videos, snack bar. 
Come for a visill 4804 Olson 
Ave. 635-5450 or 635-2434. 
Fridays 3:30- I 1 p,m., Saturdays 
I - 5 p.m, 
d. "Jr '~" ~" "k 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
improving your English? Join an 
advanced level, English As A Se- 
cond Language class. We meet 
Saturdays and Mondays 4 - 6:30 
p.m. at the ReadingPlace (next 
to the Tillicum Theatre. Call 
635-9119 for more info. 
TERRACE - K IT IMAT 
SINGLES meet every Tuesday at 
Mr. Mikes --  7 p.m, Terrace. 
For info. phone 635-3238. 
,k 'llr ~ ,k ~ 
THE ALZHEIMER SUPPORT 
group holds monlhly meetings 
on the last Thursday of each 
month at 2:00 p,m. at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. These are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are most welcome. For more in- 
formation please call Gillian at 
635-3381. 
.~ : je '~ .~,  ,:~,: • • .ew 
sp!r,.t of g 
635-7286 
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Necyc~e non-commercial glass, tin cans, 
newspapers & magazines. Glass & tins MUST be 
clean (prefer Without labels). 
BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
MONDA¥ - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM - 4 PM 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a.rn, • 5:00 p.m. Monday to R'lday 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising ia 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising ia 5:00 pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department is 12:00 
noon Fdday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $30.00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S8 
phone 638-7283 638-8432 
PUBLIC NOTICE  
is given to the electors of School District No. 88 (Terrace) that I require the 
presence of said electors in the places herein designated, on Monday, Oc- 
tober 28, 1991 between the hours of ten a.m and twelve noon, to elect: 
Trustee (one) --  for • two year term (1992/93 calendar years) to 
represent the Terrace area and environs: 
Trustee (one) - -  for a two year term (1992193) to represent the Hazelton- 
Kltwsnga areas end environs. 
Trustee (one) - -  for • two year term (1992/93 calendar years) to repre- 
sent the reserves of Gltwangak, Kitwsncool and Kitsegulde. 
At the sCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street. Terrace, B,C• for 
the electors of the Terrace and Terrace rural voting area. 
At the HAZELTON VILLAGE OFFICE• and the NEW HAZELTON MUNICIPAL• 
OFFICE, for electors of the Village of Hazelton and Hazenon voting area. 
At the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE. 3211 Kanney Street. Terrace. B.C. for 
the electors of Gitwangak, Kitwancool and Kitsegukla reserves, 
The mode of nomination of candidates hall be as follows: 
• Candidates shall beqom n~ted n wr ng b~v two du y qua fed e actors of  the 
Assessment Distruct. The nominat0on paper shall be dehvere~'~e~J~m.  
ing officer, or desigriate, at,any tide bGtw~i~dt~ it~'~lV'th'~ ' ~t i~4~.  
noon of the day of nomination• The nomination Dapo~" sl'iall'~tate'th'e'~r~'~/ 
residence and occupation of the person nominated in such a manner as to 
sufficiently identify such candidate. The nomination paper shall be signed by 
the candidate. 
In the event of a poll being necessary, advance polls and regular polls will be 
held at the following places, dates and times: 
City of Terrace and Terrace Rural Areas: 
- Advance Poll, Friday, November 08, 1991, Terrace & District School 
Board Office, 9:00 a,m. to 8:00 p.m. 
-Advance Poll, Friday, November 15, 1991• Mills Memorial Hospital, 4:00 
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
- Regular Poll, Saturday, November 16, 1991, Terrace, Rosswood, Usk, 
Thomhill, Lakelse Lake, Cedarvale, New Remo. 8:00 a,m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Municipalities of Hazelton and Hazelton Voting Areas: 
-Advance Poll, Friday, November 0B, 1991, Hazelton Municipal Office, 
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m 
-Advance Poll, Thursday 14, 1991, New Hazelton Municipal Hall, 3026 
Bowser, 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
- Advance Poll. Friday, November OO. 1991 Kitwanga Elementary Secon- 
dary School, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m, 
- Regular Poll, Saturday, November 16, 1991. Hazelton, Two Mile South 
Town, Kitwanga, Kispiox Valley, New Town. Moricetown. Kispiox Vdlage, 
8:00 a,m, to 8:00 o.m. 
Reserves of aitwangak, Kltwancool end Klteegukla 
• Advance Poll, Friday, November O8, 1991, Kitwanga Elementary/Secon. 
dary School, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
- Regular Poll, Saturday. November 16, 1991, at Gitwangak, Kitwancool and 
Kitsegukla 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Every person is hereby required to take nohce and govern himself accor. 
dingly. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE, B.C 
this 4th day of October, 1991 
(Mrs,) Elaine Johnson I 
Returning Officer 
I School District Ha. 88 (Terrace) 3211 Kenney Street Terrace, B.C. VSG 3E9 
• • ,% 
THORNHILL :SUBARU 
3026 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace, B.C. ,.," ~" ~,~r~N~.-~,O ~ *  1 P ~ r ~ ' . . . .  
II I , , ~ " ~ ~. 
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C this f.all Fly AirB : .... 
• 2 : 
and you could win 
I million 
Bonus Mi 
I 
f !:: : j  '~.13 II ' : II 
m 
I 
:ii(i! ::ilili•:iii!ili,! :/i' / 
Oger 30,000,000 
Aeroplan TM miles to be won. 
If you're an Aeroplan TM Member and you fly 
MrBC you stand an excellent chance of winning 
Aeroplan TM Bonus Miles. We'll be giving away 
over 18,000 prizes ofAeroplan TM bonuses 
ranging from 1,000 to 1,000,000 miles. All you 
have to do is fly AirBC, or an.v Air Canada 
Connector ~,every chance you get between ........ 
October 14th and December 8th, 1991'. Even." i ~ i~ i  I
Aeroplan TM Member will atttomaticall.v be 
registered for the drawing that will take place in ! ~ 1~ :~ ~ .~: 
January, 1992. (If..vou're not vet a meniber of 
Canada's most popular frequent flyer i/,": 
programme, now's a good time to join!) . : : :  !:/ 
M~d remember, Air Canada's Winning Seat : :: 
promotion with over J 12 million in travel prizes ' ,. 
and over 30 million Aeroplan TM Bonus Miles is 
going on during the same period. You could win 
tickets, atravel certificate, a Carnival cruise or an 
Air Canada Vacations ®package to Sandals Resorts 
or the Cn'stal Palace. Even." Air Canada flight ii-:: 
taking ofl ~ in Canada between October 14 and 
December 8,1991 will have a Winning Seat. . i!i/ii: 
you feel like a winner no matter where you fir. 
Complete rules and regulations are available~zt 
Ail'BC's airport icket counters. .... 
' All  r t~. 'nuv tk'kt.t,, an." cligihk'. 
Air (~;III;K~I K%tl~ I) 111 g 1 "- IX'mtc'd bv C/t%'hlt~,h n'ak .~,i rlinc,., 
f 1'" .'t , ~ir int~,. K,v.; .Iordan an Airlincr,,.%~llEXA and VI.~.s.~ 
;ll.a ~ tit t:l]il )' li zr Avn Illlall m Ih )lltZ,, .Mtk~. 
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i AVC-1000 ~1 
INTEGRATED A/V 
SALE 
OCT. 15 - 31 
1 . 
6-channel extended power 
amplifier 
Cinema switch and AVSE circuit enhance 
audiovisual impact Reg, $1180,00 
Programmable r mote control•with new . Sale 
3 function system; system call, system $ 799.99 
entry, system remote control 
New chassis consb'uctlon optimized for 
short signal paths 
DENON New Optical Class A Circuit ~ .a A~ \ 
Pure Current Supply \ "~1 v 
Capability with Low Impedance Speakers \ . . , ,~ l~j~ 
Reg. 5,540.00 - Sale \~I1,1' L 
$479.99 
CDC-615 
YAMAHA MULTI MUSIC 
C.D. CHANGER 
Reg. 5399.99 - Sale 
$299.99 
CDX-450 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
Reg. 5309.99 •Sale 
$249.99 
PANASONIC RQ-V460 
AMIFM PERSONALSTEREO 
RADIO CASSETEE PLAYER 
• AM/FM Preset Key Tuning 
• Auto Memory Scan 
• Feather Touch Auto Reverse 
• Full Auto Stop *Belt Clip 
SLN-P1 
PORTABLE CD pLAYER 
, .=.  ;:;=o ~. . . . . .  
$199.99 . . . . . . .  
i 
TDK SA-90 
2..99E OH 
Limited Quantity 
RX-DT55 
AM/FM RADIO CASSETTE 
RECORDER~ . . . . . . .  
Reg. 542 
$38~.,,,, 1 : 
PANASONIC 
KXT-3710 ....... J~ 
CORDLESS PHONE 
with sound charger 
10 channel access and 
automatic dialer ~ 
Reg. 5169.99- Sale ~ • "" . 
ELECTROHOME 
50CH03 
21"  STEREO 
MONITOR/ 
RECEIVER 
COLOR TV 
On screen display 
181 channel capability 
Quick view 
Reg. 5549.99 •Sale 
$489.99 
AVR-J02 
ELECTROHOME 
SUPER TRACK • 4 HEAD VCR 
8 program 4 week timer 
Video index search, unified remote 
Reg. 5460.90 - Sale 
$399.99 
Reg. 5119.99 
• Sale 
S 
EE I . I  •~ ....... ] 
PANASONIC KXT -t 450 
ANSWERING SYSTEM 
WITH AUTO LOGIC & 
TONE REMOTE CONTROL 
SANYO VM-D6 
8MM DIGITA I` CAMCORDER 
Time & Data 
8x Power Zoom with Variable Spee~ 
Digital auto focus with macro 
28" !1 u 
COLOR TV 
5w plus 5w Stereo Amplifer 
Remote on screen management (Picture 
&Audio controls). 
Comb filter for improyed resolution 
up to 600 lines Reg. 5890.00 - Sale 
$769.99 
ISHIBA 
CX-29299 I 29"  CARVER 
FST COLOR 
TV 
50 Month 
Warranty I 
with Carver Sonic  Hologr, 
Subwoofer and picture in picture 
Rag. S1365.00 - Sale 
$1099.99 
VM-ES77 ~~~j~l~r  
8MM CAMCRODER 
Remote 
Zoom Sale 
AutoPo, us $888.88 
Auto  Iris 
MANY MORE INSTORE SPECIALS 
4645 l..ekelse Ave. 
635-9220 
: ) . . . .  
